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Abstract

The wax and wane of social complexity in the Maya region has received considerable

attention from both researchers specializing in the area and the broader public. Said

attention has been especially focused toward the long period of relative social “uncom-

plexity” following the abandonment of most ancient Maya population centers in the late

first millenium CE. Monocausal explanations of this “collapse” have largely failed to

hold up against an ever increasing database of archaeological evidence, with the location,

chronology, or environmental context of one or more sites refuting such models.

Instead of describing a singular, pan-Maya narrative of social evolution featuring many

exceptions, this thesis considers the more uniform trajectory of a specific Maya subregion

termed the Elevated Core Region (ECR). Even given this reduced geographical scope,

understanding the complex interaction of diverse variables towards the varying states of

ECR social complexity is difficult. Much evidence suggests that droughts, endemic war-

fare, political stability, and environmental degradation were significant variables. Further

complicating things, Sentinel 2 satellite imagery is presented to suggest that the ECR’s

population modified expansive seasonal wetlands in ways that may have drastically ef-

fected the region’s society, agriculture, and/or economy.

Simulation has shown potential as an exploratory tool to help researchers of archae-

ological questions conceptualize dynamics within systems that, due to data limitations,

are seemingly opaque. This thesis presents an abstract spatial simulation model of the

ECR’s coupled human and natural system from 1000 BCE to the present day. The sim-

ulation features features virtual human groups, population centers, transit routes, local

resources, and imported resources. Despite its embryonic state, the model demonstrates

how certain anthropogenic characteristics of a landscape can interact with externally in-

duced trauma and result in a prolonged period of relative sociopolitical uncomplexity.

Analysis of batch simulation output suggests decreasing empirical uncertainties about

ancient wetland modification warrants more investment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

People characterized as belonging to the Maya culture have inhabited an area of

southern Mexico and northern Central America for millennia. Both historical and ar-

chaeological data have evidenced dramatic changes in social complexity in the region

over the course of this period. Relative degrees of social complexity exhibit spatial de-

pendence, reflecting the complex interactions between dynamic, adaptive human societies

and a diverse biophysical landscape. Cooperation, exchange, conflict, ritual, kinship, and

other social dynamics have mediated this culture’s narrative since their earliest days.

Climatically forced drought, destructive flooding, and powerful hurricanes represent the

primary natural disturbances that have long catalyzed adaptive transformations in the

configuration of these institutions. More hybrid, human-nature interactions were also

important to the region’s trajectory. Human exploitation, modification, maintenance,

and degradation of the ecological, hydrological, and geological systems provided the only

manner in which this region could have supported such a high popoulation and amount of

social complexity. The regional distribution of social complexity through both space and

time has proven understandably difficult to synthesize as a function of so many variables.

Nevertheless, researchers have directed significant attention towards identifying both

human and natural contributions to the wax and wane of social complexity in the ECR.

Much of this attention focuses on the abandonment of certain urban centers during the

final quarter of the first millennium CE, comprising an event termed the Terminal Clas-
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sic collapse. The most consistently argued factors contributing to this process include

climatic drought, inter-polity warfare, environmental degradation, and royal excess. An-

other focus is what led to the development of social complexity at these same and certain

other polities that, while not constituting a complete census of Maya centers, represent

a keystone component of the larger social network that fostered the evolution of Classic

Maya culture. Research on the development rather than the decline of social complexity

typically takes a more theoretical direction, drawing from ethnographic data and broader

social theory. A handful of studies have incorporated some form of quantitative modeling,

which are commendable for representing both the rise and fall of social complexity as a

singular process.

Simple explanations of these broad processes have failed to hold up against an ever in-

creasing database of archaeological and paleoecological evidence. Many have critiqued the

very term “collapse.” While these sentiments are partly due to the continuity of certain

cultural elements, it also stems from the existence of the many ethnically Maya settle-

ments that featured continued or even increased population during the Terminal Classic

period while others experienced abandonment. The idea of a drought-induced catastrophe

has been particularly critiqued. For example, Demarest observes that the disintegration

of polities in the Petexbatun region precedes the periods of drought suggested by paleo-

climatic proxies and, therefore, was not caused by drought. The environmental context

of many sites provides a further method to stump monocausal explanations for the Ter-

minal Classic collapse; how did so many sites along permanent rivers become abandoned

via climatically forced water deprivation? The failure of these generalized models, in

addition to the inherently limited precision of archaeological data, has for decades driven

authors to emphasize, to the point of near unanimity, the multivariable nature of such

transformations and the adaptive capacity of the respective human agents. Researchers

have more recently imported theories originating in ecology, including that of resilience,

panarchy, and niche construction and inheritance, adding further nuance to conceptual

models of Maya human-environment interaction.

The chorus of resistance to simplistic models of a broad Terminal Classic collapse is
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healthy for the theoretical aspects of archaeology. Overly deterministic models of Maya

social evolution and collapse are indeed a rare occurrence in recent literature as a result.

Of course, it is beneficial for an academic discipline to offer practical utility to compliment

its more erudite theory. Said resistance can serve to address this by dissuading alarmist

projections about global well-being while still educating the public about the potential

repercussions of general maladaptation within complex human-environment interactions.

However, more specific dynamics regarding Maya social complexity remain elusive because

there has been little expansion or elaboration of the disproven models past their critisism.

Thus, there exists a dichotomy. On one side, there are simplistic, explicit models of social

evolution that are theoretically and empirically vulnerable. On the other are those that

are theoretically elegant and difficult to refute yet too vague to distill salient human-

environment dynamics within the Maya region. There are exceptions to this, but they

are few.

Merging the strengths of each approach to achieve said distillation is important for

understanding not only the Maya’s past society but also those of other cultures in dif-

ferent times and places. For the Maya, it would give an important background to help

interpret the more fine-grain data that studies of this culture are well known for today.

In what context did Classic Maya elites make decisions about warfare and politics that

are recorded in their glyphic records? The foundation of their very power was the com-

plex social system that comprised the Maya polity. Therefore, understanding the nature

of any destabilizing forces to this system is valuable information towards this question

and many others. Insights gained about the dynamics of Maya social evolution could

help understand that of other ancient cultures featuring similar trajectories to that of

permanently abandoned Maya centers, such as the Rapa Nui or Khmer societies, or even

provide a foil to relatively unidirectional trajectories observed in other parts of the world.

It may even prove able to inform policy decisions in the present day as governments adapt

to similar challenges of environmental degradation, climate change, inter-state conflict,

and mass migration.

The question remains of how to create a model of Maya social evolution that avoids
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the pitfalls of its predecessors while still being able to produce fresh, testable hypotheses

about this topic. A major pitfall of past models is their failure to address the spatial

heterogeneity in degrees of social complexity. This is why some question the idea of

collapse; when “the Maya” are viewed as a singular entity, a “collapse” did not occur,

at least in terms of social complexity. Another is the treatment of time. No event in

Maya history occurred in temporal isolation. If, in the words of Gill ((Gill et al. 2007)),

“the food and water ran out—and [the sedentary, complex habitation of many inland

Maya centers] died”, then why didn’t settlement of said nature return throughout, in

most cases, the next thousand years? A third is the unknown connection between past

human behavior and the quantifiable proxy data that archaeologists record. While there

certainly exists evidence of large droughts, there is no way to know how these affected

ancient settlement or if a categorical effect even occurred.

The aim of this project is to produce novel insights, perspectives, and hypotheses, be-

yond those already published, regarding the trajectory of social complexity in the Maya

region for the past 3000 years and to do so while addressing the obstacles identified above.

This attempt is made via an abstract spatial simulation model named CHAAHK (Cli-

matically Heightened but Anthropogenically Achieved Historical Kerplunk). Along with

much verbal qualification, it addresses the issue of spatially dependent social evolution

by simply considering a subsection of the Maya region termed the Elevated Core Region

(ECR) that has featured a relatively consistent set of both cultural and environmental

characteristics contributing to its overall trajectory. This is complemented by how, even

within this reduced domain, CHAAHK calculates individual degrees of social complexity

of individual Maya centers that each have a unique location. It also attempts to repre-

sent time from the initial development of complex society in the Maya region around 1000

BCE to the present day. It finally addresses issues with data uncertainty in two ways.

First, instead of simulating specific processes (e.g. erosion, rainfall, reservoir construc-

tion, etc.), it includes variables representing purely the end-results of complex processes

towards a specific human need. Of course, these values are also wildly unknown. There-

fore, it secondly addresses this new problem by changing the value of these parameters
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across all logical values to observe the effects rendered on the model’s behavior.

CHAAHK is truly abstract, as stated. However, the purpose of this research is to

determine if, despite the generalized nature of its variables, the simulation is able to reveal

patterns in their spatial or temporal interaction that can contribute to the discussion of

social evolution within the ECR. Testing this ability has long been a stated objective

of the project. However, it also represents a convenient stopping point given the time

constraints for completing a master’s thesis. Simulation modeling can be used for testing

more tangible (i.e. actual) hypotheses when its behavior is grounded in well understood,

empirically validated processes. Will this bridge be able to bear the weight of this truck?

But when used for researching larger scale, natural systems, simulation models better

serve as exploratory tools to generate hypotheses to be tested in the field. For this

reason, a secondary objective of designing CHAAHK is to create a stable foundation that

can be readily updated with new features and incorporate new data as these become

published. To be successful in this regard, the model must exhibit robust behavior that

is well understood by the author and easily communicated to an audience.

Chapter 2 introduces, defines, and describes the Elevated Core Region (ECR). It char-

acterizes the traditionally defined periods of Maya history, outlines the relevant features

of the region’s physical geography, and synthesizes knowledge regarding both intra-annual

and inter-annual climatic patterns. It then proceeds to identify three categories of coupled

social and natural mechanisms that were influential to the region’s trajectory of sociopo-

litical development. These are agriculture, water management, and trade. This chapter

ends by dedicating a large fraction of its word count both reviewing and contributing

evidence of Maya waterborne trade and probable wetland canalization. This expanded

length is because these phenomena are less numerous, and indeed less substantiated, in

the literature of Maya archeology than for example climatic droughts.

Chapter 3 discusses the theoretical and methodological approach taken in this work.

Social complexity is defined for the purposes of this thesis. The chapter then discusses

past archaeological approaches to questions about social evolution and the collapse of

social complexity. It then describes ecological theories that have been recently applied
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to archaeology and many other non-ecological topics. It then describes an elaboration

of these theories that is implemented as part of CHAAHK’s algorithms. The simulation

methodology is introduced and described. This description contrasts a model featuring

simulation, such as CHAAHK with other types of simulations.

Chapter 4 presents the design of the simulation model. Here, CHAAHK is described

according to the ”Overview, Design Concepts, and Details” protocol that is widely used

to communicate the details of simulation models in a systematically structured format

(Grimm et al. 2010). The simulation itself features a collection of “center” objects that

represent Maya settlements and are arranged in a hexagonal lattice on a Cartesian plane.

They are connected by a network of “route” objects that represent the space between

centers and any infrastructure designed to aid passage. “Group” objects represent the

population of sedentary Maya people able to contribute towards community or state con-

struction projects. These projects include clearing vegetation, modifying waterways, and

building roads to improve the routes and building reservoirs, terraces, and other such

things to improve their centers. Both kinds of improvements also involve developing in-

creasingly complex social institutions to plan, oversee, and maintain them to ensure their

continued benefit. There are two types of resources groups required to maintain complex,

sedentary settlement: staple products and non-staple, imported products. There is also

a disturbance of variable strength that removes groups from the simulation in seeking to

represent drought, conflict, disease, or a natural disaster. Finally, Chapter 4 ends with a

visual demonstration of CHAAHK’s general behavior.

Chapter 5 quantitative descriptions of how changes to the model’s parameters in-

fluence its operation and output. The visual component presents charts showing how

changes to single parameters affect CHAAHK’s behavior relative to a subjective default

state. The featured quantitative analyses are global sensitivity analysis via variance

decomposition, multiple linear regression, and regression trees. Lastly, the parameter

vectors creating model behavior most similar to the historical ECR are analyzed. A con-

cluding synthesis of these results illuminates how CHAAHK responds to certain patterns

of parameter values.
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Chapter 6 discusses the implications of the model results described in Chapter 5

towards understanding the trajectory of social complexity within the ECR. As the model

is currently implemented, it suggests a combination of three general factors is required to

replicate a trajectory similar to the actual region. The first is a combination of factors that

foster high levels of social complexity. The second is an anthropogenic force detrimental

to social complexity that is highly resilient to disturbance. The third is a disturbance.

This is followed by the description of multiple possible scenarios that CHAAHK would

not be able to account for. Finally, opportune strategies for improving CHAAHK in the

future are considered.
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Chapter 2

The Elevated Core Region

2.1 Definition

This thesis concerns the socio-ecological trajectory of what is here termed the Elevated

Core Region (ECR). This phrase is a combi nation of Dunning’s (2012) “Elevated Interior

Region” and Rathje’s (1971) “Core Area”: a fusion of not only the names of each region,

but also of their respective characteristics. This general area has also been described as

the “Southern Lowlands” and “Central Zone” (Adams and Culbert 1978). Dunning’s

term reflects a key geological feature of the area. The ECR has been “uplifted into a

series of plateaus and basins,” which, due to the karstic bedrock, produces obstacles for

water utilization (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.2). Rathje’s reflects the commercial relationship

between the agriculturally fertile ECR and adjacent regions containing other essential

resources (Section 2.4.3). It features other shared cultural and environmental details

described throughout this chapter.

2.2 Cultural History

The history of human occupation of the ECR is divided into a series of phases that

archaeologists use to discuss the broader Maya civilization’s past (Table 2.1). The first of

these, the Middle Preclassic, witnesses the first permanent, complex settlements featuring

monumental architecture. Examples of prominent archaeological sites that fit this pattern
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Start End
Middle Preclassic 1000 BC 400 BC
Late Preclassic 400 BC AD 250
Early Classic AD 250 AD 550
Late Classic AD 550 AD 850

Terminal Classic AD 850 AD 1000
Postclassic AD 1000 AD 1500

Table 2.1: Outline of Maya Historical Periods

include El Mirador, Nakbe, Tikal, Calakmul, San Bartolo, and Yaxnocah (Hansen et al.

2002, Forsyth 1993, Dunning et al. 2015a, Folan et al. 1995, Garrison and Dunning 2009,

Brewer 2018). During the Late Preclassic, all of these sites further expanded in terms of

population and monumental construction. This was especially true for El Mirador, which

at this time became arguably the most populous ancient Maya city in the civilization’s

history. It also produced massive monumental structures, such as the 72m tall “La

Danta” temple (Hansen 1998). The Late Preclassic also featured early traditions of art,

writing, and religion that can be considered prototypical to their more well understood

Classic period manifestations (Saturno et al. 2006b, Saturno 2009). All of these sites

experienced profound social and environmental disturbance towards the end of the Late

Preclassic period (Section 2.3.2, Dunning et al. (2014)).

Certain sites never recovered from this Preclassic collapse, such as El Mirador, Cival,

and San Bartolo. However others, best represented by Tikal and Calakmul, began to

recover during the ensuing Early Classic period (Dunning et al. 2014). During this

time the powerful Central Mexican state Teotihuacan exerted vaguely understood but

nonetheless powerful influence over the ECR and surrounding regions Stuart (2000). This

influence eventually waned, as Teotihuacan faded from relevance and the ECR entered

the Late Classic period. This time represents the region’s florescence in terms of art,

architecture, science, engineering, intensive agriculture, and, similar to other such “golden

ages”, courtly excess. The Late Classic ECR also held by far the largest net population

during the Late Classic (Folan et al. 2000). The copious lexicon of Maya glyphs suggests

how the powerful city-states of Calakmul and Tikal vied for supremacy by managing a

complex web of allied or vassaled centers (Martin et al. 2000). Centers such as Xultun,
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Motul de San Jose, Holmul and La Milpa took on a preeminent status within their

respective sub-regions of the ECR.

During the Terminal Classic the political system of the ECR collapsed and its inhabi-

tants largely abandoned archaeologically traceable sedentism. The timing of this collapse

can be viewed through the site-by-site cessation of long count calendar inscriptions (Ebert

et al. 2015). A more objective proxy for this decline is the scarcity of ceramic evidence

dated to the Terminal Classic relative to the cornucopia of ceramics dated to earlier peri-

ods, especially the Late Classic (Culbert 1973, Folan et al. 2000). Small settlements did

persist during the Terminal Classic and Postclassic, usually near to the ECR’s few lakes,

but their scale of construction is significantly less than the many larger centers that had

been abandoned (Rice 1986, Moriarty 2012).

At the same time, a large number of other Maya sites outside the ECR experienced

abandonment. These include Palenque, Yaxchilan, Piedras Negras, Ceibal, Xunantunich,

Caracol, Cohla, and Copan. However, many other non-ECR centers persisted or even

flourished during this period. While many Maya sites were suffering their death throes,

to the south the site of Cancuen witnessed a short-lived, but nonetheless, impressive

florescence (Demarest 2014). To the East, Lamanai, in present-day Belize, experienced

relative stability throughout the Postclassic (Pendergast 1986). To the west, settlement

patterns along the Champoton drainage shifted away from the ECR and towards the Gulf

Coast (Ek 2016). To the north, the sites of Chichen Itza and Mayapan, with mutually

exclusive timings, became influential capital cities (Sabloff 1973). It is worth noting that

each of these three authors attribute the settlement trajectory of their research area to

reflect changing patterns of waterborne trade. The Puuc Hills region to the north of

the ECR experienced a burst of Terminal Classic activity similar to Cancuen albeit on a

much larger scale (Dunning et al. 2012). Waterborne trade, at least intuitively, does not

seem to be a factor in the florescence of Xcoch, Sayil, and Uxmal that lie in this region,

though the largest of Puuc center , Uxmal, appears to have developed strong ties to the

Gulf Coast trade network (Ball 1979).

The Postclassic comes to an end with the arrival of Spanish explorers. The ECR
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region was relatively ignored by colonists and conquistadors alike. In 1697, Nojpeten be-

came one of the last native governments to be conquered by Europeans. The 19th century

witnessed rapid development of economically liberal, culturally European populations in

both the tip of the Yucatan Peninsula to the ECR’s north and the Guatemalan highlands

to its south. This was largely due to the production and exportation of hennequin and

coffee, respectively. The famous explorers Stevens and Catherwood did not go to any

ECR archaeological sites. However, in the 20th century chicle, mahogany, and looted

Maya artifacts became valuable exports, fostering some economic growth, and archaeolo-

gists began excavating Maya ruins in the ECR such as Tikal, Uaxactun, and many other

sites. The late twentieth and early twenty-first century century saw modest immigra-

tion. Currently the region’s natural ecosystem is threatened by illegal logging from both

commercial and smallholder sources, and archaeological ruins are being destroyed every

day in order to clear land for what is usually milpa farming or cattle grazing. Still, the

majority of the ECR is covered by forests and swamps.

2.3 Physical Geography

2.3.1 Geology

The ECR is almost entirely situated on carbonate rock, namely limestone. The acidic

rainwater runoff that tropical forests produce has combined with this soluble foundation

to produce karstic features throughout the region. Karst is highly porous, containing

many fissures, caves, and sinkholes that, given enough time, will form extensive sub-

terranean drainage systems. Elevation ranges from 120 to 300 meters above sea level

(Dunning et al. 2002). The surface is also well above any permanant water table, as

the karst allow water to filter through its porous structure to depths that are difficult

to reach by modern means and were inaccessible to ancient populations. Although the

overall elevation of the ECR is vaguely consistent, the topography is rugged. Geologic

uplift and limestone dissolution has produced undulating terrain composed of plateaus,

basins, and escarpments.
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Soils are, unsurprisingly, calcareous. Past this, they exhibit great variety that depends

largely on their topographical context. Upland soils tend to be shallow, well drained, and

basic. The fertile Rendoll type soil that supported a large fraction of Maya subsistence

can be found in the uplands. These soils helped to support such a dense population in

ancient times, but their vulnerability to erosion also produced challenges (Dunning et al.

2002). Soils in topographic depressions tend to be deep, poorly drained, and relatively

acidic. Here many Vertisols have formed due to the high fraction of clay particles.

2.3.2 Bajos

The dense clays in the ECR’s many topographic depressions are able to catch and

retain moisture before it seeps into the labyrinthine lithology below, causing these ar-

eas to become inundated during the May-November rainy season. Maya scholars have

long acknowledged that the ECR’s largest archaeological sites almost always abut these

seasonal wetlands, known locally as “bajos”. This has traditionally been regarded as a

paradox. The vertisols making up bajos are problematic for agriculture, and their low,

dense scrub vegetation is much more difficult to navigate compared to the broadleaf forest

of more elevated terrain.

It logically follows that many researchers have proposed an economic function for the

ECR’s bajos that has become somehow hidden from modern researchers. Adams (1980)

proposed that the bajos were used for large scale wetland agriculture that helped to

support the Classic Maya’s burgeoning population. The knowledge of wetland agriculture

was certainly known to the Maya, as evidence has been found for this practice just east

of the ECR (Beach et al. 2011). Kunen (2000) argued that the bajos contained a much

more diverse variety of vegetation than typically thought and that Maya settlement was

distributed in such a way as to extract valuable species from the various wetland micro-

environments.

Geoarchaeological and paleoecological data collected over the past few decades has

established that some of these annual wetlands were perennial wetlands at some point

earlier in their history (Dunning et al. 2002, Hansen et al. 2002). This would have
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profound implications for both the genesis and collapse of social complexity in the ECR.

Such features would have provided an important source of protein for the ancient Maya

in the form of fish and waterfowl. It also increases the likelihood that they would have

developed wetland agriculture. More dependable inundation would have also facilitated

waterborne transportation. This would have enhanced exchange between the scattered

resource-specialized communities that have been proposed to characterize ancient Maya

settlement (Kunen et al. 2000, Scarborough and Valdez 2009). At larger scales, consistent

waterways would have facilitated importation of scarce resources such as obsidian, salt,

and many others (Hammond 1972, McKillop 2005). However, not all evidence shows the

same transition away from annual wetlands. Certain bajos near Tikal, Holmul, El Zotz,

and San Bartolo have changed relatively little (Garrison and Dunning 2009, Dunning

et al. 2015a).

There are a few potential processes that explain the transformation from perennial to

annual wetlands. Dunning et al. 2002 suggest that large scale erosion effectively plugged

underground springs that fed water to the depressions. He also describes how eutrophica-

tion could have made the wetland habitats unlivable for fish and waters undrinkable for

humans. The same erosion caused by slash and burn agriculture would have introduced

large amounts of nitrates into the ecosystem, in effect mimicking the essential process

of artificial fertilizers causing algal blooms today. An even more probable cause is the

phosphates contained in discarded food and especially human waste. Although known

mostly as a chemical and ecological process, eutrophication has the potential to alter

the hydrological process as well. Increasing the wetland ecosystem’s ph level could have

killed of lily pads, which are known to reduce evaporation rates. All of these processes

are difficult to study quantitatively due to the unpredictable nature of karst hydrology

and the obstacles of conducting research in a remote, densely vegetated context.

There is also the potential that the water management features constructed by the

ECR’s inhabitants decreased the supply of water reaching the bajos. During the wet

season, there is so much rain that this certainly wouldn’t have been a factor, and, during

the dry season, the water being stored in ancient reservoirs, dams, etc. would have had a
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net volume far less than that required to categorically shift a seasonal wetland into being

flooded year round. However, while not able to change a wetland’s general categorization,

water management infrastructure may have potentially been able to reduce the length of

wetland hydrocycles to an extent that affected associated human settlement. This could

have meant that certain waterways were less navigable during the first days of the dry

season, that there were disruption’s to the wetland’s ecology, or that raised fields became

slightly less productive. Maya water management infrastructure would not have been

the only anthropogenic factor changing local hydrology, and was probably far from it,

but given the density of especially Late Classic human settlement and the scale of this

culture’s landscape modification practices, it has the potential to be part of the equation

along with what other factors have been described.

2.3.3 Drought

The Maya civilization’s Terminal Classic Collapse is commonly associated with catas-

trophic drought. Hoddel et al. (1995) provided the earliest evidence for this idea. They

analyzed a sediment core from Lake Chichancanab, which is slightly north of the ECR,

to argue that the region witnessed an unusually dry period from 800-1000 CE, which

coincides with the Terminal Classic Collapse. While the authors of this paper remain

conservative regarding the actual effects of the drought, others presented more determin-

istic models of drought-induced collapse (Gill et al. 2007). The overall consensus is that

while any droughts were significant disturbances to the Maya of the ECR, their ultimate

affect would have depended on their interaction with both the preexisting state of the

Maya socionatural system and any human adaptations made to changes in this system

(Douglas et al. 2016). It is important to note that while the Terminal Classic Droughts

were the most pronounced, there were also earlier droughts that may have related to the

instability of the Terminal Preclassic in the ECR (Dunning et al. 2014).
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2.4 Factors

2.4.1 Agriculture

Up until the mid-twentieth century, most researchers believed that ancient Maya

subsistence was based on long-fallow swidden agriculture (Turner 1978). This system,

which has been widely practiced in the region since the time of the Spanish conquest,

involves slashing and burning vegetation, cultivating maize, beans, squash and other

plants for two years, and then allowing the forest to reestablish itself and replenish the

soil’s nutrients (Nigh and Diemont 2013). This theory began to be questioned when early

settlement surveys suggested that Pre-Terminal Classic Maya population was relatively

dense (Bullard 1960, Puleston 1983). More intensive forms of agriculture would have been

required to support so many people. In addition, evidence for such forms of subsistence

began to surface.

Agricultural terraces allow hill slopes to be sustainably cultivated, increasing the

amount of arable land available to a population. Archaeologists have reported the pres-

ence of terraces at scattered locations in the ECR (e.g. Beach et al. 2011, Lemonnier

and Vannière 2013). The Maya also increased their agricultural production via wetland

farming and canalization in certain wetlands (Dunning et al. 2012, Luzzadder-Beach

et al. 2012). This was mostly restricted to the low-lying periphery of the ECR, but some

have controversially suggested wetland farming took place in the ECR’s many bajos (c.f.

Adams 1980, Pope and Dahlin 1989, Kunen et al. 2000 ).

Regardless of the degree of swidden agriculture, the great importance of maize to the

Maya diet is demonstrated not only by the pollen record but also through Maya mythol-

ogy and iconography. Still, cultivating additional foodstuffs would have increased the

amount and resilience of their food supply. The root crop Manioc is becoming increas-

ingly recognized for its contribution to the Maya diet (Lentz et al. 2015). The forest itself

provided nourishment via fruit and nut bearing trees, and the Maya would have influ-

enced tree community structure by replanting favorable trees and logging others (Puleston

1978, Folan et al. 1979, Ross 2011). In addition to providing food directly, forests hosted
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the animals that were hunted by the Maya, which was important to avoiding protein

deficiencies (Emery 2004). They also ate domesticated dogs and turkeys.

Although the ancient Maya’s diverse food sources allowed them to reach the heights

that their civilization was able to achieve, it is clear that they likewise created vulner-

abilities. By the Late Classic, virtually all agriculture in the ECR would have received

its water via precipitation (Dunning et al. 2012). The precipitation that falls during the

region’s wet season can be fickle with regard to both amount, timing, and the spatial dis-

tribution of the two (Hodell et al. 2001). Droughts would produce famine, which would

cause people to emigrate, change their mode of subsistence, or perish (Gill et al. 2007).

On a more local level, Maya hillside cultivation was prone to induce erosion which could

have damaging short-term effects on agricultural output (Dunning et al. 2002). Defor-

estation would have reduced soils phosphorus in addition to exacerbating climatological

droughts even further (Griffin et al. 2014). The meat provided by hunting animals would

been susceptible to overexploitation and habitat loss.

2.4.2 Water Management

The entire Maya region receives most of its precipitation during its yearly May-

November wet season. The ECR is largely characterized, if not defined, by its low water

table and karst geology (Dunning et al. 2012). This makes surface water extremely rare

during the dry months, at least as the landscape presently exists. During the Preclassic

Period, the Maya may have collected a significant amount of their water from perennial

wetlands that by the time of the Classic period had been transformed to become only

seasonally inundated (see section 2.3.2). The Maya adapted to this transition by con-

structing artificial water-storage features. Certain powerful centers that emerged during

the Classic, such as Xultun and La Milpa, were not located adjacent to large bajos but

instead upon higher uplands several kilometers away (Garrison and Dunning 2009). This

move towards “convex” watersheds allowed for better management, or arguably elite

control, of collected rainwater (Scarborough et al. 1995). This was an extremely gradual

transition, as most Preclassic sites have some degree of centralized water management;
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it was just smaller in scale.

Over the last two decades it has become well established that the ECR’s Preclassic

and Classic period population collected the majority of their water in much smaller scale

containers the larger ones typically studied, or at least cited, during the 20th century.

Scarborough (1995), Lucero (1999), and Ford () have argued that the centralized distribu-

tion of water had profound implications on the poltical economy of the ECR and likewise

karstic regions nearby. The Maya likely utilized many natural springs in some areas that

have been located by archaeologists due to their ancient modification and subsequent ne-

glect or by simpling remaining hidden by thick tropical vegetation. Certain sites utilized

the water contained in remaining perennial wetlands known locally as civales. Even more

prevalent than these are the legion of small water tanks that were likely managed at the

household or community level (Brewer 2018). Theses features were often modified from

natural depressions or former quarries. Many of these feature still retain water today

and have been used to supply water for the archaeological project studying that very site

(Hansen et al. 2002).

2.4.3 Trade

Trade was universally important to the development and maintenance of social com-

plexity in ancient times. The Maya do not provide an exception. Cultural traits, human

agency, and historical contingency would have also mediated the degree of social com-

plexity trough time and space, but trade appears to be a perquisite. Early locations of

settlements such as along the Tigris, Euphrates, Nile, and Indus rivers provided rich soils

that were leveraged to create an agricultural surplus. Some of the population not engaged

in agriculture could specialize in crafting new goods from the imported raw materials,

while others would take on the political, theocratic, or commercial professions that would

facilitate a population growing increasingly dense (Algaze 2001).

The nature of ancient Maya commerce is not well understood, but there is suffi-

cient evidence to suggest it was commonplace. Maya marketplaces are increasingly being

detected in the archaeological record. Broad, flat areas featuring many small, parallel
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structures can suggest the presence of an ancient market. Vargas (2009) describes such an

area in the site of Calakmul. In the center of this area, there is a small pyramid adorned

with murals depicting, contra the claim of the authors, caricatures of both merchants and

patrons that would inhabit a marketplace. Dahlin et al. (2007) applied soil phosphorus

and zinc concentrations to suggest a commercial nature for an architecturally similar

area of Chunchuchmil. Exclusively long-distance trade manifests in the archaeological

record via the remains of docks or ports along waterways (Barrett and Guderjan 2006,

Demarest et al. 2014). Both market stalls and docks would have likely been made of more

perishable materials and therefore be lost to the archaeological record.

The distribution of the Maya area’s natural resources would have incentivized long

distance exchange. The typical Maya household in the ECR would not have been able

to acquire their necessities without merchants importing certain materials (Rathje 1971).

One of such these resources is salt, which would have come from coastal Belize or the

northern Yucatan Peninsula (McKillop 2005). Another important, spatially restricted

resource is granite, which would have come from the Maya Mountains, which are roughly

adjacent to the ECR’s southeastern corner (Dunham 1996). Granite was required to

make manos and metates : tools essential to grinding maize into the flour used in tor-

tillas, tamales, maize-gruel, and countless other forms of food that together comprised a

very large fraction of Maya diet both past and present. Obsidian was another common

imported resource for making sharp tools and weapons. Obsidian had to be shipped

from the highlands to the south, which was even more distant from the ECR than salt

or granite sources (Hammond 1972).

In addition to these more proletarian resources, the ancient Maya of the ECR imported

exotic rarities for elite consumption or priestly ritual. They include jade, shells, pearls,

cacao, pyrite, and many other materials and objects (Dunham 1996). While losing access

to these would not directly kill a person, it could severely disrupt society and lead to

diverse calamities. One need only recall the two Anglo-Chinese, or “Opium”, wars of the

nineteenth century or the recent “Nutella riots” in France to absorb this. Exotic goods

served as a way to reinforce class difference in ancient Maya society (McAnany 2008a).
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These goods would have also served as elements in elaborate, public rituals (Inomata

et al. 2006). If high-status Maya could no long procure them, issues would arise. The

result could have been a perceived shattering of the very cosmos, or alternatively the rich

people suffered a little humiliation. Both may have held serious repercussions, and cannot

be discounted when considering what mechanisms were responsible for the formation and

collapse of the ECR’s Classic period florescence.

While it is difficult to evidence archaeologically or historically, banditry and its asso-

ciated countermeasures would have affected the nature of ancient Maya commerce. The

Roman Empire deployed regular patrols along its roads in order to discourage bandits

from disrupting civilian traffic (Davies 1973). In the New World, the Aztec Empire

also struggled with these obstacles, which they recorded. Berdan (2008) characterizes

the number of merchant robbings described in the Codex Mendoza as being “legion”.

The balkanized configuration of ancient Maya states would have inconvenienced more

executive styles of criminal countermeasures available to the Romans and Aztecs. Late

medieval Italy provides an even better analog. Here, merchant caravans could not rely

on any amount of state protection and frequently found themselves literally fighting off

bandits and enduring countless tolls as they traveled from city-state to city-state (Schevill

1909). Many criminologists regard economic or social strain as an impetus for crime (Ag-

new 1992). “Strained” would have certainly characterized much of the ECR’s Terminal

Classic population. One can imagine a positive feedback loop where an initially small

amount merchant theft of deprives a region of its imports, inducing strain, which then

escalates the cycle by causing more theft.

Causeways

Much of the ancient Maya’s trade-goods were transported over land. Since the pre-

Colombian civilizations of Mesoamerica did not have pack animals or wheeled vehicles,

workers would have resorted to carrying them via tumplines. The most desirable routes

for transporting goods were cleared of vegetation. Such footpaths could have been cleared

by centrally managed workers, but any troublesome flora may have just as easily been
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tamed by the sheer amount of traffic: the same mechanism behind the creation of “hollow

ways” that visibly link archaeological sites in northern Mesopotamia today (Ur 2003).

The Maya upgraded the most important routes by constructing paved causeways.

The majority of causeways were under a few kilometers long, and they served to enhance

the local political, ritual, or hydrological landscape, with all three uses often overlapping

(Shaw 2001). However, a number of much longer ones must have held some amount

of economic utility. Most of these were built in the northern lowlands, with the most

impressive of these being the 100-km-long causeway that connected the northern Maya

sites of Coba and Yaxuna (Villa 1934). Within the ECR, only the El Mirador and Caracol

polities contain causeways the would have facilitated some amount of commerce (Chase

and Chase 2001, Shaw 2001). .

Canals

There is a strong possibility that the ancient Maya enhanced their ability to transport

goods and people by using artificial waterways through what are today bajos. This could

have involved both excavating canals or modifying existing river channels. Indeed, there

may have been such a diversity of anthropogenic waterways that it would be difficult

to effectively categorize them. Jacobsen and Adams (1958) describes this gradient as it

applies to Mesopotamian waterways throughout history:

Under both ancient and modern Mesopotamian conditions, a clear distinction

between “canals” and “rivers” is frequently meaningless or impossible. If the

former are large and are allowed to run without control they can develop a

“natural” regime in spite of their artificial origin. Some river courses, on the

other hand, can be maintained only by straightening, desilting, and other

artificial measures

Such is likely the case for potential canals in the ECR, as the region’s intense bioturbation

would render artificial waterways seemingly natural in a relatively short amount of time.

This lack of preservation likely explains why ancient Maya canals are less published on
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than for example those found in the Near East, American Southwest, and other arid

regions.

Still, the scattered evidence for Maya canalization suggests it played an important

role in their evolution. Canal building was widely practiced by societies across the Pre-

Colombian Americas. Extensive canalization was part of the well known chinampa system

of agriculture, on which the Aztec Empire largely depended to support its capital’s dense

population (Coe 1964). The ancient Chimu that inhabited the Chicama and Moche

valleys of coastal Peru also constructed canals to bring water away from rivers and irrigate

otherwise barren land (Ortloff 1988). The Hohokam are well known for having had a large

population dependent on crops irrigated by impressive canal systems (Woodbury 1960).

The Bolivian Amazon also experienced ancient canalization (Erickson and Walker 2009).

Clearly, the knowledge to construct canals was conventional to complex Pre-Colombian

societies across the Americas.

The ancient Maya were no exception. Archaeological evidence suggests that the Maya

used canals for agriculture, water management, and transportation. This section focuses

on the latter use for canals, as the former two have been discussed in sections 2.4.1 and

2.4.2. Studies of Maya canals, whose potential uses include transportation, are reviewed

below. Each case study features satellite images of the canal(s) taken by the ESA’s

Sentinel-2 pair of satellites (Drusch et al. 2012). The most recent types of aerospace

sensors to contribute to Maya studies have been high-resolution multispectral sensors,

such as from those on Quickbird or IKONOS satellites, and plane-mounted lidar sensors.

(Saturno et al. 2006a, Chase et al. 2011). While having less spatial resolution than

these two kinds of images, Sentinel-2 imagery has the advantage of universal geoCost

coverage and, now that both Sentinel-2b is in orbit, images of any given area being taken

biweekly. This temporal resolution helps to infer the presence of archaeological features

using the reflectance of any overlying vegetation. This is because the spectral differences

between vegetation types depends on not only the general time of year but also recent

weather patterns (Garrison et al. 2008). Sentinel-2 allows one to leverage its temporal

resolution by choosing an image where the environmental conditions best distinguish
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archaeologically diagnostic vegetation types. Landsat would also be able to do this, but

its ability to detect canals is hindered by its 30 meter spatial resolution compared to

Sentinel-2’s 10. Even so, Sever and Irwin (2003) still preferred Landsat over instruments

with greater spatial resolutions.

All Sentinel-2 images are presented as 8-3-2 or 8-4-2 false-color images, depending on

what best highlights features of interest. This is done to be consistent the work of others

working in the region (Sever and Irwin 2003, Saturno et al. 2006a, Garrison et al. 2008).

Reflectance values or atmospheric corrections are not calculated. Histogram stretching

enhancements and Mantiuk et al.’s (2006) tone mapping algorithm were applied in a

highly subjective manner to help distinguish linear features. Image dates are not given.

In short, this thesis incorporates remote sensing in a completely qualitative manner, and

any figure presents only one of innumerable ways of looking at a particular landscape.

That being said, investing time in taking more “professional” steps would yield minimal

returns as the spectral signature of potential canals depends on the characteristics of

both the local environment and what recent weather has affected it. More advanced

procedures would be required if one was to study the specific chemical or hydrological

effects of archaeological features on local vegetation. However, this study merely uses

locally dependent, relative vegetational signatures to locate presumed canals.

The earliest reported evidence of Maya canals existing furthest from the large centers

of the ECR was published by Siemens and Puleston (1972). They investigated linear

features along the Candelaria River in what is now Mexico’s state of Campeche (Figure

2.1). Most of these were 1-2km long canals that connected settlements adjacent the the

Candelaria’s floodplain to the river itself. At the time of publication, most of these were

were abandoned and overgrown, but some were still in use. The canals would clearly

have been used to transport goods and people through the unpleasant floodplain that

separated relatively dry land from the river itself. There were additionally canals that ran

parallel to the river, which could have been used to bypass particularly sinuous segments

of the river or, if the two authors are to be believed, as “hidden bypasses to be used by

defenders during riverine warfare”. One canal that had been in recent use by the villagers
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Figure 2.1: A Sentinel-2 false color image of published ancient and modern canals along
the Candelaria River near the archaeological site El Tigre and the modern settlement El
Chilar.

of El Chilar required constant maintenance to avoid being filled in with sediment and

vegetation. The sheer number of canals in their study area suggests that at many points

in history it had become preferable to dig canals in entirely new locations rather than

resurrecting previously used features. The authors use radiocarbon dating to conclude

that some canals were constructed as early as the Preclassic period or as late as the

Postclassic.

Another early account of Maya canals concerns those found at Edzna (Matheny 1976).

By far the most impressive feature of this center’s hydraulic system is a 50m wide canal

that extends 12km south of the site’s civic-ceremonial core (Figure 2.2). Matheny de-

scribes how the canals could have been used for agriculture or as an engineered ecosystem

for acquire the meat of fish, crocodiles, and other animals. However, it is difficult to see

how the the extreme length of the canal would be needed for these uses. Their more rea-

sonable conclusion is that the canal was used for transportation between Edzna’s center

and the savanna 12km to the south. This large canal, as well as the other 8km of canals

connecting to the site, were constructed in the Late Classic period.

On the opposite side of the Yucatan Penninsula is the medium-sized site of Chau Hiix.

To its east, Pyburn (2003) describes a series of canals about 1km long canals stretching
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Figure 2.2: Sentinel-2 false color image of Edzna and its immediate surroundings, in-
cluding many canals and reservoirs. Hydraulic features are red.
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Figure 2.3: Modified Lagoon adjacent to Chau Hiix. The archaeological site is on the left
side of each image. Linear features stretching left to right across the lagoon are reported
as being canals. The northernmost of the site’s four reported dams is at the bottom of
each image, with the other three being very slightly more south. Each image was taken
on different dates, exhibiting how using a single image could limit one’s findings.
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Figure 2.4: Ancient
and/or modern
canals connecting
lakes Peten Itza,
Petenixil, and
Quexil. Canals on
the eastern sides
of lakes Peten Itza
and Petenixil are
clearly shown and
apparently still
hold water, but
how exactly they
connect to their
eastern neighbor is
less clear.

across a long lagoon that extends north to south (Figure 2.3). Pyburn posits that these

dams and canals were used to modulate the unpredictable hydrologic regimes of the area

in order to facilitate both trade and agriculture taking place in the lagoon. Used in this

way, one can imagine these features being used and abandoned over time similarly to the

canals along the Candelaria as described by Siemens and Puleston (1972). Placing four

perfectly functioning dams on a 500m section of river seems redundant, after all. It is

possible that the canals may have also been used to transport goods and people between

the elevated areas to the east and west of the lagoon, with the dam(s) working to adjust

the water to appropriate levels for canal traffic. Either way, this system demonstrates

significant investment in manipulating powerful hydrological forces with the intent to

enhance the agricultural and/or commercial value of Chau Hiix. Chau Hiix was first

settled in the Early Preclassic and existed up until 1500 CE. However, the settlement

opposite the lagoon ceased during the Terminal Classic similarly to many sites in the

region and most of the sites in the ECR.

Further inland, on the southern border of the ECR, Rice (1996) describes a series of

canals that connect the area’s deep-water lakes. Both their aerial photographs and the

Sentinel imagery show a canal connecting Lake Peten Itza to Lake Petenixil and another

connecting Lake Petenixil to Lake Quexil (Figure 2.4). Rice also believes there to have

been canals connecting Lake Sacpuy to Lake Picu and then connecting Picu to Peten
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Figure 2.5: Linear features in the Bajo de Azucar, including Channel K1 that was
excavated by Dunning et al. (2017). From left to right: the Quickbird image used to
identify channels in the original publication and a Sentinel-2 image of the same area. Even
though the width of channel K1 is lower than a quarter of Sentinel-2’s spatial resolution,
the channels are still visible as their effect on the surrounding vegetation is much wider.
Image modified with permission from Dunning et al. (2017).

Itza. These canals show that, by connecting existing water bodies or wetlands, ancient

canals would not have had to be as extensive as those at Edzna in order to considerably

reduce the cost of travel between certain places. At the same time, the age of these canals

is not presented, which draws their antiquity into question given the long and persistent

Maya inhabitation of the areas immediately surrounding these lakes.

Deep in the heart of the ECR is the sprawling Bajo de Azucar. Here, Dunning et al.

(2017) excavated a collection of channels exhibiting different amounts of anthropogenic

modification. Channel K1 would have been about 1.5 meters wide and shows clear signs

of human modification (Figure 2.5). It is flanked by a berm on its west side made

of sediment that was excavated from its depths. It’s eastern berm consisted of chert

cobbles in a matrix of sandy clay. Channel R1 is slightly narrower, but shows no sign of

direct human modification. Channel B2 is much larger than either at 30m wide (Figure

2.6). It too shows no obviously constructed berms, but does include deposits that could

potentially have been the result of human excavation.

It has been shown that the Maya had both the desire and means to construct both
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Figure 2.6: Linear channels in the Bajo de Azucar. The Rio Azul is the red line running
northeast to southwest. Smaller channels appear as a lighter yellow color. Dunning et
al.’s (2017) channels R1 and B2 are labeled.
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simple and elaborate canals. However, Dunning et al.’s channel K1 is the only example of

what can, through archaeological excavation, be labeled as a “canal” that appears in what

can be confidently labeled as a“bajo”. At 1.5m wide, the is some doubt to the degree

that this feature could have meaningfully enhanced commerce. Channel B2, on the other

hand, is 30m wide, which could support in virtually infinite amount canoe traffic required

able to sate a large center’s demand for imports. The article certainly does not rule out

B2 being a canal; it could very well be anthropogenic. But B2 doesn’t seem to actually

lead anywhere. Indeed, it and many other linear channels radiating from the Rio Azul

seem to travel a short distance before terminating in a drier part of the Bajo de Azucar.

The observation that these channels stop abruptly is predicated on the assumption

that water stress is what causes the spectral signature that correlates with drainage

channels. This hypothesis has been mentioned by Saturno et al. (2006a) and Dunning

et al. (2017), and it echoes the dynamics known to produce the “crop marks” long-

used to locate buried archaeological features in agricultural fields. Imagine an infinitely

long, linear channel extending into a bajo from the Rio Azul during the height of the

dry season. If water stress is the predominant factor in determining canopy reflectance,

one would expect to see this channel’s spectral signature gradually fade at some point

upstream as it will become equally dry as the surrounding bajo, and areas closer to the

river would be gradually more distinct as they receive moisture from a marginally larger

drainage area. Under this understanding, the majority of linear channels in the Bajo de

Azucar are located a short distance away from the Rio Azul and stop in the bajo before

reaching the drier uplands where archaeological settlement is found.

Alternatively, the canopy’s spectral response could also, in part, depend on tree species

community structure in addition to tree health. There has been no systematic study on

these dynamics, so it is hard to rule out the possibility. If the bajo’s spectral response

largely reflects the distribution of tree species, it could be possible that these the linear

channels in the Bajo de Azucar extend further away from the Rio Azul than otherwise

indicated. Going back to our infinitely long channel, if one was to scan upsteam along

the channel there would eventually be a point where the dominant bajo tree species,
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namely Palo de Tinto (Haematoxylum Campechianum), would have a competitive edge

over whatever species thrives in wetter soil. This advantage could be significant enough

to deny water, nutrients, or sunlight to other species to the extent that they categorically

cannot survive. If there is any truth to this alternative model, then a seemingly abrupt

end to a linear feature appearing in a satellite image could hide a much more gradual

change in the actual hydrology and, therefore, possibly no change at all in the extent of

the channel’s physical construction. Of course, for the sake of argument, satellite images

are interpreted assuming the conventional model. But it was worth mentioning.

To the southeast of where Dunning et al. excavated their three channels, linear fea-

tures appear to vaguely connect the Rio Azul to the north with upland terrain to the

south. The bottom portion of Figure 2.7 shows these uplands, which are just outside

the surveyed portion of the Preclassic Maya center of San Bartolo, and in all all like-

lihood contain residential architecture dating to the Preclassic or Classic periods. The

westernmost of these, a long, linear channel, runs parallel to another one that, due to

its more sinuous form and rougher texture, appears more natural in origin. It seems

plausible enough that the western one could be a canal for canoe traffic that the Maya

fed using water from the eastern stream. In such a system, the natural channel provides

a consistent source of water, while the canal provides a more direct route having more

manageable flow characteristics. Such features are common throughout human history,

and are more properly termed “navigations”. On the eastern side of this image, a broad

linear feature splits into two slightly more sinuous channels that also connect to the

southern upland areas. These channels would have been ideal targets for straightening,

dredging, or otherwise maintaining if such practices facilitated access from the northern

outskirts of San Bartolo to the Rio Azul.

The Maya often created settlements of various sizes on the periphery of bajos. One

of the earlier studies of these “bajo communities” targeted those surrounded the Bajo La

Justa near the site of Yaxha in northern Guatemala (Kunen et al. 2000). Satellite imagery

shows distinct linear features that connects different upland areas. One of these links the

sites of Pozo Maya with Cara Fea (Figure 2.8). The Maya inhabiting this region would
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Figure 2.7: Portion of the Bajo de Azucar just north of San Bartolo, Guatemala.
Hypothesized “navigation” is circled on the left.
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Figure 2.8: Linear features in the Bajo La Justa north of Yaxha.

have sought to modify the Bajo La Justa to facilitate social and commercial interaction

between bajo communities. Small, linear incisions were discovered cut into the bedrock

underlying the Bajo La Justa (Culbert et al. 1997). Unfortunately, their exact locations

were not reported, and therefore it is not clear if they are visible in the satellite imagery.

Tikal and Calakmul were two of the largest Maya sites during the Late Classic period.

It is unsurprising that their adjacent bajos show spectral patterns suggestive of human

modification. Sever and Irwin 2003 identified linear features in Landsat TM imagery,

and such features were also noticed outside Tikal by Weller (2006) using IKONOS im-

agery. The Sentinel-2 imagery exhibits the same linear features noticed these authors,

which, while not evidencing their archaeological nature, at least confirms that they are

not erroneous image artifacts, ephemeral surface features, or complete illusions. Figure

2.9 shows these faint but well defined, perfectly straight red lines east of Tikal that at
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Figure 2.9: Linear features in the Bajo de Santa Fe, east of Tikal, Guatemala.

two points form right angles. The majority of linear features in bajos found so far seem

to connect an area of uplands directly to either another area of uplands or to a relatively

natural drainage channel downstream. That these features form such sharp angles sug-

gests that, if indeed representing some sort of ancient canal system, they would have been

used for navigating to parts of the bajo itself, rather than across the bajo, from uplands

to uplands. This would have facilitated gathering one or more of the various resources

hypothesized to attract settlement to these wetlands (pg. 12).

Satellite imagery of Calakmul displays a number of bajo features that are arguably

more suggestive of human modification than anything near Tikal. The bottom right of

Figure 2.10 shows a very long linear channel stretching from a point on the nearby stream

to a relatively well drained section of bajo to its north, which itself is five kilometers south

of urban Calakmul. This same feature was noted by Sever and Irwin (2003), and comes

across more clearly in the Landsat images they present. What those Landsat images

obscure, however, is the very elaborate network of linear features apparent towards Figure
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2.10’s center. These connect the same natural stream to multiple points along the same,

better drained bajo region south of Calakmul. A relatively recent description of the site’s

water management system has all of this occurring in an area south of their map written

off as “bajo” (Folan 2015). More research will be needed before it can be determined

whether these linear features might have been utilized for agriculture, transportation or

something else entirely. Even if their primary use was agricultural, if proven to be canals,

they may have enhanced Calakmul’s economic connections to remote locations along this

natural stream by channeling water more directly towards it. Deeper in Calakmul’s bajo,

there are many smaller linear channels similar to the ones branching off the Rio Azul in

the Bajo de Azucar.

There are many more instances of linear features appearing throughout the bajos of

the ECR. Given the dense population estimates of the area, especially during the Late

Classic, it is difficult to view these as purely natural occurrences. Based on the examples

described above, two broad objectives emerge for why the Maya built or modified these

channels. The first is for transportation. Most linear features seem to connect major

centers, such as Tikal, Calakmul, and San Bartolo, to rivers or at least the most depressed

area of a bajo. Human modification to this type of object, if better evidenced through

ground-truthing, would suggest a focused effort to improve long-distance transportation.

This category also includes linear features that appear to connect the settlements on the

outskirts of a bajo to one another. This is probably the case for those within the Bajo La

Justa, and may even apply to the patchwork of bajo islands north of the Preclassic site

Yaxnocah, although the linearity of the latter features is more difficultly attested due to

their shorter length (Figure 2.11).

The other use appears to be something related to drainage. This can be seen deep in

the Bajo de Azucar (Figures 2.6 and and more faintly in the Bajo outside of Calakmul

(Figures 2.6. The many smaller channels may have enhanced the agricultural productivity

of otherwise overly wet soil. However this would seem a strange explanation considering

the remoteness of where these lines appear around the Rio Azul. The Maya may have

have tried to direct water from the bajo towards the river to ensure its continuous flow
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Figure 2.10: Linear features south of Calakmul, Mexico.
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during their dry season and/or potential droughts. Artificially modified channels con-

figured in such a way might have also been used for resource extraction, namely that

of firewood, which ancient Maya capitals demanded in great quantity for cooking and

stucco production. Additional research will be required to determine their exact use.

Regardless, it is clear that the ancient Maya somehow attempted to modify the hy-

drology of the bajos through the construction or modification of what appear in satellite

images as linear features. There is clear evidence that they built canals along the Can-

delaria River, at Edzna, and at Chau Hiix. Evidence from geoarchaeological excavation

suggests that at least some linear features appearing in the bajos are likewise artificial.

The ubiquity of similar features throughout the bajos of the ECR, coupled with their

layouts being seemingly beneficial to ancient settlement, suggest that the pre-Terminal

Classic Maya invested significant amounts of labor towards the modification or construc-

tion of wetland channels. However, the nature of these investments, as well as their

repercussions on the region’s hydrology, are unknown. The design of the CHAAHK sim-

ulation model is heavily informed by these data in order to address how different degrees

and/or uses of bajo modification would have affected the resilience of the ECR’s Maya

culture throughout their history.
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Figure 2.11: Patchwork of bajo and “bajo islands” north of Yaxnocah, Mexico. Here, red
or yellow areas represent upland areas, and blue areas are bajo. Linear features appear
as darker shades of blue.
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Chapter 3

General Approach

3.1 Conceptual Models of Collapse

Scholars from a range of disciplines have published numerous models and theories in

attempts to elucidate what causes the growth and decline of social complexity. Here,

social complexity can be understood to mean the degree of both diversity and interde-

pendence in the behaviors of a society’s human agents. This variable tends to positively

correlate with both population density and hierarchical organization. It certainly did

with the ancient Maya, who exhibited all of these characteristics during their Classic

period florescence.

The development of social complexity is a heartily debated topic in the social sciences.

It is clear that the transition from nomadic hunting and gathering to sedentary farming is

a major factor. A traditional theory holds that the intensification of agriculture increases

an area’s population density, which either allows or demands citizens to specialize in pol-

itics, crafting, religion, or the military (Steward 1949, Harner 1970). The establishment

of long-distance trade is another process that seems to at least correlate with, if not play

a key role, in social evolution (Rathje 1971, Algaze 2001). The creativity and ambition

of charismatic individuals may help to transform the social logic of their culture to adopt

more complex aspects (Flannery and Marcus 2012). While the exact mechanisms behind

the development of social complexity remain elusive, it is clear that some amount of both
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social and environmental phenomena are required in order for it to occur.

For many decades, researchers have understood that the trajectory of social complex-

ity does not increase in a unilinear manner as was assumed by prevailing Victorian-era

ideology. Tainter (1990) defines the term “collapse” as a “rapid, significant loss of an

established level of sociopolitical complexity”. Since politics is essentially a social phe-

nomena, this thesis equates Tainter’s use of “sociopoiltical complexity” with how “social

complexity” is defined above. Many of history’s civilizations have been claimed to have

experienced a collapse. The Western Roman Empire, the Harappan Civilization, and

Ankor Civilization are commonly cited examples of political systems that experienced

collapse. The term “collapse” is controversial as it may be seen to imply a categorical

disappearance of a society in terms of all of their defining attributes, which, to be fair,

many forms of popular media do propose. However, the majority of academia for the

last few decades understands that the word is simply the best available option to reflect

a process that differentially affects multiple, continuous variables of a relatively related

collection of independently adapting human agents with further variation across time

and space. It is also understood to have negative effect for at least some fraction of the

relevant population. The term is vague, however; both Classic Maya and Western Roman

Civilizations are said to have collapsed despite their respective natures and trajectories

being very different.

3.1.1 Holling, Resilience, and Panarchy

The past decade has witnessed archaeologists increasingly incorporate a suite of terms

and concepts strongly associated with the ecologist CS Holling. The concept of “re-

silience” is among the oldest of these, and it is arguably the most commonly touted by

professionals in not only academia but also government and the private sector (Holling

1973). The Resilience Alliance, an international organization that ardently heralds the

concept, currently defines resilience as “...the capacity of a social-ecological system to ab-

sorb or withstand perturbations and other stressors such that the system remains within

the same regime, essentially maintaining its structure and functions” (Res). The Maya of
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the ECR’s resilience was certainly tested, both at the local scale with regard to agricul-

ture (Section 2.4.1) and water management (Section 2.4.2) and at the scale of the entire

region with regard to the ECR’s economy (Section 2.4.3) and the broader Classic Maya

institution of divine kingship (Dunning et al. 2012).

The idea of resilience can be applied to a broader scope of phenomena than the many

discipline-specific concepts within the natural and social sciences. However, it is itself

more domain-specific than both systems and complexity theory, as both can be applied

to scales ranging from the subatomic to the astronomical. That resilience occupies this

middle ground of applicability can be thought of as its selling point, with researchers of

social and/or biological complex adaptive systems being its target audience.

Holling (2001) presents the concepts of “adaptive cycles” and “panarchy.” These

terms, along with “resilience” and others, comprise a comprehensive paradigm that fur-

ther exploits the topical niche described in the last paragraph. An adaptive cycle, which is

partitioned into four phases, describes the process of a socio-ecological system exploiting

its surroundings to accumulate “capital” (r-phase), rigidly conserving this capital without

altering its state (K-phase), disintegrating when this state proves either unsustainable or

inflexible to change (Ω phase), and finally experimenting with new configurations (a-

phase), which usually results in the loop being repeated (Figure ??). A panarchy is the

larger structure of many interconnected adaptive cycles of socio-ecological systems. These

cycles ideally form a hierarchy, where smaller scale adaptive cycles rapidly progress to

achieve plasticity, and these feed into a larger scale adaptive cycle to achieve continuity.

This, according to the theory, allows for minor surprises to be dealt with while preserving

the overall, and ideally successful qualities, of the larger system.

Among Maya archaeologists, the paradigm described above (from here on reduced

to the single word “panarchy”) has been described briefly by Dunning et al. (2012)

and much more thoroughly by Aimers and Iannone (2014). Looking at the entirety

of the Maya region, the adaptive cycle model effectively represents the geographically

shifting concentrations of political power and frequent transitions between centralized

and decentralized political systems (Marcus 1995). Iannone (2002) expands on this model
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by describing how the centralized institution of kingship operates at smaller scales of

time than the decentralized institution of kinship. This temporal hierarchy of social

systems reflects the concept of panarchy. At a smaller, regional spatial scale, Maya polities

within the ECR and their coupled environment exhibit the behavior of an adaptive cycle

throughout most of their history. The best example of this is the region’s Late Preclassic

to Early Classic transition, where many of the area’s territories successfully adapted to

environmental and political disturbances, at least partly due to novel urban planning

strategies that maximize the collection of rainwater (Scarborough et al. 1995, Garrison

and Dunning 2009, Dunning et al. 2015b).

Panarchy has proven to be a useful, interesting theory for understanding socio-ecological

systems, and it sheds new light on many well known patterns in the human and natural

histories of the Maya region. However, it is poorly suited for understanding the Terminal

Classic collapse of the ECR’s social, poltical, and economic system, or human system, for

two key reasons. The first is that it, at best, awkwardly explains the “completeness and

persistence of abandonment” of the ECR’s population centers (Dunning et al. 2012). It is

true some population remained following the Terminal Classic, but it is undeniable that

the region suffered a tremendous loss of both population and social complexity that, until

very recent times, simply did not return in any form. The loss of population and social

complexity for a human system, such as a Maya polity and its hinterland, represents, in

the terms of panarchy, the loss of “potential” or “capital,” which occurs during the tran-

sition from K to Ω phases of an adaptive cycle. Holling (2001) exemplifies an ecological

system’s potential as an increase in “nutrients, biomass, and physical structure.” If these

variables represent an ecological system’s potential, then equating levels of population

and social complexity to potential in a human system seems a logical step, with the ECR’s

Terminal Classic period representing the Ω-phase of the region’s many human systems.

If so, it is difficult to observe any re-accumulation of potential that would represent the

a-phase or r-phase of their hypothetical adaptive cycles.

The second reason for panarchy being an ineffective model for the Terminal Classic

Collapse is that it does not emphasize the relative permanence held by certain anthro-
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pogenic processes developed during a human system’s r-phase to K-phase transition. In-

stead, it is implied that once a system loses its potential, it reconfigures itself in a kind of

tabula rasa. Holling (2001) writes “The phase from Ω to α is a period of rapid reorganiza-

tion, during which novel recombinations can unexpectedly seed experiments that lead to

innovations in the next cycle”. In this description, the active force in shaping the system

of interest’s new configuration is the original system itself, in its new, reduced-potential

but highly adaptive form. One can imagine the appeal of this model for anthropological

archaeologists studying the Maya as it shifts emphasis from the perceived environmental

determinism of Terminal Classic Collapse literature towards towards a more humanistic

understanding. It does work for the Maya when considered as a singular cultural entity,

as they did relocate and adapt in a diversity of ways (Aimers 2007).

Here I present an alternate model for understanding human-environment interaction

in the ECR. This is not meant to contribute to discussion outside of this domain. For a

long time this existed purely as computer code. However, it seems natural to present the

basis of the algorithms in a generalized rather than needlessly specific language as well

as in the same section as the very ideas that inspired them.

An commonly stated nuance of systems, and by extension complexity, theory is that

the definition of a system is subjective. This does not mean the theories are poor ones; just

when being utilized to interpret a phenomena the locations of these boundaries are valid

for reconsideration. A resilience theory interpretation of the ECR’s Terminal Classic

Collapse would view the Maya settlement and possibly aspects of their environment

as a system composed of many parts. The nature of the inter-part interactions would

determine its potential, connectedness, and resilience according to their definitions by

Holling (2001). It might even have “transformability” or “adaptability” as well (Walker

et al. 2004, Folke et al. 2010). The problem arises when one asks the question, “was the

Maya human system of the ECR resilient?”.

A valid answer is “yes and no”. Their elaborate systems of agriculture and water

management rendered them resilient to annual drought, but they ultimately failed to

return their Postclassic system to the same essential state as observed in the Late Classic.
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This could be seen as a kind of trade-off; the ECR’s Maya prioritized their resilience to

one form of stress, but were unable to cope with others. This same theme has also been

explored by the concepts of “risk spirals”, terming smaller scale resilience “robustness”

and contrasting it with resilience, and by distinguishing between “specified” and “general”

manifestations of resilience (Folke et al. 2010, Aimers and Iannone 2014). These are all

interesting and offer useful perspectives from which to understand the decisions made by

ancient and modern people alike.

The limitation of this paradigm is that it measures the anthropogenic resilience of a

socionatural system in terms of how well any human induced change preserves the state

of the system’s human elements as they exist at the time these changes are made. . They

are deemed resilient for their ability to promote the system’s return to this state in the

event of some disturbance to the system. However, one could also measure the degree to

which any such changes preserve the state of these same human elements as they might

exist at a later point in time. This becomes especially relevant when this later state

is categorically different than that which fostered the original changes. Changes that

preserve this new state of human livelihood could be said to discourage, or demote, the

return of the system to its former state. The ability of a system to return to a non-original

state when given some kind of disruption would then be its demotive resilience.

3.1.2 The Allegory of the Plank

Imagine there is a long wooden plank perfectly balanced on some sort of fulcrum.

When weight is added to the right end of the plank, it tilts to that same side. This

right-tilted position is now that system’s state. If the contraption is lightly jostled, the

plank might rock a bit, but it will eventually return to the same position of being tilted

to the right. This weight represents what this thesis terms “promotive” change, and the

weight’s ability to endure varying degrees of jostling would then be promotive resilience.

This is due to the weight’s ability to return the plank to the right-tilted position in the

event of jostling.

Now picture that a second weight is added to the left side of the plank. Let’s say it
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has one half of the mass of the right-side weight, so the plank still tilts to the right. The

second, left-side weight represents “demotive” change, and its ability to stay on the plank

is of course demotive resilience. A light jostle would shake the contraption temporarily,

but then, assuming both weights remain in their positions, it would tilt right again.

This is a metaphor for the relationship between the ancient Maya population and

their environmental context in the ECR. Their ideal state of the system is, of course, one

characterized by high population, economic activity, agricultural productivity, cultural

achievement, and any other aspects of social complexity in general. The changes they

apply to either their society or environment to achieve this is are promotive changes:

crop rotation, resource distribution, legal systems, etc. These kind of things are in effect

putting weight on the right side of the plank, which is where they, or at least those in

power, wanted to be. However there also would have been demotive changes putting

weight on the plank’s left side: violence, pollution, and anything else threatening to the

maintenance of social complexity. However, in most instances of what might be called

civilization, the plank tilts right as the society’s investments in social complexity are able

to overcome any detracting forces.

This thesis explores how certain modifications to the plank metaphor could relate

to the ECR’s unique demographic trajectory. For example, what if, instead of weights,

there were some kind of container at each end of the plank, and these containers were

filled with liquid at differential rates. The containers could be attached to the plank

with glues of likewise differential strengths. In such a situation, one end of the plank

(i.e. type of change) could exhibit a greater rate of increase, while the other has a higher

resilience owing to the strong glue keeping it on the plank during even the strongest of

jostles. There could also be a system of multiple planks, each attached to their neighbors

by elastic bands such that one’s position affects the balance of the others. These are

the kinds of questions that the CHAAHK simulation is designed to explore. The plank

metaphor has limited explanatory mileage, but it is hoped that it offers a relatively

accessible introduction to the algorithms described on pages 62 and 65 respectively.
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3.2 Simulation Models in Archaeology

Simulation models have been increasingly used to address questions about the ar-

chaeological past (Lake 2015). Modern computing technology allows for the creation of

very realistic computer models, such as those seen in animated films and video games.

This can lead to the impression that all simulation models attempt to replicate reality

with as much detail as possible. While this is sometimes true, simulation models are

better understood firstly as models per se rather than being associated with what could

be better described as digital reconstructions.

In this sense, a model is a generalized representation of a real phenomena that aims to

enhance one’s understanding of that phenomena. Such models necessarily have deficien-

cies but exhibit varying degrees of utility. The human mind can only process a limited

amount of information. O’Sullivan and Perry (2013) define a model as “a simplified rep-

resentation of a system under study, which can be used to explore, to understand better,

or to predict the behavior of the system it represents” in such a way that works well given

one’s finite cognition. They go on to observe, as have Kohler and van der Leeuw ((Kohler

and van der Leeuw 2007)) and many others, that the kind of verbal descriptions typi-

cal of many social science disciplines are themselves models. However, these models are

limited to one form of representation: verbose books and journal articles. A simulation

model offers an alternative mode of representation that is able to compliment verbally

transmitted conceptual models.

Simulation models can be used for a variety of objectives. Simulation models and

more broadly mathematical models have traditionally been used for the prediction of

quantitative variables. When model outcomes can be validated against empirical and,

ideally, experimental data this approach is sensible. However, there are many processes

in both natural and social sciences that cannot be replicated or even quantified. Even

if numerical data exists, these can be biased and/or disorganized to the point where

quantitative comparison is not sensible. This is the case with much archaeological data.

To understand these larger scale system operating in the natural, as opposed to an ex-

perimental, world, scholars are increasing advocating the use of simulation models as
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“exploratory or heuristic learning tools, which we can use to clarify our thinking about

the world and to prompt further questions and further exploration” (OSullivan and Perry

2013 pg. 2, also Premo 2006, Murphy 2009).

It follows that many simulation models occupy a niche where a quantitative “fit” to

empirical data is impossible to achieve, but a purely verbal representation would obfus-

cate the model’s constitution. There are three archetypal systems whose mechanisms

place them in this niche. The first are systems that are complex i.e. exhibit emer-

gent macro-scale behavior that is difficult to intuit but nevertheless dependent on the

micro-scale behavior of its many components. Simulations that target such systems are

termed “agent-based simulations”, ”individual-based simulations”, or “microsimulations”

(Bonabeau 2002). Another occupant are processes where the nature of spatially-mediated

interactions are critical to understanding a system’s behavior, and these are termed “spa-

tial simulations” and have a grid-based sub-genre called “cellular automata” (O’Sullivan

and Perry 2013). There are also network simulations that model systems whose behavior

is mediated by a graph structure. The operation of all three types of systems are diffi-

cult to demonstrate in a purely verbal manner. They have a tendency to overlap, and

although the CHAAHK simulation described here could be argued to feature all three of

these mechanisms, it is primarily a spatial simulation (see pg. 176 for elaboration).
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Chapter 4

Model Design

4.1 Overview

CHAAHK simulates the relationship between human settlement of the ECR and cer-

tain aspects of the region’s natural environment. It is implemented in the Java pro-

gramming language and relies heavily on the Repast Simphony agent-based modeling

framework (North et al. 2007). CHAAHK is labeled here a “spatial simulation model”

(O’Sullivan and Perry 2013). Some may consider it to be an agent-based simulation

model as well (Bonabeau 2002). Despite the abstract nature of this model, it should not

be mistaken for an attempt to encapsulate universal truths about human sustainability;

it is intended to represent the Maya. The simulation’s abstract design serves to more

thoroughly explore the parameter space via decreasing simulation run times. This allows

one to better use CHAAHK as a tool for experimentation, running the simulation with

different combinations of parameters and seeing how they affect the outcome of the model

(Premo 2006).

The simulation features humans in the form of Group agents. Groups can come about

via either long-distance immigration or endemic reproduction. They require two different

resources to survive: staples and imports. If these needs are not met, they may migrate

or be removed from the simulation. The simulation’s 289 human settlements, or Centers,

produce the staples, essentially food and water, that are consumed by the Groups. Each
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Center is connected to its neighbors via what are known as Routes, which represent

the roads, rivers, forests, canals, etc. lying between the different clusters of population.

Routes allow the population of a Center to receive imports from distant exporters. Both

the amount of population of each Center and the traffic along each Route may result in

modifications to that setting. The simulation’s Groups may initially benefit from said

modifications, increasing social complexity, but over time these changes can lose their

benefit or even become detrimental if not properly maintained.

Once this artificial society has had time to develop, a traumatic disruption tests the

resilience of this virtual socionatural system. The disturbance arbitrarily removes Groups

from the simulation to represent their migration, nomadization, or death. This is to

represent pressure from exogenous stressors, for example drought, as well as endogenous

ones, such as agricultural overexploitation, that are not accounted for by CHAAHK’s

other mechanisms. Whether complex, sedentary settlement returns to the simulation

depends on not only the severity of the disturbance itself, but also the nature of pre-

disturbance human modifications to the landscape.

4.2 Conventions of Presentation

This chapter provides a trimmed down description of CHAAHK, providing only what

details are salient to the topic of this thesis. However there is a more complete de-

scription of CHAAHK in the “Overview, Design Concepts, and Details” (ODD) protocol

description provided in the appendix (Grimm et al. 2010, pg. 147).

One of the most important differences between this chapter and the ODD description

is what variables each designates as model input parameters. The current implementation

of CHAAHK has 26 such parameters. These are variables whose values can be altered

for individual simulation runs. There are two main reasons why variables are determined

to be parameters. The first is that so someone running the simulation can explore how

different combinations of parameter values produce different effects on the model’s overall

behavior and relate this to a specific research question. The second is to account for or
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at least acknowledge the uncertainty and/or subjectivity surrounding a variable’s value.

CHAAHK’s 26 parameters were chosen for at least one of these reasons, and sometimes

for a combination of both.

This thesis separates CHAAHK’s 26 parameters into two categories: changeable and

fixed. The changeable ones are the only parameters that have their effects on model

behavior examined in the following chapter, Chapter 5, and then later synthesized, in

Chapter 6, with reference to the understanding of historical coupled human and natural

dynamics of the ECR presented in Chapters 2 and 3. In other words, these 9 parameters

are inextricable with core arguments of this thesis. Their distinction from the 17 fixed pa-

rameters is done to center the attention of the thesis around a certain set of concepts and

away from more tangential ones that the fixed variables might highlight. This distinction

is equally critical for avoiding overly dimensional output data in Chapter 5, which would

be less straightforward to digest. The 9 changeable parameters were chosen strictly for

the first reason provided above, that they are conceptually important rather than simply

uncertain. That is not to say that their values are not uncertain, but only that their

conceptual importance was the reason for their designation as changeable parameters in

the body of this thesis, outside of the ODD appendix. The values of these parameters

are, intuitively, meant to be changed when executing multiple CHAAHK runs. There-

fore, they are presented as italicized symbols throughout the text. The nine changeable

parameters are:

• Fecundity promotive increase rate (Fpi)

• Fecundity promotive resilience (Fpr)

• Fecundity demotive increase rate (Fdi)

• Fecundity demotive resilience (Fdr)

• Cost promotive increase rate (Cpi)

• Cost promotive resilience (Cpr)

• Cost demotive increase rate (Cdi)

• Cost demotive resilience (Cdr)

• Disturbance removal chance (Urc)
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Parameters featuring “fecundity” in their names are Center variables, and those with

“cost” in their names are Route variables. Both types are further introduced in the very

next section. Urc, however, characterizes neither Routes nor Centers, and is described

much later on page 73. For the analyses in Chapter 5, these changeable parameters can

take on any value within the range given on Table 5.1 on page 85, and are also given

“default” values for the purpose of visually demonstrating the model’s behavior in Section

4.7 (Table 4.1. pg. 75).

The fixed variables are also presented as italicized symbols, but only have one value

for all simulation runs presented as part of this thesis. Therefore, these static values are

given in the text immediately following any algorithm or equation. The fixed parameters

were grouped as such because they were originally determined to be parameters for the

second reason provided above, the uncertainty or subjectivity surrounding their specific

value. Despite having fixed values, they are still presented as symbols instead of said

values in order to communicate acknowledgment of this uncertainty within the body

of the thesis, while still avoiding a behemoth list of parameter descriptions. Appendix

Section A.3 provides such a list on pages 150 through 173, should further clarification on

these variables be desired.

This convention does at times seem redundant, especially in the calculation of Tdf

(pg. 69) and when checking for the presence of the disturbance (pg. 73). However, the

value of consistency per se aside, these and other indications of fixed variables reinforce

the idea that both CHAAHK and spatial simulation models in general are in constant

stages of evolution. In this sense, fixed parameters are anything but “fixed”, as future

research involving CHAAHK will prioritize either making these values more empirically

grounded, in order to lessen the effects of parameter uncertainty on CHAAHK’s behavior,

or systematically altered in order to understand their hypothetical effects on real world

systems.

There is also one formatting nuance. The names of the three types of objects in the

simulation are printed in a monospaced font in order to distinguish them from how these

same words are used in English. The objects types are Group, Center, and Route.
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4.3 Resources and Resilience in CHAAHK

4.3.1 Resources: Staples and Imports

Staple resources, or S, represent things that are locally procured at a Center that

are essential to human survival, namely food and water. A Center’s S value does not

necessarily reflect the amount of these that are immediately consumable. Instead, S

reflects how many staple resources can be mobilized in a short enough time to support a

group of recent immigrants. This includes what material they can carry on themselves,

receive as donations, or scavenge off the land. Generally speaking, S represents any

resources that are needed in large quantities, have low economic value, and are difficult to

transport. Therefore a Center’s S only changes in response to the Center’s own internal

mechanisms. The resources consumed by the ancient Maya that S intends to represent are

water and the most commonly cultivated foodstuffs. Water was, and continues to be, an

essential and scarce resource in the ECR, and it held symbolic power as well (Scarborough

et al. 1995, Johnston 2004, Akpinar-Ferrand et al. 2012). The Maya cultivated large

amounts of maize, beans, and squash using a variety of agricultural methods (Dunning

et al. 1998). S would also account for more scantily evidenced constituents of ancient

Maya diet such as manioc and Ramon nut (Puleston 1978, Sheets et al. 2011).

Import resources, or I, represent those that are imported to a Center from a distant

location. A Center’s I changes depending on the state of the simulation’s many Routes

and what trade routes are available. They are high value and easy to transport, at

least relative to the products represented by S. I includes products that are mundane

and essential, which in the case of the ancient Maya are salt, granite, obsidian, and

particularly high quality chert (Rathje 1971, McAnany 1989, McKillop 2005). I also

represent rare, exotic resources that hold high economic and/or symbolic value. The

most common examples of these are rare minerals from the highlands, such as jade and

pyrite, and certain byproducts of marine life from the coasts, such as stingray spines
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and conch shells (Rathje 1971). These valuable exotics may indeed be less essential to

short term human survival than salt, high-quality tools, and the resources represented

by S. However, after a certain point, exotic resources had become conventional to Maya

ritual activity. Their sudden removal would have affected a center’s social complexity by

disrupting it’s ritual economy and depriving elites of material status markers (McAnany

2008b).

4.3.2 Change and Resilience

The classic definition of resilience is the ability for a socionatural system to weather

the effects of a disturbance without undergoing a profound change to its essential nature

(Holling 1973). However, CHAAHK implements two different types of “resiliences” asso-

ciated with two different types of anthropogenic changes: promotive change and demotive

change (pg. 43). Promotive change is that which promotes the potential for social com-

plexity associated a given geographical context. Demotive change, on the other hand,

demotes this same potential. Both types are said to affect the potential degree of social

complexity as opposed to social complexity per se because the latter also requires time:

time for people to immigrate, reproduce, organize, and specialize in the ways that mani-

fest social complexity. The resilience of these two changes determines how the degree or

level of the relevant change responds to reductions in social complexity itself.

Past this characterization, what exactly in reality any of these changes aim to rep-

resent is left intentionally vague in order to wholly focus on the their temporal charac-

teristics and how these determine their reflexive interaction with both developments and

reductions of social complexity. In general, however, promotive and demotive changes

are human alterations to the natural environment, the society itself, or a combination of

the two. Aspects of the natural environment that humans can affect include the ecology,

atmosphere, geomorphology, or resource base. Aspects of more human variables that

can be altered include the nature of social institutions, such as kinship, community iden-

tity, government, etc., and technology. Aspects of hybrid social and natural phenomena

that can be influenced by humans include concepts such as the built environment and
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landesque capital.

The geographical context being characterized by these two changes can theoretically

take on a broad range of definitions. For this study, CHAAHK implements two types

of geographical contexts that can be affected by anthropogenic promotive and demotive

changes: Centers and Routes. The amounts of promotive and demotive change devel-

oped within these objects, through a series of calculations, leads to the simulation’s Group

agents having better access to S and I, respectively. The relatively specific subject of

each object’s respective anthropogenic change (i.e. the things being changed) are given

their own name, which is incorporated into the names of a large set of numeric variables

that characterize every Center and Route. Promotive and demotive changes to Centers

are said to affect the Center’s “fecundity,” and Center variables having “fecundity” in

their name are used to calculate how much S that Center produces. Promotive and

demotive changes to Routes are said to affect the Route’s “cost,” and variables having

“cost” in their name are used to calculate how much I each Center is able to import.

The remainder of this section details what each kind of change is meant to represent

when applied to one of these two geographic contexts.

Center Object

The Center object represents a realized or potential cluster of relatively dense, seden-

tary settlement ranging in scale from an embryonic hamlet to the largest of ancient Maya

centers, such as Tikal or El Mirador (pg. 155). This includes both a settlement’s civic-

ceremonial loci and the associated hinterland. It is implemented as a discrete point in

the Cartesian plane of the simulation. Centers produce an amount of S determined as

a function of their promotive and demotive fecundities.

The degree of promotive fecundity is represented by the variable “fecundity promotive

level” (Fpl). Fpl is the extent of anthropogenic change to a Center’s surrounding land-

scape that increases the immediate region’s potential for social complexity. The clearing

of old-growth forest for agricultural land is an example of increasing Fpl , as is the for-

mation of a communal labor system to plant and harvest said land. Both of these human
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and natural aspects of an agricultural system increase the the immediate area’s potential

for social complexity. A decreasing Fpl would represent the reforestation of abandoned

agricultural land as well as the disintegration of the social institutions associated with its

use.

“Fecundity promotive resilience” (Fpr) describes the degree to which Fpl is negatively

affected by a reduction in social complexity. Suppose that, in a given society, the con-

struction of irrigation canals and establishment of a community of knowledge around

their function is reflected by an increased Fpl. Then, a disease kills three quarters of

the society’s population. In a high Fpr setting, the irrigation canals were constructed in

a way that minimized the the requirement for hierarchically organized, labor-intensive

maintenance. In such a scenario the remaining population effectively operates the ir-

rigation system and associated agriculture despite the this disturbance. In a low Fpr

setting, the irrigation canals are built hastily and require constant maintenance, and the

knowledge of how to manage them is jealously guarded by an enigmatic priestly collec-

tive. In this scenario, the population loss due to disease eliminates every irrigation-priest.

The remaining population cannot keep up with canal repairs even if they did possess the

knowledge of their operation, which they do not because the priests are dead. The first,

high Fpr scenario will witness a drastically more stable level of Fpl in the face of this epi-

demic, while the second, low Fpr scenario will exhibit a sharp drop in Fpl as the irrigation

system becomes essentially worthless in a short amount of time.

“Fecundity demotive level” Fdl represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a

Center’s surrounding landscape that decreases the potential for social complexity of the

of the immediate region. The depletion of soil nutrients through heavy monocropping is

an example of increasing Fdl. Another possible manifestation of increasing Fdl, but with

respect to social processes, is the development of hostile attitudes amongst a Center’s

populace.

“Fecundity demotive resilience” (Fdr) describes the degree to which Fdl is negatively

affected by a reduction of social complexity. Suppose that, in a given society, the depletion

of soil nutrients is reflected by an increased Fdl. Then, a disease kills three quarters of
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Figure 4.1:
Outline of
fundamental
objects and
variables

the society’s population. In a low Fdr setting, the local ecology is such that the nutrients

essential for agriculture are replenished by the natural ecosystem. In such a scenario, the

decreased demand for crops reduces nutrient depletion, and any remaining or returning

society will benefit from this as they attempt to rekindle their agricultural system. In a

high Fdr setting, the ecosystem is less able to replenish the soil’s nutrients. As a result,

the population remaining after the disease will not have an easier time farming as a

result of the decreased population pressure. They will continue to face the consequences

of their society’s past exploitative farming technique’s despite the much lower intensity

of cultivation in the present.

Route Object

The Route object represents the area between two Centers that would be traversed

by the region’s people. In reality there are infinite ways to move from one point in

space to another, and different people might choose their manner of movement based on

their material resources, political allegiances, or countless other factors. For simplicity,

CHAAHK implements only one Route between each pair of adjacent Centers to model

the usual ease, or cost, of moving between two Centers. Route’s are characterized by a

weight (W ) value determined as a function of their promotive and demotive costs. Route

W ’s are used to determine the difficulty of importing I resources to each Center in order

to be consumed by their Groups.

“Cost promotive level” (Cpl) represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a

Route’s landscape that increases the efficiency, or reduces the W , of movement through
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that area, increasing the potential for social complexity for Centers benefiting from the

passage of imported goods (I) through this area. Physical examples of increasing Cpl is

the construction of roads, canals, and any associated, auxiliary infrastructure supporting

the function of these two types of features. Social manifestations of increasing Cpl include

state-sponsored patrols to protect travelers and merchants, the attraction of vendors of

goods and services to the most trafficked locations, traveler knowledge of the most efficient

paths, and the organization of whatever labor that maintains the physical infrastructure.

A decreasing Cpl would represent the reforestation of cleared paths, erosion of physical

infrastructure, the dessication of waterways, or the disruption of the mentioned social

institutions.

Therefore, “cost promotive resilience” (Cpr) describes the degree to which Cpl is

negatively affected by a reduction of social complexity. The illustrative example given

for Fpr applies well to Cpr, except that instead of representing the persistance of any

landscape modifications or institutional developments on the ability for a Center to

produce local resources, they improve how efficiently a Route can be traversed.

“Cost demotive level” (Cdl) represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a Route’s

landscape that decreases the efficiency, or increases the weight (W ), of movement through

that area. Unlike the case for Fdl, it is harder to find examples of Cdl. The solid, vegetated

ground, which would have characterized much of the ECR around 1000 BCE, is difficult

to render significantly more difficult to move through. On the other hand, navigable

waterways can, through multiple anthropogenic processes, become less navigable over

time. Not only are interior waterways more fragile in nature than solid earth, but also

a disruption to a choke point of a wetland or anywhere along a river will carry far

more drastic consequences for transportation along the entire Route’s area than would a

similarly isolated disruption to a land based route; people can just go around a terrestrial

obstacle. A land route may be more fragile if it relies on narrow passes through mountains,

but this would be unlikely in the ECR. Another situation represented by an increased Cdl

of a terrestrial Route is where transportation relies on a depleted fuel source, whether

it be hay for horses or gasoline for motor vehicles. However, this would likewise be a
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surprising obstacle for the ancient Maya to have encountered.

“Cost demotive resilience” (Cdr) describes the degree to which Cdl is negatively af-

fected by a reduction in social complexity. Suppose that in a given society, which is

dependent on riverine transportation, the construction of residential reservoirs denies

significant amounts of water to the larger drainage, and this is reflected by an increased

Cdl as river navigation suffers from a decreased river discharge. Then, a disease kills

three quarters of the society’s population. In a low Cdr setting, these reservoirs are con-

structed from perishable material. In this scenario, anthropogenic damage to the drainage

is quickly reversed as water is eventually not held by the quickly eroded reservoirs. In a

high Cdr setting, the reservoirs are instead built of an invincible material. In this sce-

nario, Cdl will not decrease once the disease takes its toll on the population. Even though

reservoirs are neither built nor maintained, their imperishable nature causes the reservoir

system to reduce the river’s discharge as though the society’s previous population level

was still “using” the water.

4.4 Initialization

The first step of CHAAHK’s initialization routine is to locate the 289 Center objects

across its two dimensional Cartesian plane (Figure 4.2). The program arranges them

in a hexagonal lattice with 17.32 arbitrarily defined distance units between Centers

horizontally and 17.85 distance units between them diagonally. Randomization in Center

location is introduced by adjusting both the x and y values of each Center by a value

generated from a uniform distribution having a minimum of -3 and a maximum of 3

distance units. These offsets help to ensure that each simulation run is unique. The

distance between a Center and its closest neighbors is 14.32 to 20.85 distance units.

Each Center is assigned it own unique ID value from the range of 0 to 288. Next,

Route objects are created that connect pairs of neighboring Centers. Most Centers will

be have 6 adjacent Routes, but those on the edge of the simulation will have only two

to five to reflect their reduced number of neighboring Centers. Then, both Center and
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Figure 4.2: Initial configuration of
CHAAHK’s terrain. Centers are
located at Route intersections.

Route objects are categorized as being one of the two major types of environments in

the ECR:“upland” or “bajo.” This is to reflect the environmental heterogeneity of the

ECR. To avoid too much randomization across simulation runs but also avoid drawing too

subjective a map, an initial, random configuration of uplands and bajos was calculated

and used for each simulation. The first step in doing this is to randomly sort a list

containing each Center’s ID value. Then, the Centers having their ID nearest to the

beginning of this list are categorized as uplands. The fixed parameter UA, equal to 130,

determines the actual breadth of this threshold; the first UA Center ID’s in the list are

chosen to be assigned as “uplands”. The Centers with ID’s outside of this threshold are

classified as “bajos.”

Routes are then assigned their own environmental type based on that of the Centers.

Each Route adjacent to an upland Center is itself classified as an upland. The remaining

Routes are classified as bajos. The resulting map of Routes is a patchwork of bajo and

upland areas. After this step, the initial list of Center ID’s was altered to ensure that

the four exporter Centers in each corner connected to a longer chain of bajo Routes.

The result of this process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Both Routes and Centers exhibit different characteristics depended on whether they

were classifed as upland or bajo (Table A.6, pg. 181). Upland Centers behave as

Centers are described to behave throughout this chapter, but bajo Centers do not

support any population whatsoever, essentially they do not exist. Routes have much

more nuanced environmentally driven differences. Upland Routes are initially fairly

difficult to move across, but can be modified to lessen the cost of travel, which represents

clearing paths and possibly even constructing paved causeways. If unmaintained, this
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infrastructure will erode, but the Route will never be more difficult to traverse than

how it originally existed. Bajo Routes, on the other hand, are initially very efficient

to traverse. Many bajos were perennial wetlands when the first Maya centers sprang

up in the Middle Preclassic, and this ease of travel represents the benefits of canoe

transportation. Like upland Routes, bajo Routes can be modified to ease transport costs.

This represents hydrological modifications such as damming and canalization as well as

the construction of commercial features such as docks. However, unlike upland Routes,

bajo Routes can, if certain conditions are met, become more difficult to traverse than

how they originally existed. This represents the transformation of bajos into annually

inundated obstacles to transportation through a combination of physical processes, such

as erosion, chemical processes, such as nitrate and phosphate loading, and ecological

processes, such as eutrophication and water lily extinction.

4.5 Time Cycle

A single CHAAHK simulation is comprised of 1650 time-steps, each of which execute a

collection of actions. The actions occurring within a timestep are thematically connected.

Therefore, timesteps provide a structure to control the flow of a simulation’s various

events. They are further organized into time-cycles: an ordered collection of events that

repeats itself until the simulation ends. A single time-cycle encompasses five time-steps:

• update Center resources

• update Route weights

• endemic population consumes resources

• migrant population consumes resources

• output metrics are computed

There are 330 of these time-cycles in a typical run of CHAAHK. The remainder of

the chapter describes what happens in each of these five time-steps.
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4.5.1 Time-Step 1: Update Center Resources

This time-step calculates a number of variables for each Center. For each Center,

four variable values are updated over a process of five steps. Each variable has its own

step, except for the calculation of Labor (L), as it can potentially be updated by both

reproduction and immigration. A Center’s L is the population of all Groups settled

there.

Distance to Exporter and Long Distance Traffic

The first part of time-step 1 calculates the distance between each Center and the

nearest corner of the simulation’s Cartesian plane, which are termed “exporters”. This

represents the difficulty of imported goods such as obsidian, salt, granite, etc. reaching

the inhabitants of the ECR from the nearest place of entry. Long-distance Route traffic

(T l) is also calculated as part of this. T l is used to calculate each Route’s weight as

described in section 4.5.2.

foreach Route do

T l = 0;

end

foreach Center center do

path = the shortest path between center and the nearest exporter;

center.D = the sum of each Route’s W along path;

foreach Route route in path do

route.T l = route.T l + center.B;

end

end

(4.1)

where the Center’s B is it’s population of endemic Groups, which are Groups who have

not recently immigrated from outside of the ECR (see “Migrant Status”, pg. 154). path is

calculated using Repast’s implementation of Dijkstra’s (1959) algorithm for path-finding
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in graph networks (North et al. 2007).

Check for Presence of Disturbance

The second part of the first time-step simply checks to see if the simulation is on

time-step 1000 + Ud through 1100 + Ud. If so, it applies the effect of the disturbance,

a process described in section 4.6. Ud is a fixed parameter equal to zero.

Reproduction

if L > 0 and S > 0 then

newGroups = 0 ;

odds = (S ÷ L)÷ 15;

forall L do

random = a random number from 0 to 1;

if random > odds then

newGroups increases by 1;

end

end

forall newGroups do

A new Group is added to the simulation;

Its migrant status (G) is set to false;

Its home Center (Y h) is set to this Center;

end

end

(4.2)

This is one of two mechanisms for introducing new Groups to the simulation. The other is

the immigration procedure, which is happens later in the time-step. This is another reflec-

tion of Verhulst’s (1845) equation for logistic population growth. However, CHAAHK’s

version introduces some randomization.
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Staples

This routine calculates how much S is available for the Groups of a given Center to

consume. This is done by first updating values of both Fpl and Fdl. Then, a function ag-

gregates the two values to calculate the Center’s S. The implication of this routine is that

a Center’s overall ability to support human settlement is a function of said settlement’s

positive and negative modifications to a landscape.

The first step of calculating S is to update the value of Fpl. This process is subdi-

vided into two sections: one that calculates Fpl’s increase and another that calculates its

decrease. It increases according to Equation 4.3.

∆Fpl = Fpi ∗ L ∗ {1− (
Fpl

Fpm
)2} (4.3)

where fecundity promotive maximum (Fpm) is a fixed parameter equal to 20. These result

in Fpl being modified more rapidly if there are more inhabitants living in the relevant

Center, but tapering off as the area reaches the carrying capacity imposed via biophysical

and technological constraints. This routine is a reflection of Verhulst’s (1845) equation

for logistic population growth, only applied to the growth of a Center’s anthropogenic

improvements that increase human carrying capacity, Fpl, and not the actual number of

simulated Groups, which is the variable L.

Next it is determined if the improvements made to a Center’s fecundity can be main-

tained by the population of the Center. Such processes are represented by declining Fpl,

which is calculated by Equations 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.

Fpt = max

(
L

Fpl
, 1

)
(4.4)

where Fpt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Fpl being maintained

by the population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next

routine.

Fpf = 1− {Fpt+ (1− Fpt) ∗ Fpr} (4.5)
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where Fpf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Fpl before it is

modified by the coefficient Fpd. Equation 4.5 functions to determine whether a potential

lack of Fpl maintenance actually results in Fpl decreasing, and the value of the parameter

Fpr is what determines this. The final calculation required to update Fpl is naturally

Fpl = Min(Fpl − Fpf ∗ Fpd, 0) (4.6)

where fecundity premotive decrease rate (Fpd) is a fixed parameter equal to .1.

The next half of calculateStaples() is to update the value of Fdl. First, Fdl increases

according to Equation 4.7.

Fdl = Fdl + Fdi ∗ L ∗ {1− (
Fdl

Fdm
)2} (4.7)

where fecundity demotive level (Fdm) is a fixed parameter equal to 10.

Next it is determined if the deterioration made to a Center’s carrying capacity will

be maintained by the population of the Center.

Fdt = max

(
L

Fdl
, 1

)
(4.8)

where Fdt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Fdl being maintained

by the population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next

routine.

Fdf = 1− {Fdt+ (1− Fdt) ∗ Fdr} (4.9)

where Fdf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Fdl before it is

modified by the coefficient Fdd. Equation 4.9 functions to determine whether a potential

lack of Fdl maintenance actually results in Fdl decreasing, and the value of the parameter

Fdr is what determines this. The final calculation required to update Fdl is naturally

Fdl = Min(Fdl − Fdf ∗ Fdd) (4.10)
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where fecundity demotive decrease rate is a fixed parameter equal to .1.

Part 4 of calculating S aggregates the previously calculated values of Fpl and Fdl

to update the Center’s S. The theory here is that the fecundity of a Center is the

function of both helpful, or promotive, and hurtful, or demotive, influences, and that these

diametrically opposed influences are able to counteract one another, with the “stronger”

one pulling the Center’s S so that it becomes either a higher or lower value than Fb,

depending on whether it is promotive or demotive fecundity, respectively.

Fpf = Fpl/Fpm;

Fdf = Fdl/Fdm;

if Fpf > Fdf then

∆Fpf = −Fdf ;

S = Fb− Fpf ∗ Fpm;

else

∆Fdf = −Fpf ;

S = Fb+ Fdf ∗ Fdm

end

(4.11)

where fecundity base (Fb) is a fixed parameter equal to 3, Fpm is a fixed parameter equal

to 20, and Fdm is a fixed parameter equal to 10. The “weaker” of either promotive or

demotive change will still pull S back towards Fb, with the amount of this counteraction

being proportional to its own “strength”, such that, if both promotive and demotive

changes, are of equal strengths S will simply equal Fb. This metaphorical “strength” of

the two opposed changes to fecundity is not measured in absolute units of Fpl and Fdl,

but is instead these values divided by their respective maxima (Fpm and Fdm).

Imports

This method calculates the Center’s I as a function of it’s distance from the closest

exporter. Lower values of said distance (D) result in higher values of I. This represents
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the difficulty of acquiring certain goods that are costly to transport.

I = −Ic ∗D + Iy (4.12)

where the import coefficient (Ic) is a fixed parameter equal to .05, and the import y-

intercept is a fixed parameter equal to 15.

Immigration

This generates exactly one new group if a Center is located at one of the simula-

tion’s four corners. These new Groups are migrants from the regions neighboring the

virtual ECR represented by CHAAHK, and, to represent this, their migrant status (G)

is initialized as true.

4.5.2 Time-Step 2: Update Route Weights

This method calculates W for each Route in the simulation. The algorithm closely

reflects how a Center’s Staples (S) is determined (pg. 62) and as such less explanation

is given for various calculations. This is both the longest and most complicated single

method of the simulation. Therefore, it may help to understand something about its

overall structure before attempting to absorb the details. Figure 4.3 divides the method

into four basic parts, with two of these parts consisting of three sub-parts. The last of said

parts, and therefore very objective, of this method is to update the Route’s Weight (W ).

W is calculated using, among other things, the Cpl and Cdl values that are updated in the

preceding two parts: those labeled 2 and 3 in Figure 4.3. Both of these parts require the

calculation of a “final traffic” value: Traffic Promotive Final (Tpf) and Traffic Demotive

Final (Tdf) for Cpl and Cdl respectively. These final traffic values are therefore calculated

at the beginning (sub-part “a”) of parts 2 and 3 (Figure 4.3). These calculations involve

the Traffic Short (Ts) and Traffic Long (T l) variables. Ts is calculated in part 1 of the

method (Figure 4.3), and T l is calculated by the calculateTrafficLong() method in the

preceding time-step. This outline can be compared to the flowchart-style Figure 4.4 that

shows where T l and Ts are modified by the four “traffic coefficient” variables.
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Figure 4.3: Outline of the calcu-
lateWeight method of the Route

object.

Figure 4.4: Simplified Flowchart of the calculateWeight method of the Route object.
Many important variables are not included here. This only illustrates where the various
“traffic” variables and parameters are eventually used.
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Tf , a local variable, is the aggregate amount of human activity that is currently affect-

ing the Route. It combines the effects of local activity with the that of more ephemeral,

long-distance movement across its domain. Long-distance activity is represented by T l,

which was calculated on page 60. Therefore, the first step of this routine is to calculate

short-distance activity, or Ts. This variable represents local activity, such as cultivation,

construction, or day-to-day human traffic.

Ts =
(Y 1.B + Y 2.B)

W
(4.13)

The numerator is the sum of the endemic populations (B) of the two Centers at each

end of the Route segment, which is divided by the Route’s weight (W ) to find Ts. The

method then proceeds to part 2 (Figure 4.3). The first sub-part is to calculate a local

variable: Traffic Promotive Final (Tpf).

Tpl = T l ∗ Tplc ;

Tps = Ts ∗ Tpsc ;

Tpf = Tpl + Tps ;

(4.14)

where traffic promotive long coefficient (Tplc) is a fixed parameter equal to .1, and traffic

promotive short coefficient (Tpsc) is a fixed parameter equal to .2. The rest of the routine’s

second part functions to update the value of Cpl. This process is subdivided into two

sections: one that calculates Cpl’s increase and another that calculates its decrease.

Cpl = Cpl + Cpi ∗ Tpf ∗ {1− (
Cpl

Cpm
)2} (4.15)

where cost promotive maximum (Cpm) is a fixed parameter equal to .5, and cost pro-

motive increase rate Cpi is a changeable parameter. Both are modified according to the

Route’s length and whether it is a bajo or uplands Route (Table A.6, pg. A.6).

Next Cpl’s decrease is calculated. This section determines the extent to which the

maintenance required for the improvements made to a Routes’s cost can be justified by
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the amount of use, represented by Tpf , that the Route receives. Physical infrastructure,

such as docks, canals, roads, etc. require repairs in order to not deteriorate to the point

of obsolescence. Social improvements, such as patrols, maintaining a certain amount

of knowledge, or providing provisions to travels, require other types of investments to

continue having utility. If traffic levels decrease, there may come a point where the

investment required to maintain these various enhancements either cannot or will not be

met. Such processes are represented by declining Cpl, which is calculated by Equations

4.16, 4.17, and 4.18.

Cpt = max

(
L

Cpl
, 1

)
(4.16)

where Cpt is a local variable that represents the fraction of Cpl being maintained by either

state or community agents benefiting from a Route’s traffic. How much this fraction

actually matters is determined by the next routine.

Cpf = 1− {Cpt+ (1− Cpt) ∗ Cpr} (4.17)

where Cpf is another local variable that represents the decrease in Cpl before it is modified

by the coefficient Cpd, and Cpr is a changeable parameter described on page 56. Equation

4.17 functions to determine whether a potential lack of Cpl maintenance actually results

in Cpl decreasing, and the value of the parameter Cpr is what determines this. The final

calculation required to update Cpl is

Cpl = Cpl − Cpf ∗ Cpd (4.18)

where cost promotive decrease rate (Cpd) is a fixed parameter equal to 1, modified ac-

cording to the Route’s length and whether it is a bajo or uplands Route (Table A.6, pg.

A.6).

Part 3 of calculating W updates the value of Cdl. First, Tdf is calculated, similarly
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to the first step of part 2.

Tdl = T l ∗ Tdlc ;

Tds = Ts ∗ Tdsc ;

Tdf = Tdl + Tds ;

(4.19)

where traffic demotive long coefficient (Tlc) is a fixed parameter equal to 0, and traffic

demotive short coefficient (Tsc) is a fixed parameter equal to 1.

This is followed by calculating the increase of Cdl.

Cdl = Cdl + Cdi ∗ Tdf ∗ {1− (
Cdl

Cdm
)2} (4.20)

where cost demotive maximum (Cdm) is a fixed parameter equal to 1, and cost demotive

increase rate is a changeable parameter. Both are modified according to the Route’s

length and whether it is a bajo or uplands Route (Table A.6, pg. A.6). This equation

results in the Route being negatively affected by traffic (Tdf) more intensely when it

experiences higher amounts of it, However, this effect tapers off as the area reaches a

hypothetical maximum amount of damage imposed via biophysical and technological

constraints, represented by the variable Cdm.

Next it is determined if the deterioration made to a Route’s transportation cost can

be maintained by the amount of human activity associated with it. Such processes are

simulated by Equations 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23.

Cdt = max

(
L

Cdl
, 1

)
(4.21)

where Cdt is a local variable that represents the fraction of Cdl being maintained by the

population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next routine.

Cdf = 1− {Cdt+ (1− Cdt) ∗ Cdr} (4.22)
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where Cdf is another local variable that represents the decrease in Cdl before it is modified

by the coefficient Cdd, and Cdr is a changeable parameter described on page 57. Equation

4.22 functions to determine whether a potential lack of Cdl maintenance actually results

in Cdl decreasing, and the value of the parameter Cdr is what determines this. The final

calculation required to update Cdl is

Cdl = Min(Cdl − Cdf ∗ Cdd, 0) (4.23)

where cost demotive decrease rate (Cdd) is a fixed parameter equal to 1, that becomes

modified according to the Route’s length and whether it is a bajo or uplands Route (Table

A.6, pg. A.6).

Part 4 of calculating W aggregates the previously calculated values of Cpl and Cdl to

update the Routes’s W . The theory here is that the cost of a Route is the function of both

helpful, or promotive, and hurtful, or demotive, influences, and that these diametrically

opposed influences are able to counteract one another, with the “stronger” one pulling

the Routes’s W so that it becomes either a lower or higher value than cost base (Cb),

depending on whether it is promotive or demotive cost, respectively.

Cpf = Cpl/Cpm;

Cdf = Cdl/Cdm;

if Cpf > Cdf then

Cpf = Cpf − Cdf ;

W = Cb− Cpf ∗ Cpm;

else

Cdf = Cdf − Cpf ;

W = Cb+ Cdf ∗ Cdm

end

(4.24)

where Cb is the length of the Route on the Cartesian plane of the simulation, Cpm is a

fixed parameter equal to .5, and Cdm is a fixed parameter equal to 20. All three of these
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values are modified according to whether the Route is a bajo or upland Route (Table

A.6, pg. A.6). The “weaker” of either promotive or demotive change will still pull S

back towards Cb, with the amount of this counteraction being proportional to its own

“strength”, such that, if both promotive and demotive changes, are of equal strengths W

will simply equal Cb. This metaphorical “strength” of the two opposed changes to cost

is not measured in absolute units of Cpl and Cdl, but is instead these values divided by

their respective maxima (Cpm and Cdm).

4.5.3 Time-Step 3: Endemic Population Consumes Resources

This is the mechanism that most Groups will use to consume the resources (S and

I ) of their Center. If each of the two resources is available, their stockpiles will be

reduced by one unit and the relevant Group will continue to inhabit the Center. If the

appropriate resources do not exist, however, the trouble() method (pg. 187) is called,

which determines their response to the shortage. When this happens, the Group has an

equal chance of either staying in place, migrating to another Center, or being removed
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from the simulation.

if G = false then

if S of Yh ≥ 1 then

S of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call trouble();

The method’s execution terminates.;

end

if I of Yh ≥ 1 then

I of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call trouble();

The method’s execution terminates.;

end

end

(4.25)

where G is a Group variables representing the length of time spent since migrating to the

simulated ECR (see Migrant Status, pg. 154).

When migrating, potential destination Centers with better access to the exporter

Centers at the simulation’s corners are preferred over more isolated locations, but any

Center is a potential candidate for immigration (pg. 183). This style of migration

contrasts with that described on page 65, as the migrating Group’s value of G is not

necessarily set to false; it’s value is preserved during the migration.

4.5.4 Time-Step 4: Migrant Population Consumes Resources

This time-step is identical to the previous one, except it applies to Groups with

G = true. These Groups would be less familiar and welcome in their region and as such

are less likely to receive resources than more established Groups. However, the migrant-
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endemic distinction exists to produce informative output analysis on other elements of

CHAAHK than to study anything about cultural identity. This procedure also checks

how long the migrant group has existed the simulation. If it survives for 5 cycles, its G

is set to false.

4.5.5 Time-Step 5: Output Metrics

Time-step five simply calculates the three output variables introduced on page 94.

4.6 Disturbance

These time-cycles repeat as described until the simulation ends after the 1650th time-

step. The only exception to this is the period between time-steps 1000 and 1100, which

is affected by a condition referred to as the disturbance. This condition represents an

event that both negatively impacts the number of Groups in the simulation and is not

represented by the simulation’s other features. The quintessential process represented by

this routine in the literature of Maya archeology is the large scale droughts that have been

repeatedly evidenced to have effected the Maya area during many points in the ECR’s

history but especially the Late and Terminal Classic Periods. However, this routine could

just as easily represent the effects of invasion, a natural disaster, a disease epidemic,

or some similarly exogenous trauma. The disturbance also is CHAAHK’s feature that

best represents endogenous stress as well, namely the gradual depletion of soil quality

due to intensive farming and deforestation (Griffin et al. 2014, Roman et al. 2018). It

was attempted to model these more internal processes via the algorithms that calculate

Center staples and Route weights, but this was abandoned due to time constraints (see

page 127).

Therefore, CHAAHK generalizes both kinds of events with a single adjustable pa-

rameter, Urc, reducing them all to a singular “disturbance.” During the disturbance,

Groups are randomly removed from the simulation to represent their migration, retreat

from sedentism, or death in response to this scenario. Higher values of Urc result in a
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larger fraction of Groups being removed.

if T > 1000 + Ud & T < 1100 + Ud then

foreach Group group do

Chance equal to Urc that group is removed from the simulation ;

end

end

(4.26)

where Urc is a changable parameter, and Ud is a fixed parameter equal to zero.

4.7 Observation of a “Default” Run

As long winded as its description may be, CHAAHK is a simple model. Centers

spring up as they become populated by of Groups over time, but they often shrink due to

a combination of three factors. Theses are S deprivation, I deprivation, and the distur-

bance. Which factors prove more influential depends on the model’s parameterization.

The number of Groups may rebound following any perturbations, likewise depending

on certain parameters. The effects of said parameters are explored in the next chapter.

However, a single simulation run is first described in detail.

For both this section and Section 5.1, the operation of CHAAHK is described with

reference to a specific, default parameterization, given in Table 4.1. These values were

chosen to satisfy a few different conditions. One is that the simulation’s number of

Groups either peaks or asymptotes slightly before T = 1000 when Urc is equal to zero.

Another condition is that both Route W and Center S witness similar periods of im-

provement followed by ones of degradation. This is so that there is no single factor that

overwhelmingly limits the population trajectory of the simulation. In a similar vein, Urc

is set to .1, which will remove about half of the simulation’s population (total Groups) by

the end of the disturbance. Therefore, the contribution of I deprivation, S deprivation,

and removal via disturbance have roughly balanced contributions toward the removal of
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Name Symbol Value
Centers

Fecundity Promotive Increase Rate Fpi .005
Fecundity Promotive Resilience Fpr .5

Fecundity Demotive Increase Rate Fdi 0.0003
Fecundity Demotive Resilience Fdr .5

Routes
Cost Promotive Increase Rate Cpi .1

Cost Promotive Resilience Cpr .5
Cost Demotive Increase Rate Cdi 0.0003

Cost Demotive Resilience Cdr .5
Other

Disturbance Removal Chance D .15

Table 4.1: Parameter values for default scenario.

Groups from the simulation. A third condition is that, by T = 1650 i.e. the end of

the simulation, the population level represents a modest fraction of what it’s maximum

was at a previous point in time. These three conditions were selected not to accurately

represent the Maya civilization of the ECR but instead to allow adjustments to diverse,

individual parameters to manifest in the simulation’s overall outcome. This is done to

illustrate the effects of these parameter in Section 5.1.

Figure 4.5 shows the initial setup of the simulation (i.e. T = 0) before any Groups

are present. Groups enter the simulation through the four exporter Centers that occupy

the simulation’s four corners. The Groups eventually relocate to Centers with better

access to trade goods (I). Figure 4.6 represents the establishment of the first few dozen

Centers by around T = 300. The bajo Routes adjacent to larger centers are improved,

as well as those featuring more sparse populations but lying on an important trade route.

An example of the latter type of improvements are circled in magenta in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 represents the simulated society at what would be considered the height of

their civilization. Large Centers exist at most conceivable locations, and the bajo Routes

have been engineered to their logical extreme.

Figure 4.8 exhibits the result of the disturbance on the simulation: a severe reduction

in population. Any Centers that appear to have a relatively large population here only

do so because there simply happens to be more Groups momentarily present. They
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Figure 4.5: Initial configuration of CHAAHK simulation at T = 0.
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Figure 4.6: State of CHAAHK simulation at T = 300.
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Figure 4.7: The state of CHAAHK just prior to T = 1000.
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Figure 4.8: The state of CHAAHK just prior to T = 1070.
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Figure 4.9: The state of CHAAHK just prior to T = 1650.
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randomly migrate around, searching in vain for some hope of maintaining a healthy

sedentary lifestyle, and their presence does not reflect any kind of advantage on the part

of the Center. Figure 4.9 represents the population having partially reestablished itself

in the wake of the disturbance.

The maps displayed in Figures 4.5 through 4.9 are snapshots of what is otherwise a

real-time display that can be viewed through the Repast Simphony GUI. Several other

charts exist that can help interpret any given simulation run. Figure 4.10 is useful for

understanding the most basic aggregate statistics regarding the simulation’s Group en-

tities. For this default set of parameters, imports (I) are apparently much more of a

limiting factor than staples (S). Also, the number of S deprivations, I deprivations, and

migrations decrease at the begining of the disturbance at T = 1000. This is counterin-

tuitive because one would think what the disturbance represents (i.e. drought) would

cause more of these events and not less. However, at this point in time, CHAAHK does

not record the removal of Groups caused by the disturbance, so this reflects there simply

being less Groups to be removed when they cannot acquire S and/or I. The code may

be altered in the future so that the disturbance manifests more realistically in this chart

or something similar.

Figure 4.11 presents a visual representation of the aggregate state of the simulation’s

Center entities over time. Fpl and Fdl are represented by the green and red lines, re-

spectively. Fdl is subtracted from Fb, itself shown in black, to visually demonstrate how

it and Fpl “tug of war” with one in other in order to deviate the Center’s amount of S

from its original value, which is equal to Cb 62. The magenta line represents the amount

of staples (S) generated each time cycle. Observing all three of these lines illuminates

how S is calculated as a function of Fpl and Fdl. The simulation’s net labor (L) is also

included as a yellow line to show how this variable interacts with the other three. In

many cases L’s net value will influence that of the other three variables. Alternatively,

Fpl, Fdl, and therefore S will influence the net value of L depending on parameteriza-

tion. To understand what variables are more independent or dependent, it is helpful

to consider the previous chart (Figure 4.10). The number of removals due to I depri-
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Figure 4.10: Cumulative demographic information of the simulation over time. “staples”
and “imports” represent the amount of Groups that have died from a lack of S and I,
respectively. “move success” represents the number of Groups that successfully completed
a migration. Here “success” was meant to compliment a migration “failure”, but this
functionality has been excluded from this implementation of the model for the purposes
of this paper. “born” represents the amount of new Groups introduced via endemic
reproduction (pg. 61). This is one of several real-time charts created through Repast’s
GUI interface for model execution.

vation far exceeds those due to S deprivation. Therefore, the trajectory of the yellow

line representing L is mostly determined by the distribution of I. This suggests that the

non-yellow line ins Figure 4.11 are reacting to the the simulation’s amount of Groups

i.e. L. Aggregate reports, such as these, can sometimes hide more information than they

show, especially with the more elaborate agent-based models, but in this case it is helpful

if used cautiously (Wilensky and Rand 2015).

Figure 4.12 highlights similar dynamics, except as applied to Routes and their weights

(W ). It is different, however, because the “promotive” variable Cpl is subtracted from Cb

instead of the “demotive” variable Cdl. This chart only represents “bajo” Routes, as they

are more fickle/interesting than the relatively stable uplands. Notice that even though

Cdl has a much higher value than Cpl for most of the simulation, W is less than Cb. This

is because Cpl is greater relative to its maximum value (65). Another quirk is that even

though Cpr and Cdr are both equal to .5, Cpl is much less affected by the disturbance
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Figure 4.11: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s Centers, over time, for
CHAAHHK’s default parameterization described in Table 4.1

.

Figure 4.12: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s “bajo” Routes, over time,
for CHAAHHK’s default parameterization described in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.13: Aggregate statistics describing the relationship between the number of
Groups and the availability of resources for CHAAHHK’s default parameterization de-
scribed in Table 4.1.
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than Cdl. This is because the calculation of Cdl relies solely on traffic short Ts while that

of Cpl incorporates T l. For Routes close to exporter Centers, T l will remain stable so

long as there are Groups occupying its same vague quarter of the simulation’s plane. Ts,

however, requires Groups to be in two specific Centers to be stable.
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Chapter 5

Analyzing Sets of Runs

While the example simulation run at the conclusion of the previous chapter demon-

strates the general character of CHAAHK, it is only a snapshot. Spatial and/or agent-

based simulation models typically have nonlinear interactions between their parameters.

They also are generally stochastic in some way. For theses reasons, they are frequently

studied using numerous executions drawing one or more parameter values from a regu-

larly spaced scale or in a randomized fashion, the latter of which is commonly termed the

“Monte Carlo” method (Lee et al. 2015). The following sub-sections feature both meth-

ods, and are executed via R-language scripts using the “rrepast” package (Prestes Garćıa

and Rodŕıguez-Patón 2016). All plots were also made in R via the “ggplot2” package

(Hadley 2016).

Sections 5.1 through 5.2.5 sample the same array of parameters, each using the same

Name Symbol Minimum Maximum
Disturbance Removal Chance Drc 0 .3

Fecundity Promotive Increase Rate Fpi 0 .01
Fecundity Promotive Resilience Fpr 0 1

Fecundity Demotive Increase Rate Fdi 0 .0025
Fecundity Demotive Resilience Fdr 0 1
Cost Promotive Increase Rate Cpi 0 .02

Cost Promotive Resilience Cpr 0 1
Cost Demotive Increase Rate Cdi 0 .05

Cost Demotive Resilience Cdr 0 1
Upland Amount UA 0 250

Table 5.1: Parameter ranges analyzed in the following sections
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range of sampled values (Table 5.1). These values have regular increments in Subsection

5.1 and are sampled from the uniform distribution in 5.2 through 5.2.5, although they

do incorporate partial stratification via the Latin hypercube technique in order to reduce

the required number of simulation runs to achieve meaningful output. In a more realistic

setting alternative, empirically justified distributions can be sampled (Saltelli et al. 2000).

All of this chapter’s methods analyze the same three output variables, called MaxPop,

MinPop, and FinalPop. MaxPop is the global maximum of Group population during

the simulation’s execution. MinPop is the local minimum number of Groups at any

point following a significant drop from MaxPop. FinalPop is the Group number at the

simulation’s conclusion.

5.1 Altering Single Parameters

Figures 5.1 through 5.10 display the results of altering one parameter at a time from

the default run.

Figure 5.1 illustrates that the value of Urc, the strength of the disturbance, affects the

value of MinPop much more so than it does FinalPop. MaxPop seems to be completely

unaffected by this parameter, which is unsurprising given the number of Groups in the

simulation plateaus before the disturbance arrives. Figure 5.2 shows how altering the

relative number of upland to bajo type Centers affects CHAAHK’s demographic outputs.

Having a roughly equal ratio appears to lead to higher levels of social complexity; having

both highly productive land and efficient transportation routes is more fruitful than

having exclusively one of these features.

For Center objects, both fecundity promotive increase rate (Fpi) and fecundity promo-

tive resilience (Fpr) leads to higher levels of social complexity throughout the simulation

(Figures 5.3 and 5.4). High values of fecundity demotive increase rate (Fdi), conversely,

negatively impacts MaxPop, MinPop, and FinalPop (Figure 5.5). Only the highest ex-

amined values of fecundity demotive resilience (Fdr) reduce FinalPop, otherwise changing

this parameter produces little effect (5.6).
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Figure 5.1: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Urc.

For Route objects, CHAAHK’s output is very sensitive to both cost promotive increase

rate (Cpi) and cost demotive increase rate (Cdi, Figures 5.7 and 5.9). High values of Cpi

increases the value of all three output variables, while high values of Cdi reduces them. On

the other hand, cost promotive resilience (Cpr) and cost demotive resilience (Cdr) have

much less influence (Figure 5.8 and 5.10). Increasing Cpr slightly increases FinalPop,

and the largest examined values of Cdr prevents Groups from re inhabiting the simulation

after they are removed by the disturbance.

Overall, the various “increase rate” parameters seem to have a much greater effect on

the simulation’s output than the “resilience” parameters. However, it is worth noting the

both Fdr and Cdr, at their highest examined values, greatly reduce FinalPop (Figures

5.6 and 5.10).

5.2 Altering Multiple Parameters

Analyzing each parameter in isolation is a quick, straightforward, and generally effec-

tive manner for verifying that they influence the model’s general character according to
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Figure 5.2: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of UA.

Figure 5.3: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Fpi.
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Figure 5.4: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Fpr.

Figure 5.5: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Fdi.
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Figure 5.6: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Fdr.

Figure 5.7: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Cpi.
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Figure 5.8: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Cpr.

Figure 5.9: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of CdiOat.
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Figure 5.10: MinPop, MaxPop, and FinalPop as a function of Cdr.

their original conceptualization. It can struggle, however, to elucidate the reflexive inter-

action of multiple parameters. This is problematic when spatial simulations are touted

as being uniquely equipped to analyze this kind of complex behavior and the emergent

properties that it engenders. Fortunately, there are a suite of methods, falling under the

umbrella of sensitivity analysis as well as regression, that at least in theory can better

account for this.

Both global sensitivity analysis, multiple linear regression, and regression tree analysis

are applied to a large sample of 20,000 simulation runs. This process changes the values

for all of CHAAHK’s parameters (save UA) listed on Table 5.1 for each sequential run.

Values for each variable are drawn from a uniform distribution defined by the minimum

and maximum value listed on this table. These draws are stratified according to the Latin

Hypercube method (McKay et al. 1979). This method partitions a parameter’s range into

n (i.e. 20,000) segments. Then, these segments become a new uniform distribution from

which a sample can be drawn. This reflects traditional methods of stratified random

sampling in spatial samples. Each simulation then draws a set of parameter values such

that no two values are drawn from the same sub-distribution.
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Figure 5.11: Box plots of CHAAHK output variable distributions. The Y axis is log-
transformed.

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 summarize the output of the 20,000 simulation runs. Figure

5.11 reveals the extreme right skew of the output variable distributions. Each of these is

noticeably lower than the output distributions produced by the default parameterization.

This is not surprising given that there are two limiting factors at play, S and I, and a

restriction on either will limit the number of Groups present. The S and I values of

Centers can then each be limited by the values of any of three variables. Figures 5.3 and

5.9 reveal that Fdi and Cpi can simply be too low for the number of Groups to greatly

expand. Figures 5.6 and 5.8 show the dramatic limitations high Fdi and Cdi can have on

all three output variables, respectively, by negating or even overwhelming anthropogenic

improvements made on Routes and Centers. The occurrence of any one of these four

situations negates any forces that promote Group population, which explains the low

numbers.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of SLG calculated from the output variables of batch simula-
tion run.

5.2.1 Quantifying “Accuracy”

SLG =
MinPop+ FinalPop+ 100

MaxPop
(5.1)

Subsections 5.2 through 5.2.5 aggregate these three into a single value, which is termed

“Sustainability or Lack of Growth” (SLG). SLG represents the closest thing to an em-

pirical validation this model receives. The amount of bias in the available archaeological

data, namely sample bias, the decentralized organization of said data, and the abstract

nature of CHAAHK, means that its objective is not an exact quantitative fit to material

evidence. Instead, SLG works as a surrogate: a quantification of the general understand-

ing of the ECR’s demographic trajectory as it is presented in Section 2.2 (pg. 8). Said

understanding is that Maya settlement here was enormously complex and populous un-

til these variables eventually declined and remained low until recent decades. In other

words, they had no lack of growth of social complexity, and the sustainability of this
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system was extremely poor, at least in the long run. Therefore, SLG will approach zero

as it increasingly represents such a narrative. A value of zero cannot be achieved due

to the simulation’s population constraints . A more realistic minimum of .03 represents

a population of 3000 Groups completely exiting the simulation without any level of re-

covery. This is not to say the Maya population of the ECR lost all sedentary settlement

forever. However, for the purposes at hand it is a workable approximation.

One justification for this otherwise egregious equivalence is that low values of SLG are

extremely rare. There were fewer than a dozen of the 20,000 simulation runs having SLG

values equal to or less than .2, what the ECR’s Maya probably would have generated. The

vaguely normal distribution of SLG is surprising given the skewed patterns of the raw

output variables 5.12. Of course, the nature of Equation 5.1 obscures the mechanisms

that generated all but the lowest values because high values may result from either a

low MaxPop or high MinPop or FinalPop. More meaningful is the tiny number of

said lowest values. Subsections 5.2 through 5.2.5 examine what parameters were most

influential towards creating this distribution of SLG values.

5.2.2 Global Sensitivity Analysis

Theory

Sensitivity analysis is a group of methods that examine how uncertainty in a model’s

inputs creates uncertainty in the model’s output (Saltelli et al. 2000). While the informa-

tion provided by sensitivity analysis has the potential to shed light on a model’s behavior

per se, its theory is grounded in the more practical aspects of modeling, especially as they

are applied by what are considered the “hard sciences.” In the ideal modeling scenario,

the majority of a model’s routines behave in a manner that has been externally verified

through experimentation, while a subset remain relatively uncertain. Sensitivity analy-

sis helps researchers allocate resources i.e. funds more efficiently, therefore maximizing

the predictive utility of their model (O’Sullivan 2008). It does this by identifying which

uncertain parameters are more detrimental to the variance of their model’s output(s).

A project can then weigh the costs of narrowing the range of any parameter’s possible
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values via observation, experimentation, etc., and make a decision about how to move

forward from there.

How much value sensitivity analysis has for highly abstract models is debatable. When

a model is both less detailed and realistic, it becomes increasing subjective what vari-

ables to identify as parameters. This also applies to variables that are not included in

the model’s specification but easily could be. For example, CHAAHK does not include a

distance decay term when applying the gravity model to calculate Ts, while many appli-

cations of the gravity model do so indeed. How can sensitivity analysis be a categorical

prerequisite, as some have suggested, to a model’s validity when there are infinite ways

specify a model and equally many ways to preform sensitivity analysis?

This is not to suggest it is not useful, but it is subjective. At the very least, it can help

to identify any variables that have, contrary to the modeler’s intentions, a minimal impact

on the model’s output O’Sullivan and Perry (2013). The same applies towards variables

that have an unintentionally powerful impact. They also can help in communicating the

model’s behavior under different conditions. However, sensitivity analysis can never be

an end in and of itself. Any conclusions drawn from it must be made with consideration

of the the real life system the model represents and how the model is specified in code.

There are two types of sensitivity analysis: local and global. Local sensitivity analyses

measure how much each individual variable can influence the model’s outcome to be

different from some default state. For these types of sensitivity analyses to be completely

effective, a model’s outcome variable should be linearly related to each parameter. With

spatial simulation models, and especially agent-based models, this is rarely this case.

The alternative to local sensitivity analysis is global sensitivity analysis, which over-

comes some obstacles of the former at the cost of computational complexity (Saltelli

et al. 2008). These methods consider the interaction of parameter values across multiple

dimensions simultaneously. Among the simplest of these is the calculation of first-order

sensitivity indices, which falls under the broader category of variance decomposition. This

index is calculated for each parameter varied as part of a Monte Carlo experiment. The

higher its value, the greater amount of model uncertainty is attributable to uncertainty
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in the relevant parameter. It is calculated as

Si =
VXi

(EX i
(Y |Xi))

V (Y )
(5.2)

where Y = f(X1, X2, ..., Xk) represents a model and its parameters, and E, V , and Xi

represent mean, variance, and a certain value of X respectively (Saltelli et al. 2008).

Applying this to the Latin hypercube sampling design is not straightforward, as any

given parameter value is necessarily used only once. Therefore the basic algorithm was

incorporated into an R function that considers any values within a given range to be

“fixed” for the purposes of Equation 5.2. Here, the range of each parameter’s possible

values is divided into 25 equidistant parts. This number was subjectively chosen as to

represent a decent fraction of each parameter’s influence across its many values while also

having enough samples (800) to calculate Y’s mean for each of these ranges.

Results

The results are given on Table 5.2. The first order indices suggest that Cdi and to a

lesser extent Fdi are the most important variables with regard to influencing the variance

of CHAAHK’s four output variables. While these results undoubtedly reveal certain

things about the model’s behavior, this information has certain limits given the more

heuristic objectives underlying CHAAHK’s existence (pg. 96). An additional limitation

is that first order indices consider only how any given “fixed” variable associates with

the variance of all other model parameters across all of their possible values. This would

not detect, for instance, if that variance was being produced by highly clustered sets

of parameter values, which knowing would be valuable to researchers more interested

in understanding the fundamental behavior of a system rather than soley predicting its

future state.

There are more advanced forms of global sensitivity analysis that partially address

these issues (Saltelli et al. 2008). First of these is naturally the calculation of “second

order” sensitivity indices that fix pairs of parameters at a time. One can also apply Monte

Carlo filtering in order to determine how parameters introduce uncertainty with regard
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Name Symbol MaxPop MinPop FinalPop SLG
Disturbance
Removal
Chance

Drc 0.001425 0.063031 0.001715 0.038890

Fecundity
Promotive
Increase Rate

Fpi 0.048053 0.029525 0.042058 0.069555

Fecundity
Promotive
Resilience

Fpr 0.022520 0.088701 0.059354 0.021049

Fecundity
Demotive
Increase Rate

Fdi *0.131859* *0.104776* *0.149511* 0.055765

Fecundity
Demotive
Resilience

Fdr 0.001442 0.004011 0.004398 0.007472

Cost Promo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cpi *0.118223* 0.075635 *0.124237* 0.088192

Cost Pro-
motive Re-
silience

Cpr 0.001141 0.005198 0.002745 0.003250

Cost Demo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cdi *0.361967* 0.051715 *0.235544* *0.404864*

Cost De-
motive Re-
silience

Cdr 0.001275 0.003610 0.003366 0.003925

Table 5.2: First order sensitivity indices of CHAAHK parameters. Indices greater than
0.1 are enclosed by asterisks.
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to producing a specific model outcome: an objective Saltelli (2008) refers to as “factor

mapping”. Regrettably, neither of these were attempted due most certainly to time

constraints but also because, despite their potential improvements to the method applied

above, they still fall under the umbrella of sensitivity analysis, which is more concerned

with illuminating sources of uncertainty than understanding a system’s behavior.

5.2.3 Multiple Linear Regression

Theory

While the sensitivity indices are straightforward to interpret and leverage towards a

long-term, practically oriented modeling project, they give little insight to what kind of

outcomes different parameter combinations tend to produce. For understanding the how

certain parameter values produce certain model outcomes, regression provides a more

suitable methodology. Applying regression to simulation model output is considered

meta-modeling: creating a model of a model. Meta-models can help a researcher under-

stand their more detailed models by providing yet another level of abstraction. They

can also decrease the computational complexity for predicting future states of a real-life

system (Fagiolo et al. 2017).

The simplest form of regression is least squares, linear regression. It attempts to estab-

lish a relationship between an independent variable and dependent variable by defining a

straight line that, when compared to the actual data, minimizes the sum of the squared

residuals. Multiple linear regression does this with two or more independent variables.

Here, multiple regression is performed using base R’s lm() function.

Usually, the important outputs of multiple regression are the regression coefficients

and p-values. The former specifies the numeric relationship between an independent

variable and the dependent one, and the latter describes the reliability of said relationship.

However, for understanding CHAAHK, the t-values of each independent variable are

presented instead. T-values, similar to p-values, describe how much the regression model’s

predicted values differ from the actual data. The difference is that p-values incorporate

the sample size of the data: something very important when using relatively small data
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sets collected using limited time and money. When there are fewer data points, any

apparent relationship determined through regression could simply be a product of random

noise in the data values rather than a causal relationship. For simulation modeling, the

only constraint on sample size is computational processing time, so knowing the effect of

sample size becomes less important. The regression coefficients themselves are also less

important because both the output variables and model itself are so abstract. Because

20,000 simulation runs that were analyzed, the majority of p-values presented by R reach

the summary-statement’s minimum value of 2 ∗ 10−16, making inter-variable comparison

difficult.

T-values are each variable’s regression coefficient divided by its standard error. This

value illustrates whether the independent variable has a positive or negative relation-

ship with the dependent. Positive values indicate a positive relationship; higher values

of the independent create high values of the dependent. For negative values, high inde-

pendent variable values create lower values of the dependent variable. T-values are also

scale-independent, which is suitable for comparing the relative influence of the different

independent variables as well as for the abstract nature of CHAAHK. Higher absolute

values of t indicate a stronger relationship. The R-squared value for each of the four mul-

tiple regression models is also provided to describe its overall fit and facilitate comparison

with the regression tree model in the following section.

Results

The results are given in Table 5.3. Certain effects of Urc are known a priori ; it

necessarily has no effect on MaxPop and should have at least some effect on MinPop.

Therefore, an absolute t-value of 1.653, which it Urc’s effect on MaxPop, should be

considered to suggest a nonexistent relationship, while one of 41.509, which is its effect on

MinPop, should indicate that at least some relationship is present. The general pattern

emerging from these results is that the various “increase rate” parameters contribute a

greater influence on CHAAHK’s outcome than the “resilience” parameters. However, for

promotive fecundity change, both Fpi and Fpr contribute mild influence.
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Name Symbol MaxPop MinPop FinalPop SLG
Disturbance
Removal
Chance

Urc -1.653 -41.509 -5.696 -39.315

Fecundity
Promotive
Increase Rate

Fpi 44.229 28.773 39.568 -40.976

Fecundity
Promotive
Resilience

Fpr 30.831 44.646 44.874 24.578

Fecundity
Demotive
Increase Rate

Fdi -69.815 -43.518 -64.168 45.253

Fecundity
Demotive
Resilience

Fdr -2.150 -7.342 -9.096 -15.612

Cost Promo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cpi 73.320 47.045 70.595 -62.898

Cost Pro-
motive Re-
silience

Cpr 3.307 10.332 8.069 8.823

Cost Demo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cdi -113.486 -37.794 -88.958 129.756

Cost De-
motive Re-
silience

Cdr -2.540 -6.608 -6.510 -7.667

R-squared n/a 0.5641 0.3372 0.5075 0.576

Table 5.3: Multiple regression t-values from applying R’s lm() function.
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5.2.4 Regression Tree Analysis

Regression trees are, naturally, a type of regression, meaning that their overarching

objective is to, for any class of objects, model and predict the value of a continuous

output variable as a function of one or more input variables.

While doing essentially the same job as linear regression, the actual procedure has

more in common with methods likewise based on the concept of decision trees (Breiman

et al. 1984). These include classification trees as well as more advanced “ensemble” meth-

ods of both tree types, which include the popular “random forest” algorithm (Breiman

2001). The unifying concept behind these methods is that of a binary tree, which consists

of “nodes” that represent subsets of a population and “splits” that divide these nodes

into increasing small collections. Through understanding the regression tree algorithm

and applying that understanding toward interpreting its visual and quantitative out-

put, one can piece together a kind of narrative of how the model behaves under certain

parameterizations.

The regression tree algorithm begins by placing every object, or row, of a data set

into a single node. Next, for each independent variable of the model, it calculates what

value would best split the node’s objects into discrete groups. Here, a discrete group is

one whose objects have a relatively similarly valued dependent variable. Therefore, the

algorithm finds at which value the chosen variable maximizes the result of the following

equation:

SST − (SSR + SSL) (5.3)

where

SST = Σ(yi − ȳ)2 (5.4)

is the sum of squares for the original node, and SSR and SSL are for the right and left
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Figure 5.13: Top section of regression tree plot.

child nodes, respectively. For those familiar with the ANOVA statistical test, this part

of the algorithm can be summarized as maximizing the between groups sum of squares.

The algorithm continues to do this for the remaining independent variables in the

model. When finished, it again compares these same values, except this time it measures

the single best value from each of the independent variables and selects the one with the

highest sum of squares. It then applies the routine all over again, with each child node

becoming the new parent node.

Regression trees have been increasingly applied to study spatial and agent based

simulation models, although they do appear more rarely than sensitivity analysis. They

are most commonly used as a meta-model or surrogate model for a computationally

complex simulations in order to expedite predictions (Huff et al. 2015, Fagiolo et al. 2017,

Lamperti et al. 2018). However, they have also been used as an interpretive aid (Patel

et al. 2018). The strength of applying regression trees in this role is that they explicate

to the researcher the differential importance of variables within a specific context of

parameter space.

Results

Regression tree analysis was applied to the CHAAHK batch simulation results using

the range of parameter values given on Table 5.1 as independent variables and SLG as

the dependent variable. The analysis was preformed using the “rpart” package for R
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Name Symbol MaxPop MinPop FinalPop SLG
Disturbance
Removal
Chance

Drc n/a 17 n/a 4

Fecundity
Promotive
Increase Rate

Fpi 10 8 10 12

Fecundity
Promotive
Resilience

Fpr 4 16 13 2

Fecundity
Demotive
Increase Rate

Fdi 23 14 24 8

Fecundity
Demotive
Resilience

Fdr n/a 1 2 n/a

Cost Promo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cpi 17 20 n/a 13

Cost Pro-
motive Re-
silience

Cpr n/a 1 n/a n/a

Cost Demo-
tive Increase
Rate

Cdi 44 21 31 60

Cost De-
motive Re-
silience

Cdr n/a 1 n/a n/a

R-squared n/a 0.8373914 0.6380070 .7749568 0.6413117

Table 5.4: Parameter importance according to rpart() function.
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Figure 5.14: Left section of regression tree plot.
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Figure 5.15: Middle section of regression tree plot.
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Figure 5.16: Right section of regression tree plot.
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(Therneau and Atkinson 2018). The rpart() function was used with the default variables

with the exception that the complexity parameter, or “cp”, was changed from its default

value of .01 to be .0025. This number is the decrease in R squared that a hypothetical

split is required to achieve in order for it to occur. It was decreased to .0025 because in

an attempt to produce end nodes with a SLG value less than 1. Reducing this parameter

could be detrimental in a traditional regression problem by overfitting the model to the

data. However, here overfitting is slightly less of an issue because the algorithm is being

used merely as a tool to understand the model’s behavior rather than to forecast some

kind of unknown future result.

Still, cp was not increased further because the tree was simply too large that it would

be even more unwieldy to present than its present manifestation. More importantly,

the lowest splits would become less conceptually meaningful, as the clusters created by

upsteam splits at this point would probably be arbitrary. This represents a broader

limitation of regression trees; each split is made in isolation. By splitting the data into

subgroups according to the most initially influential parameters, the first splits are poten-

tially separating interesting clusters of data that are ignored at this scale of consideration.

This problem is most pronounced when the simulation results one is interested in, such

as a low SLG value, represent a small fraction of the overall data, which is certainly

the case here. This relates to why ensemble learning algorithms such as Random Forest

Regression are regarded as better predictors. However, it is more difficult to interpret

how and why their results are generated, so are not presented here.

For Figures 5.13 through 5.16, the top value of each node is the mean SLG of the

represented subsample, and the bottom percentage is the size of the subsample relative

to that of the entire sample. It is important to remember that only low values of SLG

are completely meaningful here. High values could be a result of either a society that

never truly develops complexity or one soley characterized by growth and sustainabil-

ity. However, judging from the summary statistics (Figure 5.11 pg. 93), the former

predominates.
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Figure 5.17: The area under this line represents combinations of MaxPop and FinalPop
needed to achieve a SLG of less than 0.5 given a MinPop of Zero. This reflects Equation
5.1 on pg. 94

5.2.5 Low-SLG Subsample

Only 246 runs from the batch simulation of CHAAHK resulted in SLG values less

than .5, which is a value subjectively chosen that indicates a simulation population tra-

jectory that is at least vaguely reflective of the ECRs own. This subsample is only 1.23%

of the entire sample. The combination of output variable values required to achieve

this aggregate value is illustrated in Figure 5.17. The small size of this subsample was

not anticipated by the author. Therefore, it was thought to warrant at least cursory

examination past those methods applied to the entire output sample.

Charts 5.18 through 5.26 present histograms that summarize the distribution of pa-

rameter values that generate these low-SLG results.

Figure 5.18 shows that simulation runs falling into this subsample tend to have higher

Urc values. Figure 5.19 shows that these runs also tend to have higher Fpi values, but

not to the same extent that they do Urc. Fpr values for this subsample are generally

evenly distributed, although the highest values just under the maximum value of 1 appear

in far smaller numbers (Figure 5.20). Fdi has a generally right-skewed distribution but

the overall pattern is not extremely clear (Figure 5.21). Interestingly, there is a much

stronger presence of high Fdr values among this subsample (Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.18: Histogram of Urc values for samples featuring SLG < .5.

Figure 5.19: Histogram of Fpi values for samples featuring SLG < .5.
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Figure 5.20: Histogram of Fpr values for samples featuring SLG < .5.

Figure 5.21: Histogram of Fdi values for samples featuring SLG < .5.
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Figure 5.22: Histogram of Fdr values for samples featuring SLG < .5.

Figure 5.23: Histogram of Cpi values for samples featuring SLG < .5.
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Figure 5.24: Histogram of Cpr values for samples featuring SLG < .5.

Figure 5.25: Histogram of Cdi values for samples featuring SLG < .5.
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Figure 5.26: Histogram of Cdr values for samples featuring SLG < .5.

There is a generally strong presence of high Cpi values in the low SLG subsample

(Figure 5.23). The distribution of Cpr, on the other hand, is extremely scattered (Figure

5.23). Interestingly, the distribution of Cdi values is extremely right skewed with almost

zero occurrences of values greater than .025 (Figure 5.25). Similarly to the distribution

of Fdr, that of Cdr exhibits a large cluster of very high values 5.26.

5.3 Synthesis of Output Analysis

The various methods of output analysis applied in Sections 5.1 through 5.2.5, when

considered in totality, explain some patterns in CHAAHK’s behavior in response to cer-

tain parameters.

It is clear that Cost Demotive Increase Rate (Cdi) is a highly influential parameter

toward determining the overall demographic trajectory of each simulation run. It is the

first split of the regression tree (Figure 5.13 pg. 103) and exhibits the highest variable

importance score, according to this algorithm, for all output variables (Table 5.4 pg.

104). It also has the highest first order sensitivity index for all output variables save

MinPop (Table 5.2 pg. 98). Cdi has the greatest T values in the multiple regression
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Derived
Variable

MaxPop MinPop FinalPop SLG

Fpi/Fdi 108.4 50.88 95.19 -41.03
Cpi/Cdi 191.9 59.83 169.83 -102.09
Multiple
R-squared

0.7076 0.235 0.6537 0.3763

Table 5.5: Multiple linear regression results. Featuring T values for the two derived
“increase rate” variables as well as the R-squared value for the multiple regression model
incorporating both of these two variables. As with Table 5.3, T values were chosen over
P values because they are less than the minimum value that R displays for these. They
are very low because of the large sample size of simulation runs.

toward predicting SLG, and every split in the regression tree shows lesser values of Cdi

leading to nodes with lower SLG (Figures 5.13 - 5.16). Table 5.25 confirms that the two

variables are correlated.

More generally, of the parameters sampled as part of the batch simulation experiment,

the four “increase rates” (Fpi, Fdi, Cpi, and Cdi) seem to have more of an influence

according to the first order sensitivity indices, multiple regression, and regression tree

results. For both cost and fecundity variants, the “demotive” increases rate are positively

correlated with SLG while the “promotive” increase rates are negatively correlated with

it. Initially, this was interpreted to represent more latent damage to the Weight (W ) and

Staples (S) values across the simulation’s objects having larger long term affects. This

may be partially the case, but it would in theory depend on having high Fdr and Cdr

parameter values for this narrative to play out.

Instead, what is actually happening is that the ratio of some increase rate to the

associated decrease rate is highly predictive of MaxPop, and this then manifests strongly

enough in SLG to overshadow any mechanisms that produce low SLG through low

MinPop or FinalPop values. When two of these ratios, for cost and fecundity, are dually

accounted for, the remaining parameters hardly come into play. Figure 5.27 exhibits how

well MaxPop can be modeled as a function of
Cpl

Cdl
and

Fpl

Fdl
. Although the obvious

nonlinearity of this relationship renders linear regression a less than perfect choice, it was

nonetheless applied to at least provide some quantitative metric for how well these two

derived variables model the three output metrics and SLG.
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Figure 5.27: MaxL as a function of
Cpi

Cdi
, as the x axis, and

Fpi

Fdi
, as each point’s color.

X-axis, Y-axis, and color scales are log transformed.

Figure 5.28: MaxL as a function of
Cpi

Cdi
, as the x axis, and

Fpi

Fdi
, as each point’s color.

X-axis, Y-axis, and color scales are log transformed.
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Figure 5.29: MaxL as a function of
Cpi

Cdi
, as the x axis, and

Fpi

Fdi
, as each point’s color.

X-axis, Y-axis, and color scales are log transformed.

Figure 5.30: SLG as a function of
Cpi

Cdi
, as the x axis, and

Fpi

Fdi
, as each point’s color.

X-axis, Y-axis, and color scales are log transformed.
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Table 5.5 displays the result of this second multiple regression analysis.
Cpl

Cdl
and

Fpl

Fdl

seem to account for the variance of MaxPop and FinalPop vaguely well, especially con-

sidering how much this regression model could be improved. However, this specific model

is much weaker at predicting MinPop and SLG, which is no surprise after comparing

Figures 5.27 through 5.30.

So, does CHAAHK boil down to an overly simplistic reinforcement of Malthusian

dynamics? Certainly more than the author would enjoy admitting. However, there exist

certain patterns in the output that suggest there is an amount of nuance at hand involving

the various “resilience” parameters. Figures 5.18, 5.22, and 5.26 feature heavily left-

skewed distributions for the parameters Disturbance Removal Chance (Urc), Fecundity

Demotive Resilience (Fdr), and Cost Demotive Resilience (Cdr), respectively. When

compared to the total sample of simulation runs, their influence was not apparent on

model outcomes using the discussed analyses, but the multiple regression still deserves

some credit for assigning all three variables negative coefficients in accordance with the

relationship suggested by the histograms. Also, as stated in their respective sections,

there are more advanced forms of both sensitivity analysis and regression trees, and some

of these may have been able to detect the relationship between SLG and Urc, Fdr, and

Cdr.

5.4 Two Subjectively Representative Runs

It seems that, while certain combinations of Fpi, Fdi, Cpi, and Cdi results in the

high MaxPop values required for a minimal SLG, certain combinations of Urc, Fdr, and

Cdr are responsible for the likewise critical, low values of MinPop and FinalPop as per

Equation 5.1. Further analysis is required to confirm this. Regardless, two simulation

runs are introduced that at most illustrate two manifestations of how a high MaxPop

can coexist with low values of the other output variables. This is only a summary each

simulation run. The following chapter begins with an exploration of their connection to

understanding the ECR’s coupled human and natural dynamics
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Figure 5.31: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s Centers, over time, for a
Fecundity-vulnerable ECR.

Fecundity-Vulnerable

The first of these examples represents a Fecundity-vulnerable ECR. Most of its pa-

rameters are set to the default values accord to Table 4.1 (pg. 75). However, the strength

of the disturbance, Urc is slightly increased to a value of .2, and Fecundity Demotive

Resilience is set to its maximum value of 1. Figure 5.31 exhibits how a relatively high Fe-

cundity Promotive Increase Rate (Fpi) causes the mean available staple resources (S) to

increase initially. Now, the mediocre default value (.5) of Fecundity Promotive Resilience

(Fpc) cannot sustain this high level of Fpl as Groups are removed from the simulation

by the disturbance. Since Fdr is at its maximum value, the Fecundity Demotive Level

(Fdl) remains at its pre-disturbance level. This newfound unbalance between Fpl and Fdl

swings the production of S to effectively zero. Since Groups require staples to remain

in the simulation, Fpl is unable to recover, ensuring S stays at zero, and so the cycle

continues.

Cost-Vulnerable

The second example simply shows that this same basic dynamic can be recreated to

affect Route objects (Figures 5.34-5.36). Here, the default parameterization is altered for

Urc to again equal .2, but this time Cdr is set to equal 1. This time, Groups are deprived

of imported goods (I) via permanently ballooning Route weights (W ).
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Figure 5.32: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s “bajo” Routes, over time,
for a Fecundity-vulnerable ECR.

Figure 5.33: Aggregate demographic statistics for a Fecundity-vulnerable ECR.

Figure 5.34: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s Centers, over time, for a
Cost-vulnerable ECR.
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Figure 5.35: Aggregate statistics describing the simulation’s “bajo” Routes, over time,
for a Cost-vulnerable ECR.

Figure 5.36: Aggregate demographic statistics for a Cost-vulnerable ECR.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Discussion

At this stage of analysis, it seems as though the most consistent manner to produce

a CHAAHK simulation run reflective of the ECR’s demographic trajectory is through a

combination of various conditions conducive to population growth and social evolution

(high
Fpi

Fdi
and/or high

Cpi

Cdi
), a decently strong disturbance of some kind that causes

a significant fraction of the population to cease their functional existence as part of a

sedentary community (Urc > .15, approximately), and the effective permanence of some

anthropogenic change that prohibits the reestablishment of complex society in the area

(Fdr and/or Cdr > .85, approximately). Applying this synthesis to domains beyond the

CHAAHK simulation itself requires extreme caution. This description of the simulation’s

behavior indeed visually introduces and quantitatively explicates hypothetical narratives

of human-environment interaction over the longue durée. But it does not validate any-

thing.

Still, interpreting the ECR’s trajectory via the terms and mechanisms introduced

by the CHAAHK simulation is helpful. According to this model, the limited human

activity in the Postclassic and Historical periods is due to this continued presence of

demotive changes that society made during earlier periods. However, the lack of social

complexity in the ECR should not necessarily be interpreted as a negative feature of
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the region’s populace. They certainly did not “choose to fail”, in the words of Diamond

(2005). As described on page 43, demotive resilience in and of itself is the resilience

of a system in an essentially different state than that which produced the associated

demotive changes. Returning to the question of “was the Maya human system of the

ECR resilient?” In terms of the resilience of their promotive changes, yes, it was, up until

a certain point. The Maya here endured warfare, disease, environmental degradation,

possibly hurricanes, interannual drought, and intraannual droughts while maintaining a

generally steady increase in social complexity and population over time. It could be

argued that certain changes, for example changes in political culture and the economic

landscape during the Late Preclassic to Early Classic transition, constitute an essential

change in the ECR’s state, which is a valid.

In terms of demotive resilience, the ECR’s Maya demonstrated relatively larger amounts.

If the state of the ECR around 1000 C.E. is to be described as a new essential state of

the region, the demotive changes affected by the ancient Maya have allowed it to endure

diverse and intense pressures to change. The region’s population has continued to persist

at a lower level of complexity through the intraanual droughts that have and probably

always will affect the region. Even more notable is the relatively minor impact of Euro-

pean colonization on the ECR. Nojpetén, at the southern edge of the ECR was one of

the last Native American polities to be conquered by the Spanish. Even after this, the

area featured a negligible population despite technological advances such as the intro-

duction of steel machetes and eventually chainsaws. This resilience was finally enhanced

by the implementation of various government protection policies designed to preserve the

natural forest and archaeological record.

Potential anthropogenic processes contributing to this prolonged characterization can

be compared to the Fecundity Demotive Level (Fdl) and Cost Demototive Level (Cdl).

The reduction of arable land brought about by overexploitation, deforestation and ero-

sion could be represented by the value of a Center’s (Fdl). Any increase of waterborne

transport costs, induced by some combination of erosion, eutrophocation, and entrap-

ment of water by reservoirs, could be represented by the value of a bajo Route’s Cdl. Fdl
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could also represent this process; canoe travel through bajos would have linked what have

been termed “bajo communities” or “resource specialized communities” existing within

the domain represented by a single Center (Kunen et al. 2000, Scarborough and Valdez

2009). Inter-polity competition, endemic warfare, or general civil unrest could in theory

be represented by either Fdl or Cdl.

However, specifying what anthropogenic processes are associated which either type of

change in practice means little. Both the various “fecundity’ and “cost” sets of variables

have the ability to unilaterally reduce the net number of Groups at any point in the

simulation, and they do so in basically the same way as described at the beginning of

the chapter. More interesting connections can be made between the specific changes

discussed above and possible values of the relevant Demotive Resilience values.

Soil nutrient loss, while potentially devastating for agricultural yields, would be able to

be re-generated in several decades. Certainly by the present-day it has, as smallholders are

able to grow crops where settlement exists in the ECR. On the other hand, the shortening

of bajo hydrocycles seems to represent more resilient demotive change, depending on

its source. Eutrophocation is difficult, but always not impossible to reverse. Water

entrapment does seem relatively permanent, as many Maya reservoirs still perform their

original function today, in which case the water will evaporate. Of course many ancient

reservoirs do not function and allow water to seep through and possibly drain into a bajo.

Erosion per se is relatively permanent. How this affects the hydrological properties of a

bajo’s larger drainage basin over 1000 years is unknown. Endemic warfare and civil unrest

have certainly affected the state of the ECR to some degree; however, the specific social

tensions built during more ancient times would not be considered demotively resilient as

they are separate from the those impelling more recent conflict.

While the values of these variables remain unknown, it does seem that the anthro-

pogenic changes that potentially shortened bajo hydrocycles exhibit more demotive re-

silience than those degrading soil chemistry or affecting some cultural variable. At this

time, the only argument that can be generated from a body of evidence that is itself gen-

erated is that bajos warrant increased research attention for researchers of both the past
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and present ECR. This naturally extends to those researching Maya prehistory regardless

of their site’s location because the region was very influential towards broader economic,

political, and cultural processes. Projects continue to receive relatively generous funding

to record high precision radiocarbon dating sequences, use advanced forms of airborne

and spaceborne remote sensing, and to collect and analyze more cores for paleoclimatic

reconstruction. This is all important, innovative research. However, these will only serve

to refine the existing narratives regarding Maya cultural history, archaeological settlement

patterns, and Yucatan paleoclimatology.

Meanwhile, there is no bajo narrative. While there has been some truly pioneering

geoarchaeological work applied to bajos, there are only about a dozen such studies, and

their findings can only be extrapolated to the immediate region, if even that. It is am-

bitious to describe the history of San Bartolo, Calakmul, or any other bajo-adjacent site

without reliable information on this valuable source of both resources and transporta-

tion. To this end, it is hoped that the CHAAHK simulation will provide a more visual

representation of the bajo’s importance and dynamism than that offered by the endless

green expanse experienced by plane or Google Maps.

There are a number of explanations that cannot be accounted for by CHAAHK that

have the potential to explain the ECR’s demographic trajectory in a scenario with the

demotively resilient anthropogenic changes to bajos. One is simply that the bajos changed

due to natural processes, where their hydrocycle shortens over time regardless of any local

inhabitation. It is difficult to say exactly how this might happen. It could involve one of

the large interannual droughts or wholly natural erosion and/or eutrophocation induced

by major weather events i.e. hurricanes. Another is where sociopolitical complexity

does not return to the ECR following the Terminal Classic because changes to economic

configuration of its broader surroundings disincentivizes settlement there by drawing

population towards external locations (Sabloff 1973). This does raise the question of

what brought initial settlers to the ECR rather than the coasts in the first place, which

unfortunately leads to debates about human agency and the genesis of social complexity

that are beyond the scope of this thesis. Regardless, it remains a logically valid counter-
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hypothesis regarding the long-term evolution of social complexity in the ECR.

In this way, these two alternatives, as well as the interpretation of CHAAHK’s results

described earlier, differentiate themselves from drought, conflict, famine, natural disas-

ters, and disease. These other processes may have indeed disturbed or even collapsed

the ECR’s coupled human and natural system, but it is difficult to see how even their

combined effects can explain the sociopolitical uncomplexity exhibited by the ECR over

the past 1000 years without there being a more lasting dynamic attracting the system to-

wards a less populated, more vegetated state. This does not imply researchers have been

incorrectly applying these models to explain the enduring aspects of the Terminal Classic

Collapse or that piecing together the interconnected events of the Terminal Classic is in

some way a lesser research agenda.

Yet it is the long-term endurance of the post-Terminal Classic state of social dis-

aggregation that distinguishes the ECR from most other geographic contexts of high

sociopolitical complexity, with Angkor being a well known exception. Such uniqueness

deserves attention.

6.2 Future Directions

The presentation of CHAAHK in this thesis is not intended to be a final product.

Indeed, both the features included as part of the simulation’s code, the analytical meth-

ods applied to its interpretation, and the evidence used towards the model’s validation

each manifest the earliest states at which, when considered as a fused product, express

something vaguely coherent. I have done my best to relate the current specification of

CHAAHK to the system it was meant to represent in the previous section. However,

there is much room for improvement.

The ways in which to define a mathematical function are infinite. The simplicity

of how CHAAHK goes about calculating Center S and Route W has its advantages.

Doubling or tripling the amount of parameters would make the model (more) difficult to

communicate, and after a certain amount of flexibility a model loses its ability to com-
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municate a meaningful understanding about a process. Still, the current implementation

lacks the ability to account for certain processes that the literature suggests could have

been important towards determining the course of civilization in the ECR. As these two

methods currently stand, the demotive level of the relevant object can never indepen-

dently overtake the promotive level; it needs disturbance. With regards to the dynamic

represented by Fecundity Demotive Level (Fdl, pg. 54), the slow depletion of soil chem-

ical nutrients very well could have lowered the natural carrying capacity of a Center

below the level already reached by its population. The levels of deforestation achieved

by the Late Classic Maya had the potential to decrease both local rainfall as well as the

capture of airborne phosphorus (Griffin et al. 2014). Independent of deforestation, the

results of a recent dynamical systems simulation suggest the very transition from swid-

den agriculture to more intensive forms could have led to an irreversible decline (Roman

et al. 2018). As for Cdl, if the Maya had been extending the transportative capabilities

provided by wetlands through dredging, draining, and canalization, it is easy enough to

imagine that these efforts could only go so far. The idea that a combination of sea level

rise, eutrophocation, erosion, and being deprived of rainwater runoff by the Maya’s built

environment could have overwhelmed these limits is at least credible enough to warrant

inclusion in the purely hypothetical ECR simulated by CHAAHK.

One way to achieve this is by allowing a Cdl or Fdl to increase at a latently-activated,

exponential rate. Equation 4.7 (pg. 63) could be modified to be

Fdl = Fdl + Fdi ∗ (
L

a
)b ∗ {1− (

Fdl

Fdm
)2} (6.1)

where b is the power of exponential increase, and a is a threshold of Labor (L) required

for b to increase the rate of Fdl growth. While L is less than a, b will actually decrease

this rate. Still, this solution only has the intended affect while Fpl is less than Fecundity

Promotive Maximum (Fpm), so there would have to be an additional change somewhere

else to fix that nuance.

While CHAAHK does model the ability for Centers to receive high valued imports

I, there is nothing implemented that represents inter-Center exchange. Implementing
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such a feature would be straightforward, as Centers could interact via the same network

of Routes they use to accept I. Deciding what to implement and why it would further

CHAAHK’s objectives would involve more nuance. Heckbert (2013) calculate of a center’s

income per capita is an aggregation of the site’s agricultural productivity, ecosystem

services, and trade benefit. Here, the value of trade benefit increases with the center’s

network size, which dynamically changes in his Mayasim model, and the travel costs

associated with that network. This could be easily adapted for CHAAHK, with trade

power increasing a Center’s S, I, or possibly a third variable. This could be used to

explore how, for example, Tikal and Calakmul decided to pursue aggressive diplomacy

towards controlling trade routes and what role these routes played in maintaining their

political supremacy. It could also be interesting to apply Brugman’s (2016) much more

detailed model of marketplace interaction, but this would go well beyond the scope of

CHAAHK’s objectives.

The spatial elements of CHAAHK can also be improved upon. It would be ambitious

but possible to create polygon vector data in a desktop GIS of all bajo locations, create

point vector data for large, known centers, and convert this to the same structure of

Centers and Routes as featured in CHAAHK. Towards more abstract ends, one could

pseudo-randomly generate landscape of bajos and uplands using one of many noise or

fractal libraries for Java. Being able to juxtapose both realistic and abstract scenarios

with CHAAHK would likely yield better results than completely submitting to a single

paradigm: an approach argued by Murphy (2009). However, either one in isolation would

still be a significant improvement to the stopgap solution presented on page 58.

On the analytical side of things, there are many potential directions for improvement.

A form of global sensitivity analysis geared towards what Saltelli (2008) terms “factor

mapping” would be productive towards determining the most sensitive parameters to-

wards achieving a specific value for SLG or any other output variable. More forms of

regression should be explored. Many of these prioritize predictive accuracy over how nat-

urally they can be interpreted. However with more research one can imagine other forms

that, similar to linear regression and regression trees, provides valuable insights about
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the interaction of parameters. However, before even attempting this, the analysis would

benefit from refining the existing multiple regression model: looking at residuals, filter

poor independent variables, conduct data transformations, possibly derive new variables,

any many other steps.

6.3 Reflection

No matter how many of these or other modifications are made to CHAAHK, it will

forever remain an unfinished product. This is because perhaps the most beneficial aspect

of the modeling process is the modeling process itself. CHAAHK’s greatest achievements

thus far are not presented here, but are instead stored away more recently in a GitHub

repository or more distantly in Dropbox directories CHAAHK1 through CHAAHK10.

These earlier stages of the software represent the author’s flawed attempts to quanti-

tatively explicate their understanding the various dynamics of the ECR. Premo (2006)

writes “we often learn the most about the limits of our own assumptions when simple

model results fail to match empirical patterns, or when we break our models”.

CHAAHK certainly had its fair share of breaks. While most of these were due to

sloppy coding, many also represent incomplete conceptualizations or poorly articulated

ones. One that most readily comes to memory is how the Centers and Routes used to

have, instead of promotive and demotive levels, “engineered” and “employable” levels.

The employable level for Centers determined the number of S produced, but if it was too

small relative to the engineered level it would never increase. They each had their own

decrease rate. The engineered level only increased when the employable level exceeded it,

and the employable level could not exceed the engineered without triggering this increase.

It became increasing difficult to connect each variable with a real-world process, and as a

result was difficult to explain, even to myself. This spurred the creation of the promotive

and demotive variables and the mechanics that drive the simulation today.

In addition to being more natural to communicate, this new quantitative represen-

tation of the systems at hand eventually led to the qualitative alternatives to Holling’s
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adaptive cycle theory presented on page 43. These insights might not be in step with the

most recent resilience literature, and could have very well missed a key point of the cited

theory. However, they are nonetheless a progression of personal understanding gained

via messing around with computer code that otherwise would not have come to fruition.

It is hoped that this pattern will continue to repeat itself as CHAAHK implements new

features, both proposed and otherwise, and new field data is published or absorbed.
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Appendix A

ODD Protocol CHAAHK

Specialization

A.1 CHAAHK Purpose

The purpose of CHAAHK is to communicate, in a manner both visually digestible

and mechanically explicit, the contribution of several variables towards the demographic

trajectory of the Elevated Core Region (ECR) over the last 3000 years. Of special con-

sideration is the Terminal Classic collapse, which witnessed the abandonment of most

ECR population centers by the end of the first millennium AD. Evidence for different

causes of demographic trauma have been extensively published, and are likewise common

features of any proposed model for the Terminal Classic collapse. Such causes include

drought, disease, warfare, hurricanes, and many other calamities (Aimers 2007). Climat-

ically forced drought is the phenomena that is probably the best evidenced and certainly

the most mentioned type of stressor.

CHAAHK generalizes these kind of events with a single adjustable parameter, reduc-

ing them all to being a “disturbance”, while adding several more parameters to describe

processes that are less frequently discussed. In doing so, it aims to convey how certain

dynamics mediate the effects of something like a drought, and therefore deserve archaeo-

logical attention, or are even capable of explaining the collapse in a drought-less scenario.
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Some of these less discussed dynamics are the factors that determine whether people

are able to return to a previously abandoned location. Many historical places have

been depopulated by drought or warfare only to return to their previous population

levels within decades. The Classic Maya of the ECR, however, did not exhibit this

behavior, as the region has been largely depopulated for about 1000 years following their

initial abandonment. Why such a regeneration did not occur here is likely the question

many mean to be asking. This is especially true considering the lack of both academic

and popular interest surrounding the many earlier waves of abandonment in this area

that, broadly, did exhibit human populations bouncing back or even outright enduring

whatever disturbance the region was subjected to (Dunning et al. 2014).

The simulation features humans in the form of Group agents. Groups can come about

via external migration or endemic reproduction. They require two different resources to

survive: food and water (S) and imported goods (I). If these needs are not met, they may

migrate to a new Center or be removed from the simulation. 289 human settlements,

or Centers, produce the food and water (S) that is consumed by the Groups. Each

Center is connected to its neighbors via what are known as Routes, which represent

the roads, rivers, forests, canals, etc. lying between the different clusters of population.

Routes allow the population of a Center to receive imported goods (I). Both the amount

of population of each Center (L) and the traffic along each Route (Tf) may result in

modifications to that setting. The simulation’s Groups will initially benefit from said

modifications, but over time they can lose their benefit or even become detrimental if

not properly maintained. These problems are often exacerbated by a traumatic event

(Fu and/or Cu). This disturbance occurs when the simulation is roughly five eighths

complete, allowing the population some time to recover if certain conditions allow for it.

A.2 Conventions of Presentation

This chapter has been formatted in adherence to the “Overview, Design Concepts, and

Details” (ODD) Protocol as presented by Grimm et al. (2010). The ODD is designed to
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communicate agent-based models both more efficiently and accurately. This is achieved

by presenting the model in a standardized format. Where even the most experienced

modeler can get lost in the prose of another’s presentation, the ODD allows readers

familiar with its conventions to digest the essence of a model in a relatively short amount

of time. Even though CHAAHK does not contain all of the frills characteristic of today’s

ABM’s, it still adheres to the ODD so that at least this lack of frills is not hidden to the

reader, Meanwhile, this practice conveys why the mechanisms present in CHAAHK are

(hopefully) justified.

This thesis uses some other conventions to better explain the model’s details. In

object oriented programming, objects are specific instances of a class that are stored in

memory and are, according to their class, characterized by certain attributes, known as

variables, and their behavior, which is coded as procedures known as methods. While both

variables and methods are included in each of CHAAHK’s object’s, neither necessarily

“belongs” to any object. References to the simulation’s four object-classes, or “entities”,

are capitalized and printed in a monospaced font. This applies to Region, Group, Center,

and Route objects.

The printed names of entities, formatted as described above, do not only reference

these objects as code. They are also used to conjure the very concept that these objects

represent. This is done for a lack of a more concise way to reference what a Center

represents (pg. 155). The literature has certainly not agreed to use any one word in the

English language, and therefore this paper avoids choosing one as well.

Methods names begin with a lowercase letter and are followed by a pair of parentheses

(reproduce(), calcWeight()). Variable names are italicized (S, Fp, Cpm). Usually, if a

variable or method belongs to an object, this object’s identity will be implied. In the

rare cases where the exact object containing it needs to be identified, the name of the

variable or method will be printed following some reference to their object that is italicized

(CenterOne.reproduce(), RouteTwo.Cpm).

The descriptions of CHAAHK’s submodels are presented as pseudocode in addition to

prose. This is done so that, as with the Java code it is written in, the precise behavior of
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Name Symbol Type
Dynamic Variables

Destinations E Hashtable
Pull Fractions Pfl ArrayList

Time Step T integer
Disturbance Removal Chance Urc double

Disturbance Delay Ud integer
Fixed Variables
Upland Amount UA Integer

Table A.1: Region variables

the procedure can be understood in a concise way. Pseudocode was included here instead

of Java because, like the ODD protocol, it makes the explanation more digestible, in this

case because it excludes arcane, language-specific nuances.

A.3 CHAAHK Entities, State Variables, and Scales

This section describes the different entities in the model and the variables that char-

acterize them. This paper refers to object-classes as “entities.” This includes more

environement-like entities such as the Region entity as well as more agent-like entities

such as the Group. Route and Center type entities occupy a classificatory space some-

where between the two. No further broad distinctions are drawn between the four. For

each entity, a brief description is given about what it is meant to represent, which is

followed by a similar description about each of its variables.

Every entity and variable name is more concisely presented in the Tables A.1 through

A.4. Here, variables are categorized as “dynamic”, meaning that their values change over

time, or “fixed”, meaning that their value remains static. This should not be confused

with the “changeable” and “fixed” parameter dichotomy used in the main body of this

thesis (49). Fixed variables are additionally classified as “global” if their values are shared

by all entities of that type or as “local” if not.
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Name Symbol Type
Dynamic Entity Variables

Migrant Status G boolean
Home Center Y h Center

Stay Z integer

Table A.2: Group variables

Name Symbol Type
Dynamic Entity Variables

Identification Number ID integer
Groups, Endemic B integer

Labor L integer
Staples S integer
Imports I integer

Distance to Exporter D double
Imports Coefficient Ic double
Imports Y-Intercept Iy double

Fecundity Promotive Level Fpl double
Fecundity Demotive Level Fdl double
Fixed Entity Variables

Environmental Type J String
Fixed Global Variables

Fecundity Base Fb double
Fecundity Promotive Maximum Fpm double

Fecundity Promotive Increase Rate Fpi double
Fecundity Promotive Decrease Rate Fpd double

Fecundity Promotive Resilience Fpr double
Fecundity Demotive Maximum Fdm double

Fecundity Demotive Increase Rate Fdi double
Fecundity Demotive Decrease Rate Fdd double

Fecundity Demotive Resilience Fdr double
Infertility N double

Table A.3: Center variables
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Name Symbol Type
Dynamic Entity Variables

Weight W double
Traffic Final Tf double
Traffic Short Ts double
Traffic Long T l double

Cost Promotive Level Fpl double
Cost Demotive Level Fdl double

Fixed Entity Variables
Source Y 1 Center

Target Y 2 Center

Cost Base Cb double
Environmental Type J String

Fixed Global Variables
Cost Promotive Maximum Fpm double

Cost Promotive Increase Rate Fpi double
Cost Promotive Decrease Rate Fpd double

Cost Promotive Resilience Fpr double
Traffic Promotive Short Coefficient Tpsc double
Traffic Promotive Long Coefficient Tplc double

Cost Demotive Maximum Fdm double
Cost Demotive Increase Rate Fdi double
Cost Demotive Decrease Rate Fdd double

Cost Demotive Resilience Fdr double
Traffic Demotive Short Coefficient Tdsc double
Traffic Demotive Long Coefficient Tdlc double

Table A.4: Route variables
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A.3.1 Region Object

The Region object observes and modifies simulation-wide processes.

Destinations (E)

E is a Java Hashtable that contains references to each of the simulation’s Centers.

These Centers comprise the “values” of the Hashtable, and they are accessed by their

associated “keys”, which are their respective Pf . The information of both Pfl and Y l

can be derived from E, creating some redundancy.

Pull Fractions (Pfl)

The entries of ArrayList Pfl are the individual Pf values of each Center in the

simulation.

Centers (Y l)

The entries of ArrayList Y 1 is the set of all Centers represented by the simulation.

Disturbance Removal Chance (Urc)

Urc is the degree of trauma placed on a sedentary, complex society by an exogenous

process. This parameter represents the strength of, for example, a drought, invasion,

epidemic, etc.

Disturbance Delay (Ud)

Ud adjusts whether the disturbance arrives sooner than T = 1000 or after this point,

and by how many time-steps. The disturbance will always end 100 time-steps after it

begins, however.

Spawns (U)

The entries of ArrayList U are the four Centers at the corners of the simulation’s

Cartesian plane. They represent places where both people and goods enter the region
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simulated by CHAAHK. Each of the 4 Centers are populated with a Group having

M = true near the beginning of each cycle. A Center not included in this list must be

able to access them via a sufficiently short chain of Routes in order to generate imported

goods, or I (pg. 182, 195).

Upland Amount (UA)

This parameter controls the amount of “upland” ( J = “upland”) placed at the

beginning of the simulation. This also indirectly controls the amount of “upland” Routes

according to the initialization routine described in Section A.6.

A.3.2 Group Object

The Group object represents a vaguely defined collection of people that would have

inhabited the ECR for some span of recent history. The decision to model aggregate

groups instead of individuals was made as a way of coarse-graining the behavior of people

in order to reduce the run time of each simulation. No attempt is made to further describe

exactly what a Group represents. Simulating hundreds of thousands of agents using the

same simplistic behavior of the Group would be redundant, so the processes are hastened

by aggregating these individuals into a singular agent-class. Said aggregation is further

justified by the importance of kinship groups throughout human history.

Migrant Status (G)

In theory, G is equal to “true” if a Group enters the simulation as an immigrant from

outside of the geoCostal domain of the simulation; they are not familiar with the cultural

and physical landscape being represented by the simulation. When G is equal to false,

they were either born within the simulation’s spatial confines or have been inhabiting

them for an amount of time that has allowed their acclimation.

In practice, however, CHAAHK tracks each Group’s G for two reasons that are both

unimportant to this study. The purpose of simulating immigration from external places

is to give the region a chance to replenish its population given even complete demo-
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Cost catastrophe, and implementing G ensures that this dynamic minimally affects the

simulation in unintended ways.

The first is to exclude the disproportionate amount of immigrant deaths from any

output analysis. Because of how CHAAHK is implemented, Groups with G = “true”

arrive each cycle at a fixed rate that does not depend on the characteristics of their

destination, while those with G = “false” only do so when a Center’s various conditions

impel increasing its population through either immigration or reproduction. Therefore,

only recording the deaths of Groups with G = “false” reveals patterns in deaths that are

meaningful to understanding the simulation’s behavior, while recording all deaths would

feature a good amount of deaths that reveal nothing about the simulation’s state.

The second purpose of G is to ensure that these same troublesome immigrants do not

attract I towards their homes. Theoretically, they have to prove that they can actually

survive in an area before merchants begin creating trade routes to their location, and,

practically, excluding G would allow significantly more I to reach most Centers regardless

of the simulation’s state.

Home Center (Y h)

Y h is the Center that the Group currently inhabits.

Stay (Z)

If the Group is an external immigrant (G = “true”), Z is the number of cycles that

the Group has spent in the simulation, learning about and adjusting to the conditions of

the region that it represents.

A.3.3 Center Object

The Center object represents a realized or potential cluster of relatively dense, seden-

tary settlement. It is important to realize that the character of ancient Maya settlement

is disparate to most forms of urbanism across time and space. Typically, densely settled

centers are supported by food brought in from more sparsely peopled areas, whether it
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be from areas as proximate as the farmland immediately outside a walled Center of Eu-

ropean antiquity or as distant as separate country in the case of modern cities. Many

former Maya “cities” featured populations in the tens of thousands. However, unlike

their more recognizable analogs, their settlement was less nucleated as it incorporated

agriculture throughout the landscape (Bullard 1960, Puleston 1983, Chase et al. 2011).

This pattern of what Smith (2011) terms “low-density urbanism” is a manifestation of

both Maya adaptation to highly variable soil fertility and the difficulty of transporting

food and water without pack animals (Fedick and Ford 1990, Burnett et al. 2012).

Space

Spatially, the Center object is implemented as a discrete point in the Cartesian plane

of the simulation.

Groups, Endemic (B)

B is the amount of Groups inhabiting a Center that are well established within the

local cultural sphere (G = true). This variable only exists so that recently immigrated

Groups (G = true) do not contribute to the calculation of traffic long (T l, pg. 182).

Labor (L)

L is the total amount of Groups inhabiting a Center regardless of their G values. It

represents the amount of population that contribute to both the positive and negative

products that sedentary human habitation affect upon a landscape.

Attractiveness P

P represents how attractive the Center is to potential immigrants. For the time

being, this only reflects how close the Center is to a gateway Center (W = true, see pg.

183).
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Staples (S)

S represents the amount of locally produced resources essential to human survival,

namely food and water. It’s value does not necessarily reflect how much is immediately

consumable. Instead, S reflects how much can be mobilized in a short enough time for a

group of immigrants to depend upon them i.e. before what material they can carry on

themselves, receive as donations, or scavenge off the land runs out. These resources are

needed in large quantities, have low economic value, and are heavy to ship. Therefore

a Center’s S only changes in response to it’s own internal mechanisms. The resources

consumed by the ancient Maya that S intends to represent are water and the most

commonly cultivated foodstuffs. Water was, and continues to be, an essential and scarce

resource in the ECR, and it held symbolic power as well (Scarborough 1998, Johnston

2004, Ferrand et al. 2012). The Maya cultivated large amounts of maize, beans, and

squash using a variety of agricultural methods (Dunning et al. 1998). S would also

account for less accepted constituents of ancient Maya diet such as manioc and Ramon

nut (Pulestone 1982, Sheets et al. 2011).

Imports (I)

I represents resources that are imported to a Center from a distant location. These

include products that are mundane, valuable, and essential, which in the case of the

ancient Maya are salt, ground stone metates, obsidian, and particularly high quality

chert (Rathje 1971, McAnany 1989, MacMcKillop 2005).

I also represents rare, exotic resources that hold high economic and/or symbolic value.

The Group utilized many such things from their surrounding environments, such as rare

stones from the highlands and certain byproducts of marine life from the coasts (Rathje

1971). These valuable exotics may indeed be less essential to short term human survival

than resources such as salt and especially those represented by S. However, after a certain

point, exotic resources had become conventional to Maya ritual activity, and their sudden

removal could potentially have upset the daily functioning of a Center by disrupting it’s

ritual economy (McAnany 2008).
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Imports Coefficient(Ic)

Ic is a coefficient in Equation A.26 (195)to calculate the amount of imports (I) avail-

able to a Center.

Imports Y-Intercept(Iy)

Ic defines the Y-intercept in Equation A.26 (195) to calculate the amount of imports

(I) available to a Center.

Fecundity Promotive Level (Fpl)

Fpl represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a Center’s surrounding landscape

that increases the immediate region’s potential for social complexity. This change might

involve alterations to the natural environment, human society, or a combination of the

two. Examples of aspects of the natural environment that humans can affect include

the ecology, atmosphere, geomorphology, or resource base of a Center. Examples of

more human variables that can be altered include the nature of social institutions, such

as kinship, community identity, government, etc., and technology. Examples of hybrid

social and natural phenomena that can be influenced by humans include concepts such

as the built environment and landesque capital.

The clearing of old-growth forest for agricultural land is an example of increasing

Fpl , as is the formation of a communal labor system to plant and harvest said land.

Both of these human and natural aspects of an agricultural system increase the human

carrying capacity of the immediate area. A decreasing Fpl would represent the reforesta-

tion of abandoned agricultural land as well as the disintegration of the social institutions

associated with its use.

Fecundity Demotive Level (Fdl)

Fdl represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a Center’s surrounding landscape

that decreases the human carrying capacity of the immediate region. This change can,

much like Fpl involve alterations to the natural environment, human society, or a combi-
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nation of the two. Examples of aspects of the natural environment that humans can affect

include the ecology, atmosphere, geomorphology, or resource base of a Center. Examples

of more human variables that can be altered include the nature of social institutions, such

as kinship, community identity, government, etc., and technology. Examples of hybrid

social and natural phenomena that can be influenced by humans include concepts such

as the built environment and landesque capital.

The depletion of soil nutrients through heavy monocropping is an example of increas-

ing Fdl. Another possible manifestation of increasing Fdl, but with respect to social

processes, is the development of hostile attitudes amongst a Center’s populace.

Environmental Type (J)

J is a string equal to either “upland” or “bajo”. A Center with J = “upland”

represents a Center situated in an area characterized by elevated hills, well-drained soil,

and many tall, broad-leaf trees. A Center with J = “bajo” represents a Center situated

in a relatively flat depression characterized by poorly drained soil, scrubby vegetation,

and either annual or perennial inundation. “Bajo” Centers exist only in practice but

not in theory; they have always have no population (L = 0).

Distance to Exporter (D)

D is a Center’s distance between itself andX, the distant source of its I. This distance

is measured along the Routes connecting the simulation’s Centers, and it incorporates

the variable travel cost associated with each Route.

Fecundity Base (Fb)

Fb is the amount of S produced by a Center in a pristine state, free of human

modification. This represents the food available to the ECR’s first settlers: fish to catch,

game to hunt, naturally occurring plants to utilize, and any degree of agriculture that

has no real effect on the general character of a Center. It also represents the amount

of water that could be gathered. Contrary to some opinions, the lowland Maya did not
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develop social complexity in a world free of natural water. It was available via scattered

steams, springs, wetlands, and sinkholes.

Fecundity Promotive Maximum (Fpm)

Fpm represents the greatest amount of Fpl that a Center can possibly have. In other

words, it is the point at which a landscape cannot be altered, in a way that increases its

carrying capacity, any more than it already has been altered. A Center where Fpl = Fpm

is one that is saturated with both physical and social mechanisms to increase the amount

of population that a place can support. The actual value of Fpm represents the limits

imposed on a spatiotemporal context by the environment, technology, or culture that

characterizes a given region.

For example, the pre-industrial interior of the Arabian Peninsula would have had

a low Fpm to represent the limits placed on the potential human carrying capacity by

the environment. In an alternate reality, the Bani Utbah may have indeed invested

in landesque captial in Najd instead of migrating to the Gulf coast, but there would

have still remained serious limits due to the arid climate. In modern times, this same

region would have a much larger Fpm, due largely to high value of fossil fuel, advances

in transportation and irrigation technology, and the development of Saudi nationalism.

This does not mean there are large populations across the entire region, which is not the

case. For the past several decades, most of Najd would have a Fpl lower than their Fpm.

This is because the country has been continuously expanding their capability to support

greater populations in this region through irrigation and especially water desalination,

and this is reflected by the steady and rapid population increase during this period. High

populations are possible, as evidenced by the size and sophistication of Saudi Arabia’s

capital of Riyadh. Here Fpl would be much closer if not equal to Fpm.

The Netherlands stands in contrast to Saudi Arabia. The country’s theoretical Fpl

is essentially equal to it’s Fpm. The whole country is, and long as been, characterized

by extremely sophisticated water management and land reclamation adaptations. It’s

social institutions are likewise mature. This is partly illuminated by its high score on
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metrics such as the Corruption Perceptions Index and Corruption Perceptions Index. As

expected, its population growth rate today is about a quarter of that of Saudi Arabia.

This is not necessarily because the Netherlands is too perfect to be improved but instead

reflective of the diminishing returns a political entity receives from its investment in social

complexity e.g. as Fpl approaches Fpm.

Fecundity Promotive Increase Rate (Fpi)

Fpi is the rate at which a single Group can contribute towards increasing their Center’s

Fpl. A lower value of this variable would represent something about the environment,

technology, or culture being simulated that retards the intensification of agriculture,

procurement of a surplus, and the development of complex society. There exist many

explanations, models, and theories regarding the causal mechanisms that produce this

gradient. This thesis does not attempt to explain why or where social complexity grew

or at what speed, but it does acknowledge these differences and attempts to represent

them through the combination of Fpi and Fpm.

Fecundity Promotive Decrease Rate (Fpd)

Fpd is how much ambiguous environmental, technological, or cultural factors con-

tribute towards Fpl’s rate of decrease. Fpl decreases when there are not enough Groups

in a Center to manage whatever hypothetical fields and infrastructure exist at a given

Center. This variable represents possible influences to this decrease that are not ac-

counted for by other variables, namely L and Fpr (described below). In the case of the

Maya, Fpd is intended to account for uncertain rates in reforestation, but it also suits

any other imaginable process that most immediately reduces an area’s fecundity in the

absence of sufficient manpower.

Fecundity Promotive Resilience (Fpr)

Resilience is the ability for a system to weather the effects of a disturbance without

undergoing a profound change to its nature (Holling 1973). CHAAHK incorporates a
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modified version of this concept. Instead of applying resilience to how it mediates a

system’s overall state, it pertains to a certain kind of change bestowed upon that system

by a particular agent. “Agent”, here, is defined as something that produces or is capable

of producing an effect. In CHAAHK there are four “resilience” variables, one of which

is Fpr. In all four cases, the aforementioned agent is human society, and thereby all

four resilience variables describe changes that are anthropogenic. Two of these variables,

Fpr and Fdr, describe anthropogenic changes to Center objects, with Fpr specifically

representing the “resilience” of the Fpl variable.

Therefore, Fpr describes the degree to which Fpl is negatively affected by a distur-

bance. Suppose that in a given society the construction of irrigation canals and establish-

ment of a community of knowledge about their function is reflected by an increased Fpl.

Then, a disease kills three quarters of the society’s population. In a high Fpr setting, the

irrigation canals were constructed in a way that minimized their required maintenance,

and knowledge of their operation was recorded in writing that we will assume the whole

population can read. In such a scenario the remaining population effectively operates

the irrigation system and associated agriculture despite the disturbance. In a low Fpr

setting, the irrigation canals are built hastily and require constant maintenance, and the

knowledge of how to manage them is jealously guarded by an enigmatic priestly collec-

tive. In this scenario, the population loss due to disease eliminates every irrigation-priest.

The remaining population cannot keep up with canal repairs even if they did possess the

knowledge of their operation, which they do not because the priests are dead. The first,

high Fpr scenario will witness a drastically more stable level of Fpl in the face of this epi-

demic, while the second, low Fpr scenario will exhibit a sharp drop in Fpl as the irrigation

system becomes essentially worthless in a short amount of time.

Fecundity Demotive Maximum (Fdm)

Fdm represents the greatest amount of Fdl that a Center can possibly have. In other

words, it is the point at which a landscape cannot be altered, in a way that decrease its

carrying capacity, any more than it already has been altered. A Center where Fdl = Fdm
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is one that is saturated with the more harmful physical or social products of human

settlement. The actual value of Fdm represents the realistic limits imposed on a spacio-

temporal context by the environment, technology, or culture that characterizes a given

region.

While modern technology allows humans to improve the natural landscape more than

they were able to in the past, it has also enabled more destructive forms of landscape

change. These dualistic repercussions of technological sophistication are representing by

higher values of both Fpm and Fdm. The capacity for modern societies to, for example,

grow food more efficiency through the chemical fertilization of soil is reflected by a higher

Fpm, while the greater potential for harmful eutrophication due to phosphate/nitrate-rich

runoff is reflected by a higher Fdm.

Fecundity Demotive Increase Rate (Fdi)

FdI is the rate at which a single Group can contribute towards increasing their

Center’s Fdl. A lower value of this variable would represent something about the en-

vironment, technology, or culture being simulated that reduces the negative impacts of

human settlement on a Center’s landscape.

Fecundity Demotive Decrease Rate (Fdd)

Fdd is how much ambiguous environmental, technological, or cultural factors con-

tribute towards Fdl’s rate of decrease. Fdl decreases when there are not enough Groups

to maintain their current rates of pollution, resource depletion, violence, or whatever

other kinds detrimental behavior are being practiced. This variable represents possible

influences to this decrease that are not accounted for by other variables, namely L and

Fdr (described below). In the case of the Maya, Fdd is intended to account for the reple-

tion of soil nutrients or reversal of eutrophication, but it also suits any other imaginable

process that most immediately reduces an area’s fecundity in the absence of sufficient

polluting humans.
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Fecundity Demotive Resilience (Fdr)

Resilience is the ability for a system to weather the effects of a disturbance without

undergoing a profound change to its nature (Holling 1973). CHAAHK incorporates a

modified version of this concept. Instead of applying resilience to how it mediates a

system’s overall state, it pertains to a certain kind of change bestowed upon that system

by a particular agent. “Agent”, here, is defined as something that produces or is capable

of producing an effect. In CHAAHK there are four “resilience” variables, one of which

is Fdr. In all four cases, the aforementioned agent is human society, and thereby all

four resilience variables describe changes that are anthropogenic. Two of these variables,

Fpr and Fdr, describe anthropogenic changes to Center objects, with Fdr specifically

representing the “resilience” of the Fdl variable.

Therefore, Fdr describes the degree to which Fdl is negatively affected by a distur-

bance. Suppose that in a given society the construction of depletion of soil nutrients is

reflected by an increased Fdl. Then, a disease kills three quarters of the society’s pop-

ulation. In a low Fdr setting, the local ecology is such that the nutrients essential for

agriculture are replenished by the natural ecosystem. In such a scenario, the decreased

demand for crops reduces nutrient depletion, and the downtrodden humans will benefit

from this as they attempt to rekindle their agriculture society. In a high Fdr setting, the

ecosystem is less able to replenish the soil’s nutrients. As a result, the population re-

maining after the disease will not have an easier time farming as a result of the decreased

population pressure. They will continue to face the consequences of their society’s past

exploitative farming technique’s despite the much lower intensity

Infertility (N)

N represents the difficulty of producing offspring. It controls how quickly populations

reproduce (pg. 190).
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A.3.4 Route Object

The Route object (A.3.4) represents the area between two Centers that would be

traversed by the region’s people. In reality there are infinite ways to move from one point

in space to another, and different people might choose their manner of movement based

on their material resources, political allegiances, or countless other factors. For simplicity,

CHAAHK implements only one Route between each pair of adjacent Centers to model

the usual ease, or cost, of moving between two Centers.

Space

A Route has no explicit spatial characteristics per se. The actual object does not

contain any coordinates. However, since each Route connects two Centers, it manifests

as a line vector connecting the two points in Cartesian space where those objects are

located.

Weight (W )

W is the difficulty of moving goods and people along a Route. A Route’s W can

incorporate any mode of travel i.e. walking, canoeing, etc. as well as a combination of

multiple modes. The ease of travel would depend on the natural state of the terrain; a

heavily wooded forest or sand dunes would be more difficult to travel through than a

grassland. Travel would also depend on the state of any infrastructure such as roads or

canals. It is common for settlements to grow along the routes connecting larger ones,

as these would mutually benefit local traffic with relevant goods and services. W is also

meant to incorporate the availability of relevant necessities provided by such settlements

between two Centers.

Traffic (Ts, T l)

Traffic represents the amount of human activity occurring along a Route that affects

the weight (W ) of that Route over time. It represents the behaviors of stationary as

well as mobile human agents. This concept of traffic can take many forms. CHAAHK
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Figure A.1: The four traffic coef-
ficient parameters as they relate
to geographic scale and their ef-
fect on travel cost.

categorizes it along two axes (Figure A.1). The first axis pertains to the geographic scale

at which it the traffic is relevant. CHAAHK records traffic at two different such scales.

One manifestation, which is termed “long” traffic, or T l, is the amount of trade goods

passing along the Route at any given time. It is equal to the number of Groups dependent

on these goods (pg. 182). Another form, termed “short” traffic and represented by Ts,

is when local, permanent settlement and the daily movements of any inhabitants affects

the Route. These variables are further described in section A.8.4 (pg. 195).

Traffic Coefficients (Tpsc, Tplc, Tdsc, Tdlc)

In addition to categorizing Route-based human activity according to its geographic

scale, this concept of traffic can also be classified in terms of how it affects the human

population that utilize the Route and more specifically whether it increases or decreases

the local cost of movement. For example, if a modern-day road experiences a high degree

of vehicle traffic, this traffic produces both positive and negative effects on the road’s

ability to serve its function. Highly trafficked roads represent an economy’s demand for

a certain kind of transportation. As such, policy makers are likely to invest resources

towards improving this infrastructure. Their hope is that making transportation less

costly will improve the overall health of the economy. In this sense, traffic is increasing

the Fpl of this hypothetical street; increased human activity drives lowers transportation

costs. Conversely, more vehicles produce more wear and tear upon the road as well as

more jam-causing accidents. These negative results of increased traffic are represented
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by increased Fdl.

To represent this dichotomy, CHAAHK includes four parameters that adjust how Ts

and T l differentially contribute to the calculations of either Cpl or Cdl. They are meant

to represent something about the represented environment, technology, or culture that

would lead a geographic scale of “traffic” (either Ts or T l) to have a disproportionately

heightened or diminished effect on either increasing or decreasing the cost of movement

associated with a Route.

The previous sentence illustrates why communication via written prose can at times

fail to illustrate a concept in a clear and precise manner. Refer to section A.8.4 (pg. 195)

for a complete formulation of these relationships and Figure A.1 for a visual representation

of what type of traffic each coefficient is meant to adjust.

Cost Promotive Level (Cpl)

Cpl represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a Route’s landscape that in-

creases the efficiency, or reduces the weight (W ), of movement through that area. This

change might involve alterations to the natural environment, human society, or a combi-

nation of the two. Examples of aspects of the natural environment that humans can affect

include the ecology, atmosphere, geomorphology, or resource base of a Center. Examples

of more human variables that can be altered include the nature of social institutions, such

as kinship, community identity, government, etc., and technology. Examples of hybrid

social and natural phenomena that can be influenced by humans include concepts such

as the built environment and landesque capital.

Physical examples of increasing Cpl is the construction of roads, canals, and any as-

sociated, auxiliary infrastructure to these two types of features. Social manifestations

of increasing Cpl include state-sponsored patrols to protect travelers and merchants, the

attraction of sellers of goods and services to the most trafficked locations, traveler knowl-

edge of the most efficient paths, and the organization of whatever labor that maintains

the physical infrastructure. A decreasing Cpl would represent the reforestation of cleared

paths and erosion of physical infrastructure.
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Cost Demotive Level (Fdl)

Cdl represents the extent of anthropogenic change to a Route’s landscape that de-

creases the efficiency, or reduces the cost (C), of movement through that area. This

change can, much like Fpl involve alterations to the natural environment, human soci-

ety, or a combination of the two. Examples of aspects of the natural environment that

humans can affect include the ecology, atmosphere, geomorphology, or resource base of

a Center. Examples of more human variables that can be altered include the nature of

social institutions, such as kinship, community identity, government, etc., and technol-

ogy. Examples of hybrid social and natural phenomena that can be influenced by humans

include concepts such as the built environment and landesque capital.

Unlike the case for Fdl, it is harder to find examples of Cdl. Solid ground is difficult

to render significantly more difficult to move through, especially considering you area

of ground that would require said rendering. The best example is a natural, navigable

water feature that, through some anthropogenic process, becomes less navigable over

time. Not only are interior waterways more fragile in nature than solid earth but also a

disruption to a choke point of a wetland or anywhere along a river will carry far more

drastic transportation consequences for the entire Route than would a similarly isolated

disruption to a land based route. In other words, and obstacle can block an entire river,

but on land people will just go around it. A land route may more fragile if it relies

on narrow passes through mountains or even swamps. Another situation represented by

an increased Cdl of a terrestrial Route is where transportation relies on a depleted fuel

source, whether it be hay for horses or gasoline for motor vehicles.

Source (Y1)

Y1 is one of two Centers connected by a single Route, with the other being Y2.

Whether a Center is Y1 or Y2 does not matter. They are named this way only to be

consistent with the model’s code, where they are named as such so that the Route object

conforms to how Repast implements its Network projection.
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Target (Y2)

Y2 is the second of two Centers connected by a Route.

Cost Base (Cb)

Cb is the initial energy required to move between Y1 and Y2 before any anthropogenic

modifications are made to the Route. For terrestrial movement, this value represents

the cost to traverse ground that is unpaved and covered with whatever native vegeta-

tion might exist between two Centers. For waterborne movement, this value represents

the cost to navigate watery areas before they are made more accessible via drainage,

canalization, or some other process.

Environmental Type (J)

J is a string equal to either “upland” or “bajo”. A Route with J = “upland” repre-

sents a Route situated along an area characterized by elevated hills, well-drained soil, and

many tall, broad-leaf trees. A Route with J = “bajo” represents a Route situated along

a relatively flat depression characterized by poorly drained soil, scrubby vegetation, and

either annual or perennial inundation. Both types of Routes function according to the

same set of algorithms, but behave differently due to their separate manners of parame-

terization.

Cost Promotive Maximum (Cpm)

Cpm represents the greatest amount of Cpl that a Route can possibly have. In other

words, it is the point at which a landscape along a Route cannot be altered, in a way that

increases its trasportation efficiency, any more than it already has been altered. A Route

where Cpl = Cpm is one that is saturated with both physical and social mechanisms to

decrease the cost of moving through it. The actual value of Cpm represents the limits

imposed on a spacio-temporal context by the environment, technology, or culture that

characterizes a given region.
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Cost Promotive Increase Rate (Cpi)

FpI is the rate at which a Route’s amount of traffic Tf can contribute towards in-

creasing a Route’s Cpl. A lower value of this variable would represent something about

the environment, technology, or culture being simulated that reduces the positive impact

of human investment in a Route’s landscape.

Cost Promotive Decrease Rate (Cpd)

Cpd is how much ambiguous environmental, technological, or cultural factors con-

tribute towards Cpl’s rate of decrease. Cpl decreases when there is not enough traffic

(Tf) along a Route to warrant the continued maintenance of whatever improvements

were made to the Route (Cpl). This variable represents possible influences to this de-

crease that are not accounted for by other variables, namely Tf and Cpr (described

below). In the case of the Maya, Cpd is intended to account for the rate at which forest

succession, bioturbation, and weathering render paths, causeways, or canals useless, but

it also suits any other imaginable process that most immediately reduces the efficiency

of moving through an area.

Cost Promotive Resilience (Cpr)

Resilience is the ability for a system to weather the effects of a disturbance without

undergoing a profound change to its nature (Holling 1973). CHAAHK incorporates a

modified version of this concept. Instead of applying resilience to how it mediates a

system’s overall state, it pertains to a certain kind of change bestowed upon that system

by a particular agent. “Agent”, here, is defined as something that produces or is capable

of producing an effect. In CHAAHK there are four “resilience” variables, one of which

is Cpr. In all four cases, the aforementioned agent is human society, and thereby all

four resilience variables describe changes that are anthropogenic. Two of these variables,

Cpr and Cdr, describe anthropogenic changes to Route objects, with Cpr specifically

representing the “resilience” of the Cpl variable.

Therefore, Cpr describes the degree to which Cpl is negatively affected by a distur-
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bance. Suppose that in a given society the construction of a large transportation canal,

such as the one at Edzna (pg. 24), is reflected by an increased Cpl. This value also rep-

resents the construction of smaller water management features to control its water level

as well as the communal knowledge required to operate and maintain the entire system.

Then, a disease kills three quarters of the society’s population. In a high Cpr setting,

the large canal was constructed in a way that minimized its required maintenance, and

knowledge of how to maintain it and operate the broader water management system was

recorded in writing that we will assume the whole population can read. In such a scenario

the remaining population effectively operates the canal system despite the disturbance.

In a low Cpr setting, the canal was built hastily and require constant maintenance, and

the knowledge of how to manage the canal system is jealously guarded by an enigmatic

priestly collective. In this scenario, the population loss due to disease eliminates every

canal-priest. The remaining population cannot keep up with canal repairs even if they

did possess the knowledge of their operation, which they do not because the priests are

dead. The first, high Cpr scenario will witness a drastically more stable level of Cpl in

the face of this epidemic, while the second, low Cpr scenario will exhibit a sharp drop in

Cpl as the canal system becomes essentially worthless in a short amount of time.

Cost Demotive Maximum (Cdm)

Cdm represents the greatest amount of Cdl that a Route can possibly have. In other

words, it is the point at which a landscape along a Route cannot be altered, in a way that

decreases its trasportation efficiency, any more than it already has been altered. A Route

where Cdl = Cdm is one that is saturated with both physical and social alterations that

increase the cost of moving through it. The actual value of Cdm represents the limits

imposed on a spacio-temporal context by the environment, technology, or culture that

characterizes a given region.
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Cost Demotive Increase Rate (Cdi)

Cost Demotive Decrease Rate (Cdd)

Cdd is how much ambiguous environmental, technological, or cultural factors con-

tribute towards Cdl’s rate of decrease. Cdl decreases when there is not enough traffic

(Tf) along a Route to warrant the continued maintenance of whatever improvements

were made to the Route (Cdl). This variable represents possible influences to this de-

crease that are not accounted for by other variables, namely Tf and Cdr (described

below). In the case of the Maya, Cdd is intended to account for the rate at which forest

succession, bioturbation, and weathering render paths, causeways, or canals useless, but

it also suits any other imaginable process that most immediately reduces the efficiency

of moving through an area.

Cost Demotive Resilience (Cdr)

Resilience is the ability for a system to weather the effects of a disturbance without

undergoing a profound change to its nature (Holling 1973). CHAAHK incorporates a

modified version of this concept. Instead of applying resilience to how it mediates a

system’s overall state, it pertains to a certain kind of change bestowed upon that system

by a particular agent. “Agent”, here, is defined as something that produces or is capable

of producing an effect. In CHAAHK there are four “resilience” variables, one of which

is Cdr. In all four cases, the aforementioned agent is human society, and thereby all

four resilience variables describe changes that are anthropogenic. Two of these variables,

Cpr and Cdr, describe anthropogenic changes to Center objects, with Cdr specifically

representing the “resilience” of the Cdl variable.

Therefore, Cdr describes the degree to which Cdl is negatively affected by a distur-

bance. Suppose that in a given society, which is dependent on riverine transportation,

the construction of residential reservoirs denies significant amounts of water to the larger

drainage, and this is reflected by an increased Cdl as river navigation suffers from a de-

creased river discharge. Then, a disease kills three quarters of the society’s population.

In a low Cdr setting, these reservoirs are constructed from perishable material. In this
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(unrealistic) scenario, anthropogenic damage to the drainage is quickly reversed as water

is not held by the quickly eroded reservoirs. In a high Cdr setting, the reservoirs are

instead built of an invincible material. In this scenario, Cdl will not decrease once the

disease takes its toll on the population. Even though reservoirs are neither built nor

maintained, their imperishable nature causes the reservoir system to reduce the river’s

discharge as though the society’s previous population level was still “using” the water.

Type

For the purposes of this thesis, each Route is classified as either a river, mountain,

upland, or bajo. These classifications are utilized to set each Route’s initial variables

according to the initialization routine described on page 179.

A.4 CHAAHK Process Overview and Scheduling

This section describes the order in which the model’s subprocesses are initiated. T

represents the current time-step of the simulation. Five times steps comprise what is

referred to as a “cycle”. After the final step of a cycle, which first occurs following T = 5,
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the cycle repeats. Therefore the same submodels are called at T = 1, T = 6, and so on.

// CHAAHK is initialized

T = 0;

// new Groups are added, Center resources are calculated,

T = 1, 6, 11, ... ;

call Region.calculateTrafficLong();

call Region.disturbance();

foreach Center do

call reproduce();

call calculateStaples();

call calculateImports();

end

call Region.immigrate();

call Region.rankCenters();

// Tf values are used to update each Route’s W

T = 2, 7, 12, ... ;

forall Routes do

call calculateWeight();

end

(A.1)
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// Groups (M = false) attempt to consume S and I

T = 3, 8, 13, ... ;

forall Groups do

call consumeEndemic();

end

// Groups (M = true) attempt to consume S and I

T = 4, 9, 14, ... ;

forall Groups do

call consumeMigrant();

end

// Population data is counted and possibly recorded

T = 5, 10, 15, ... ;

call Region.recordData();

Algorithm A.1: CHAAHK scheduling. Here, methods listed in “foreach”

loops are called in an arbitrary but consistent sequence, while those in “forall”

loops are randomly each time-step.

(A.2)

Essentially what is happening in Algorithms A.1 and A.2 is that in the first time-step,

various values are updated in ways that are more or less independent to one another.

Groups are born, immigrate, and are possibly removied by the disturbance. Meanwhile,

the two resources are calculated for each Center. calculateWeight() is only placed in the

next time-step because it relies on Region.calculateTrafficLong() for its own calculations.

After the distribution of Groups and resources in the first two time-steps, time-steps 3

and 4 test to see whether there is sufficient S and I for all of the simulation’s Groups.

Once these two time-steps of consumption are over, some output metrics are recorded,

and the cycle repeats.
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A.5 CHAAHK Design Concepts

Basic Principles

CHAAHK is labeled a “spatial simulation model” (O’Sullivan and Perry 2013). Some

may consider it to be, or not to be, an agent-based model (ABM) as well (Bonabeau 2002).

Archaeologists have used computer simulations since as early as the 1960’s. (Doran

1970). What were termed ABM’s appeared in the 1990’s, and while they originally

strived to create highly detailed virtual duplicates of some past coupled human and

natural system, more abstract approaches are being increasingly advocated (Lake 2015).

CHAAHK certainly goes the more abstract route, which was done for several reasons.

It also forgoes elements characteristic of ABM’s, such as learning and perception at the

individual level (Bonabeau 2002).

Despite the abstract nature of this model, it should not be mistaken for an attempt

to encapsulate universal truths about human sustainability; it is made for the Maya. The

first reason to prioritize abstraction over realism is to better explore the parameter space

via decreasing simulation run times. This allows one to better use CHAAHK as a tool

for experimentation: running the simulation with different combinations of parameters

and seeing how they affect the outcome of the model (Premo 2006). The other reason

to keep things more simple is the bias and disorganization in the available archaeological

data. These are needed to guide the model’s design, validation, and verification. In this

regard, the abstraction exists not only in order to cope with a shortage of data but also,

and more importantly, to advise future data collection.

Emergence

The emergent property of this model is the demoCost trajectory of the simulation’s

289 Centers. This includes not only the net population at any given point in time but

also the spatial distribution of these data. Of particular interest is whether or not there

is any drastic reduction of a sizable population, whether it be local or global in nature.
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Adaptation

Groups exhibit adaptive behavior when they migrate, finding a new Y h, when avail-

able S or I is unavailable. However, while the behavior the code is intended to represent

is obviously adaptive, the actual implementation is more ambiguously so, as the migra-

tion only triggers from a complete lack of a resource rather than any foresight on the part

the Group. The specific details of this behavior can be found under the Group submodel

descriptions (pg. 185).

Centers, in a way, adapt to the configuration of Routes in acquiring their I. In

theory, this would result more from economically-minded merchants than any central

planning on the Center’s part. In practice, it is executed by the Region object (pg. 182).

So even though this adaptive behavior does not spawn from a discrete “agent” as Grimm

et al. (2010) would define them, it is still worth mentioning here as it nonetheless effects

Center objects in a way that essentially renders them adaptive.

Objectives

When Groups do migrate, their new Y h is chosen at random, but with a highly skewed

preference to Centers containing high amounts of both S and I per capita. The relative

attractiveness of each Center is determined by the rankCenters() method (pg. 183.

The “adaptive” behavior of Centers, as described above, aims to import I along the

shortest path between it and their place of origin, X.

Learning

The objects of CHAAHK do not exhibit any kind of learning.

Prediction

The objects of CHAAHK do not exhibit any kind of prediction.
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Sensing

The Region’s rankCenters() method (pg. 183) utilizes the I, S, and L of each Center

in the simulation to rank their attractiveness. This information is in turn used by a

migrating Group to choose their new Y h. So, in a way, they are able to “sense” these

qualities of their environment. This otherwise omnipresence is brought back down to the

limits of reality by the stochasticity introduced by the Group’s migrate() method (pg.

188).

The “adaptive” behavior of Centers, as described above, has perfect knowledge about

the W of each Route in determining the shortest path to X.

Interaction

Groups depend upon the I and S provided by their home Center (Y h), and these

variables of each Center are likewise affected by their amount of dependent Groups (L).

Groups can also intensify resource extraction in a Center, increasing both its Fp and Fg.

Depending on the model’s parameterization, Groups are will be required to maintain their

Center’s infrastructure to avoid a decline in Fp.

Groups affect Routes by creating demand for imported goods, which increases a

Route’s T as these goods travel to their destination. Routes in turn affect Centers

and Groups by mediating the flow of I to these objects.

Stochasticity

In any given time-step, the order in which the objects are chosen to carry out their

behavior is random.

When a Group cannot acquire the I or S it needs to continue its way of living, it is

equally likely to remain in place, migrate, or remove itself from the simulation. If the

decision is to migrate, their selection is largely random but with a preference given to

Centers with better access to S and I.

The number of Groups “born” at a Center each cycle is random, but higher if there

is better access to resources.
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Collectives

The objects of CHAAHK do not form any kind of collectives.

Observation

CHAAHK records, for each simulation run, the largest population count, the low-

est population count following that moment, and the population count at the model’s

terminal time-step.

A.6 CHAAHK Initialization

The first step of CHAAHK’s initialization routine is to locate the 289 Center objects

across its two dimensional Cartesian plane (Figure A.2). The program arranges them

in a hexagonal lattice with 17.32 distance units between Centers horizontally and 17.85

distance units between them diagonally. The author forgets how these values were chosen

or why they are different, but the model is so abstract at the moment it is not significant.

Regardless, randomization in Center locations is introduced by adjusting both the x

and y values of each Center by a value generated from a uniform distribution having a

minimum of -3 and a maximum of 3 distance units. These offsets help to ensure that

each simulation run is unique. The distance between a Center and its closest neighbors

is 14.32 to 20.85 distance units.

Each Center is assigned it own unique ID value from the range of 0 to 288. Centers

with ID’s 0, 16, 272, and 288 are added to the list of “spawns” ( U , pg. 153)

Next, Route objects are created that connect pairs of neighboring Centers. Most

Centers will be have 6 adjacent Routes, but those on the edge of the simulation will

have only two to five to reflect their reduced number of neighboring Centers.

Next, both Center and Route objects are categorized as being either “upland” or

“bajo” in order to reflect the environmental heterogeneity of the ECR. This gives a value

to the Center’s J variable. To avoid too much randomization across simulation runs

but also avoid drawing too subjective a map, an initial, random configuration of uplands
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Figure A.2: Initial configuration of
CHAAHK’s terrain. Red lines rep-
resent bajo Routes, green lines are
uplands, blue lines are rivers, and
brown lines are mountains.

and bajos was calculated and used for each simulation. The first step in doing this is to

randomly sort a list containing each Center’s ID value. Then, the Centers having their

ID nearest to the beginning of this list are categorized as uplands. The UA parameter

determines the actual breadth of this threshold; the first UA Center ID’s are chosen to

be assigned as uplands (J = “upland”). The Centers with ID’s outside of this threshold

are classified as bajos (J = “bajo”).

Routes are assigned their own J values based on that of the Centers. Each Route

adjacent to a Center with J = “upland is itself assigned J = “upland”. The remaining

Routes are assigned J = “bajo”. The resulting map of Routes is a patchwork of “bajo”

and “upland” areas. After this step, the initial list of Center ID’s was altered to ensure

that the four exporter Centers in each corner connected to a longer chain of Routes

having J = “bajo”. The result of this process is illustrated in Figure A.2.

Each Route has a consistent sub-selection of their initial variables tweaked according

to their value of J . This is done to reflect the differential character of movement through

bajo and upland environments and how they change over time. Upon creation, each

Route, regardless of its J , is assigned a weight (W ) that is initially equal to its length

(the distance between Y 1 and Y 2). This value is then altered to reflect the Route’s J

according to the first row of Table A.6. This modified version of W is used to calculate

seven more variables for the Route, depending on its J .
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Bajo Upland
W length ∗ 0.2 length ∗ 2
Cb W W
Fpm W ∗ Fpm W ∗ .5
Fpi W ∗ Fpi W ∗ Fpi
Fpd W ∗ Fpd ∗ Fpm W ∗ Fpd
Fpr Fpr .4
Fdm W ∗ Fdm 0
Fdi W ∗ Fdi 0
Fdd W ∗ Fdd ∗ Fdm 0
Fdr Fdr 0

Table A.5: Types of Routes and their initial variables. Each Route’s W is calculated
before its other variables, and each row following the first reflects this updated value of
W . For example, a “bajo” Route’s Cb is equal to its length ∗ 0.2, and therefore is less
than that of an “upland” Route even though both columns list “W”
for the second row.

A.7 CHAAHK Input Data

CHAAHK does not include external input data.

A.8 CHAAHK Submodels

A.8.1 Region Object Submodels

disturbance() Method

This method represents an event that both negatively impacts the number of Groups

in the simulation and is not represented by the other mechanisms of the simulation. The

quintessential manifestation of this routine in the literature of Maya archeology is the

large scale droughts that have been repeatedly evidenced to have effected the Maya area

during the Late and Terminal Classic Periods. However, this routine could just as easily
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represent the effects of warfare, disease, or a similar phenomena.

if T > 1000 + Ud & T < 1100 + Ud then

foreach Group group do

Chance equal to Urc that group is removed from the simulation ;

end

end

(A.3)

immigrate() Method

This method generates new groups at the four Centers located at the simulation’s

corners i.e. with W = true. These new Groups are migrants from the regions neighboring

the area represented by CHAAHK and as such have their G initialized as true.

foreach Center center do

if center.W = true then

new Group is created with Y h = center

end

end

(A.4)

calculateTrafficLong() Method

This method does two things. It considers the W ’s of the simulation’s network of

Routes in order to determine how difficult it is for each Center to acquire imports (I).
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It also calculates each Route’s T l for the remainder of that time cycle.

foreach Route do

T l = 0;

end

foreach Center center do

path = the shortest path between center and the Exporter;

center.D = the sum of each Route’s W along path;

foreach Route route in path do

route.T l = route.T l + center.B;

end

end

(A.5)

where path is calculated using Repast’s implementation of Dijkstra’s (1959) algorithm

for path-finding in graph networks (North et al. 2007).

rankCenters() Method

This method determines each Center’s relative attractiveness, or P , towards CHAAHK’s

Group agents. The first step is to initialize two objects and one variable that are later

updated with relevant values.

destinations = an empty Java Hashtable where keys are Doubles and

values are Centers;

pullFractions = an empty Java ArrayList containing Double values;

Pt = 0;

(A.6)

where pullFractions is a list of each Center’s relative attractiveness Pf , and destinitions

is a hash table of Centers indexed by their respective Pf ’s. Ps is calculated as each
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Center’s P , summed. Next, the method updates each Center’s P .

totalPull = 0 ;

foreach Center Center in Y l do

if D < 1 then

P = 0;

else

P = (1/D2);

end

totalPull increases by P ;

end

(A.7)

Where L and P are those of each Center being evaluated, while Spc and Ipc are the S

per capita and I per capita of each Center, respectively.

foreach Center Center in Yl do

Pf = P ÷ Ps;

A random value between -0.0000001 and 0.0000001 is added to Pf ;

Center is added to destinations as a value with index Pf ;

Pf is added to pullFractions;

end

the values of pullFractions are sorted to be in ascending order;

(A.8)

This part of the method calculates Pf , the relative attractiveness of the Center, by

dividing its individual P by the simulation’s net P . This value is given a extremely

minor offset simply so that Center’s with the same P are not assigned using the same
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key is the destinations hash table.

foreach Group group in Y l do

group.destinations = destinations;

group.pullFractions = pullFractions;

end

(A.9)

This final part of rankCenters() simply makes it so that when a Group’s migrate()

function is called, it uses the destinations and pullFractions objects as they are calcu-

lated in this method.

A.8.2 Group Object Submodels

endemicConsume() Method

if G = false then

if S of Yh ≥ 1 then

S of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call Trouble();

end

if I of Yh ≥ 1 then

I of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call Trouble();

end

end

(A.10)

EndemicConsume() is the method that most Group will use to consume the resources
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(S and I ) of their Center. If each of the two resources is available, their stockpiles will be

reduced by one unit and the relevant Group will continue to live happily in that Center.

If the appropriate resources do not exist, however, the trouble() method is called, which

determines their response to the shortage.

migrantConsume() Method

if G = true then

if S of Yh ≥ 1 then

S of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call trouble;

end

if I of Yh ≥ 1 then

I of Yh decreases by 1;

else

call trouble;

end

end

(A.11)

MigrantConsume() is identical to EndemicConsume() except it applies to Groups with

G = true. These Groups would be less familiar and welcome in their region and as such

are less likely to receive resources than more established Groups. It should be repeated,

however, that G exists more to produce informative output analysis on other elements of

CHAAHK than to model some target behavior of human societies.

Additionally, it is checked how long the migrant group has been part of the simulation.
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If it survives for 5 cycles, its G is set to false.

if Z = 5 then

G = false;

Group is added to B of its Y h;

else if Z < 5 then

Z = Z + 1;

end

(A.12)

trouble() Method

chance = a random number between 0 and 1 ;

if chance < .33 then

Group is removed from simulation;

else if chance < .66 then

call Migrate();

else

nothing happens;

end

(A.13)

Trouble() determines what will happen to a Group when the resources they require do

not exist at their Center (Y h). Theres is roughly a one third chance that the Group will

be removed from the simulation, it will migrate to another Center, or nothing happens

and it remains in place as if it had consumed resources normally.
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migrate() Method

The Migrate() method witnesses the Group attempt to relocate to a new Center;

it tries to change its Y h. Similarly to the trouble() method, it starts by generating a

random number.

chance = a random number between 0 and 1 ;

Y n = Y h;

count = 288;

while count ≥ 0 do

if chance < Pf then

Y n = the Center in Y d indexed at key Pf ;

The loop terminates;

else

chance = chance− Pf

end

end

(A.14)

More simply put, each Center has a chance to be the Group’s new Y h that is propor-

tionate to their P . P is calculated in the preceding time-step during the rankCenters()
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method. Once it chooses a Center as its destination, the Group attempts to relocate.

path = the shortest path between Y h and Y n;

distance = the sum of each Route’s W along the path;

Y h.emigrate(this Group);

if distance > MDT then

This Group is removed from the simulation;

else

Y h = Y n;

Y h.immigrate(this Group);

end

(A.15)

In the last part of migrate() represents the Group attempting their migration. They

will not succeed if the distance to their selected destination is too far. As written in the

actual code, such a failure suggests the death of travelers due to exhaustion, starvation,

etc. However, this could also be interpreted as the Group adopting a more mobile sub-

sistence strategy or possibly migrating to a location external to that represented by the

simulation.

A.8.3 Center Object Submodels

This section describes the various submodels referenced in section A.4.
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reproduce() Method

if L > 0 and S > 0 then

newGroups = 0 ;

odds = (S ÷ L)÷N ;

forall L do

random = a random number from 0 to 1;

if random > odds then

newGroups increases by 1;

end

end

forall newGroups do

A new Group is added to the simulation;

Its G is set to false;

Its Y h is set to this Center.

end

end

(A.16)

Reproduce() is one of two mechanics for introducing new Groups to the simulation,

with the other being immigration from outside the simulated region. The implementation

of reproduce() invokes Verhulst’s (1845) equation for logistic population growth because

it also depends on the number of existing inhabitants (L), resources per capita (S/L),

and a population growth parameter (N). However, CHAAHK’s version introduces some

randomization.

calculateStaples() Method

This method calculates how much S is available for the Groups of a given center

to consume. This is done by first updating values of both Fpl and Fdl. Then, a special

averaging function aggregates the two values to calculate the Center’s S. The implication
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Figure A.3: Outline of the calcu-
lateStaples method of the Route

object..

Figure A.4: Simplified Flowchart
of the calculateStaples method of
the Route object.

of this routine is that a Center’s overall ability to support human settlement is the

product of said settlement’s positive and negative modifications to a landscape.

The first step of calculateStaples() is to update the value of Fpl. This process is sub-

divided into two sections: one that calculates Fpl’s increase and another that calculates

its decrease. It increases according to Equation A.17.

Fpl = Fpl + Fpi ∗ L ∗ {1− (
Fpl

Fpm
)2} (A.17)

These result in Fpl being modified more rapidly if there are more inhabitants living in

the relevant Center, but tapering off as the area reaches the carrying capacity imposed

via biophysical and technological constraints. This routine is a reflection of Verhulst’s

(1845) equation for logistic population growth, only applied to the growth of a Center’s

anthropogenic improvements that increase human carrying capacity, Fpl, and not the

actual number of simulated Groups, which is the variable L.

Next it is determined if the improvements made to a Center’s fecundity can be main-
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tained by the population of the Center. Growing population impels a society to practice

increasingly intensive forms of agricultural via ecological, technological, or institutional

changes. However, if population levels shrink, there may come a point where the labor

required to maintain these various enhancements cannot be met. For example, with-

out continuous clearing and planting, cropland will become overrun by forest succession

(Ferguson et al. 2003). Agricultural terraces require constant maintenance to serve their

function (Beach and Dunning 1995). Water storage features would need to be dredged

to prevent sediment build-up (Ferrand et al. 2012). Such processes are represented by

declining Fpl, which is calculated by Equations A.18, A.19, and A.20.

Fpt = max

(
L

Fpl
, 1

)
(A.18)

where Fpt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Fpl being maintained

by the population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next

routine.

Fpf = 1− {Fpt+ (1− Fpt) ∗ Fpr} (A.19)

where Fpf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Fpl before it is

modified by the coefficient Fpd. This serves to avoid too many parentheses in a single

equation. Equation A.19 functions to determine whether a potential lack of Fpl main-

tenance actually results in Fpl decreasing, and the value of the parameter Fpr is what

determines this. If Fpr = 1, then Fpf will always equal zero and there will be no decrease

in Fpl. If Fpr = 0, then Fpl will decrease according to how deprived of population the

Center is. Values of Fpr in between 0 and 1 represent more mild decreases in Fpl in such

situations. The final calculation required to update Fpl is naturally

Fpl = Fpl − Fpf ∗ Fpd (A.20)

At this point, if Fpl < 0, it is set to equal zero.

The next half of calculateStaples() is to update the value of Fdl. It might be helpful
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to think of this second section as the evil twin of how Fpl is described as being updated

above, as the actual algorithm is basically identical despite it representing processes

harmful to a society rather than those that are beneficial. First, Fdl increases according

to Equation A.21.

Fdl = Fdl + Fdi ∗ L ∗ {1− (
Fdl

Fdm
)2} (A.21)

These result in Fdl being increased more rapidly if there are more inhabitants living

in the relevant Center, but tapering off as the area reaches the carrying capacity imposed

via biophysical and technological constraints. This routine is a reflection of Verhulst’s

(1845) equation for logistic population growth, only applied to the growth of a Center’s

anthropogenic improvements that decrease human carrying capacity, Fdl, and not the

actual number of simulated Groups, which is the variable L.

Next it is determined if the deterioration made to a Center’s carrying capacity can

be maintained by the population of the Center. If one imagines an instance where in-

creasing Fdl represents a reduction in soil nutrients caused by exploitative monocropping

and deforestation, then it would seem likely that Fdl would decrease once population lev-

els drop, reforestation begins, and the forest ecosystem regenerates its original nutrient

cycles. Chemical pollution, disease, intra-group violence, and many other harmful pro-

cesses would likewise decrease with population decline. However, their rates of decline as

a result of population loss would vary. Such processes are simulated by Equations A.22,

A.23, and A.24.

Fdt = max

(
L

Fdl
, 1

)
(A.22)

where Fdt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Fdl being maintained

by the population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next

routine.

Fdf = 1− {Fdt+ (1− Fdt) ∗ Fdr} (A.23)

where Fdf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Fdl before it is
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modified by the coefficient Fdd. This serves to avoid too many parentheses in a single

equation. Equation A.23 functions to determine whether a potential lack of Fdl main-

tenance actually results in Fdl decreasing, and the value of the parameter Fdr is what

determines this. If Fdr = 1, then Fdf will always equal zero and there will be no decrease

in Fdl. If Fdr = 0, then Fdl will decrease according to how deprived of population the

Center is. Values of Fdr in between 0 and 1 represent more mild decreases in Fdl in such

situations. The final calculation required to update Fdl is naturally

Fdl = Min(Fdl − Fdf ∗ Fdd) (A.24)

Part 4 of calculating S aggregates the previously calculated values of Fpl and Fdl

to update the Center’s S. The theory here is that the fecundity of a Center is the

function of both helpful, or promotive, and hurtful, or demotive, influences, and that these

diametrically opposed influences are able to counteract one another, with the “stronger”

one pulling the Center’s S so that it becomes either a higher or lower value than Fb,

depending on whether it is promotive or demotive fecundity, respectively.

Fpf = Fpl/Fpm;

Fdf = Fdl/Fdm;

if Fpf > Fdf then

∆Fpf = −Fdf ;

S = Fb− Fpf ∗ Fpm;

else

∆Fdf = −Fpf ;

S = Fb+ Fdf ∗ Fdm

end

(A.25)

The “weaker” of either promotive or demotive change will still pull S back towards Fb,

with the amount of this counteraction being proportional to its own “strength”, such that,

if both promotive and demotive changes, are of equal strengths S will simply equal Fb.
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This metaphorical “strength” of the two opposed changes to fecundity is not measured

in absolute units of Fpl and Fdl, but is instead these values divided by their respective

maxima (Fpm and Fdm).

calculateImports() Method

This method calculates the Center’s I as a function of it’s distance from the closest

exporter (D). Ic is always negative and Iy is always positive. As such, lower values of D

result in higher values of I. This represents the difficulty of acquiring certain goods that

are costly to transport.

I = Ic ∗D + Iy (A.26)

A.8.4 Route Object Submodels

calculateWeight() Method

This method calculates W for each Route in the simulation. The algorithm closely

reflects that of the Center.calculateStaples() method (pg. 190) and as such less expla-

nation is given for various calculations. A Center’s variables whose names start with

“fecundity” have similar roles as those of a Route starting with “cost”. However, sev-

eral things are different. This results from the simulation’s Groups benefiting from lower

Route W ’s, which is the end product of their “costs”, but higher Center S’s, which is

the end product of their “fecundities”.

This is both the longest and most complicated single method of the simulation. There-

fore, it may help to understand something about its overall structure before attempting to

absorb the details. Figure A.5 divides the method into four basic parts, with two of these

parts consisting of three sub-parts. The last of said parts, and therefore very objective,

of this method is to update the Route’s Weight (W ). W is calculated using, among other

things, the Cpl and Cdl values that are updated in the preceding two parts: those labeled

2 and 3 in Figure A.5. Both of these parts require the calculation of a “final traffic”

value: Traffic Promotive Final (Tpf) and Traffic Demotive Final (Tdf) for Cpl and Cdl
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Figure A.5: Outline of the calcu-
lateWeight method of the Route

object.

respectively. These final traffic values are therefore calculated at the beginning (sub-part

“a”) of parts 2 and 3 (Figure A.5). These calculations involve the Traffic Short (Ts) and

Traffic Long (T l) variables. Ts is calculated in part 1 of the method (Figure A.5), and

T l is calculated by the calculateTrafficLong() method in the preceding time-step. This

outline can be compared to the flowchart-style Figure A.6 that shows where T l and Ts

are modified by the four “traffic coefficient” variables.

Tf is the aggregate amount of human activity that is currently affecting the Route.

It combines the effects of local activity with the that of more ephemeral, long-distance

movement across its domain. Long-distance activity is represented by T l, which was

calculated during Region.calculateTrafficLong(), as described on page 182.

The first step of the method is to calculate Ts. This variable represents local activity,

such as cultivation, construction, or day-to-day human traffic.

Ts =
(Y 1.B + Y 2.B)

W
(A.27)

The numerator is the sum of the endemic populations (B) of the two Centers adjacent

to the Route, which is divided by the Route’s weight (W ) to find Ts. This reflects the

classic “gravity model” that has long been used to calculate trade, migration, or other

types of interaction between two places. Typically an exponent is added to the denomi-

nator of this equation, and it is known as the “distance decay” value. It is excluded (i.e.

equal to 1) here to avoid severe negative feedback in Ts due the simulation’s fluctuating

population.
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Figure A.6: Simplified Flowchart of the calculateWeight method of the Route object.
Many important variables are not included here. This only illustrates where the various
“traffic” variables and parameters are eventually used.
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The method then proceeds to part 2 (Figure A.5). The first sub-part is to calculate

a local variable: Traffic Promotive Final or Tpf .

Tpl = T l ∗ Tplc ;

Tps = Ts ∗ Tpsc ;

Tpf = Tpl + Tps ;

(A.28)

Here Tpf is calculated as the sum of Ts and T l, after each is modified by a scaling

parameter. The theoretical premise of these coefficients is described on page 166. In

more practical language, these parameters allow users to fine tune how strong the effects

of Ts and T l are on Cpl.

Now that Tpf is known the rest of calculateWeights()’s second part functions to update

the value of Cpl. This process is subdivided into two sections: one that calculates Cpl’s

increase and another that calculates its decrease.

Cpl = Cpl + Cpi ∗ Tpf ∗ {1− (
Cpl

Cpm
)2} (A.29)

This results in the Route’s Cpl increasing more rapidly if there is a greater amount of

traffic (Tpf), but tapering off as the area it represents reaches a hypothetical maximum

amount of improvement imposed via biophysical and technological constraints. This

routine is a reflection of Verhulst’s (1845) equation for logistic population growth, only

applied to the improvement of a Route’s transportation cost, Cpl, instead of an actual

population count.

Next Cpl’s decrease is calculated. This section determines the extent to which the

maintenance required for the improvements made to a Routes’s cost can be justified by

the amount of use, or traffic (Tpf), that Route receives. Physical infrastructure, such

as docks, canals, roads, etc. require repairs in order to not deteriorate to the point

of obsolescence. Social improvements, such as patrols, maintaining a certain amount

of knowledge, or providing provisions to travels, require other types of investments to
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continue having utility. If traffic levels decrease, there may come a point where the

investment required to maintain these various enhancements either cannot or will not be

met. Such processes are represented by declining Cpl, which is calculated by Equations

A.30, A.31, and A.32.

Cpt = max

(
L

Cpl
, 1

)
(A.30)

where Cpt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Cpl being maintained

by either state or community agents benefiting from a Route’s traffic. How much this

fraction actually matters is determined by the next routine.

Cpf = 1− {Cpt+ (1− Cpt) ∗ Cpr} (A.31)

where Cpf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Cpl before it is

modified by the coefficient Cpd, which is one of the model’s parameters (pg. 170). This

serves to avoid too many parentheses in a single equation. Equation A.31 functions to

determine whether a potential lack of Cpl maintenance actually results in Cpl decreasing,

and the value of the parameter Cpr is what determines this. If Cpr = 1, then Cpf will

always equal zero and there will be no decrease in Cpl. If Cpr = 0, then Cpl will decrease

according to how deprived of traffic the Route is. Values of Cpr in between 0 and 1

represent more mild decreases in Cpl in such situations. The final calculation required to

update Cpl is

Cpl = Cpl − Cpf ∗ Cpd (A.32)

Part 3 of calculateWeight() updates the value of Cdl. It might be helpful to think of it

as the evil twin of how Cpl is described as being updated above, as the actual algorithm

is identical despite it representing processes harmful to a society rather than those that
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are beneficial (pg. 168). First, Tdf is calculated.

Tdl = T l ∗ Tdlc ;

Tds = Ts ∗ Tdsc ;

Tdf = Tdl + Tds ;

(A.33)

This is followed by calculating the increase of Cdl according to Equation A.34.

Cdl = Cdl + Cdi ∗ Tdf ∗ {1− (
Cdl

Cdm
)2} (A.34)

This results in the Route being negatively affected by traffic (Tdf) more intensely

when it experiences higher amounts of it, However, this effect tapering off as the area

reaches a hypothetical maximum amount of damage imposed via biophysical and tech-

nological constraints, represented by the variable Cdm. This routine is a reflection of

Verhulst’s (1845) equation for logistic population growth, only applied to increasing a

Route’s transportation cost, Cdl, instead of an actual population count.

Next it is determined if the deterioration made to a Route’s transportation cost can

be maintained by the amount of human activity associated with it. If one imagines an

instance where the increasing Cdl of a lacustrine Route represents a reduction in water

level due to human water consumption, then it would seem likely that Cdl would decrease

once population levels and as a result water consumption decreases. Such processes are

simulated by Equations A.35, A.36, and A.37.

Cdt = max

(
L

Cdl
, 1

)
(A.35)

where Cdt is a temporary variable that represents the fraction of Cdl being maintained

by the population. How much this fraction actually matters is determined by the next

routine.

Cdf = 1− {Cdt+ (1− Cdt) ∗ Cdr} (A.36)
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where Cdf is another temporary variable that represents the decrease in Cdl before it is

modified by the coefficient Cdd. Equation A.36 functions to determine whether a potential

lack of Cdl maintenance actually results in Cdl decreasing, and the value of the parameter

Cdr is what determines this. If Cdr = 1, then Cdf will always equal zero and there will

be no decrease in Cdl. If Cdr = 0, then Cdl will decrease according to how deprived of

traffic the Route is. Values of Cdr in between 0 and 1 represent more mild decreases in

Cdl in such situations. The final calculation required to update Cdl is

Cdl = Cdl − Cdf ∗ Cdd (A.37)

At this point, if Cdl < 0, then Cdl is set to equal zero.

Part 4 of CalculateWeight() aggregates the previously calculated values of Cpl and

Cdl to update the Route’s weight (W ) variable. The theory here is that the cost of travel

through a Route is the product of both helpful, or promotive, and hurtful, or demotive,

influences, and that these diametrically opposed influences are able to counteract one

another, with the stronger one “winning” and changing the Route’s W accordingly.

Cpf = Cpl/Cpm;

Cdf = Cdl/Cdm;

if Cpf > Cdf then

Cpf = Cpf − Cdf ;

W = Cb− Cpf ∗ Cpm;

else

Cdf = Cdf − Cpf ;

W = Cb+ Cdf ∗ Cdm

end

(A.38)

In essence W equals the Route’s base cost (Cb) minus the average of Cpl and negative

Cdl. This average, however, is calculated such that whichever is higher relative to its
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own maximum value “wins” and determines whether W is less than or greater than Cb

accordingly.
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